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WELCOME

Welcome to Hay
Please join us for a joyful mix of politics
and literature, comedy and science; time for
revelling in this spectacular landscape and
adventuring in the imaginations of the world’s
greatest thinkers and storytellers.
The polls of the past 12 months might
suggest that liars win. The deeper reality
is that truths endure; and they must be
interrogated and heard and celebrated. We
all need better ideas, better arguments and
better advocates. So, the game’s afoot..

30 Reformations
The spine of the festival is our Reformations
project, which nods to the moment 500
years ago that Martin Luther, literally or
metaphorically, nailed his 95 Theses to that
church door in Wittenberg. We’ve invited 30
writers and thinkers to reimagine the world’s
institutions and authorities – from the NHS
and the EU, to marriage, honour, peace and
citizenship. The first 23 Reformations will be
heard at Hay this spring, and the remaining
7 will be introduced at our international
festivals around the world later this year.

The Hay 30
We’ve invited 30 young writers and thinkers
and performers and activists to join us in
Hay. We think these emerging superstars will
shape and imagine the world for the next 30
years. They are marked in the programme
with an asterisk. Please hear them. They
are an extraordinarily gifted and inspiring
generation.

30 Acres
We are planting 30 acres of trees in
partnership with schools across Wales to
create an anniversary wood. Our partners
at the Woodland Trust will map the wood
online. Visit their stand at the festival to find
out how you can take part.
HAPPY 30th BIRTHDAY, and thank you
– to the writers and readers, to the dreamers
and wranglers, for thirty years of friendship
and wonder. Thank you for making Hay.

Peter Florence
Director, Hay Festival

The dates of next year’s festival are 24 May - 3 June
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PROGRAMME UPDATES ONLINE
We often add exciting extra events after this
programme goes to print – these will all be listed
under ‘new events’ at hayfestival.org/programme.
During the festival we’ll also send links to any venue
and event changes on a daily email circulated to
ticket-holders.

ONSITE & OFFSITE EXTRAS
There is a whole host of activities on and off the
festival site for you to enjoy. These include farm
visits, Hay town walks, exhibitions and pop-up
installations. Offsite visits and events are listed at
hayfestival.org/wales/extras.
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HAYDAYS

All about HAYDAYS

CHILDREN’S WORKSHOPS

Stories are everywhere at HAYDAYS and your
engagement with them in dramatic, entertaining, and
unexpected ways creates the heartbeat of the Festival.

Be prepared to get seriously messy at HAYDAYS
this year with a full-on, flat-out, fantastic range of
events and workshops to keep you laughing, thinking,
creating, reading, performing and squelching your
way through the Festival. The Make and Take tent
is a lively hub with workshop activities every day,
#makeandtake. Visit our Illustration Hot Desk
where you can observe illustrators such as Chris
Riddell and Jackie Morris in action, with different
illustrators every day #hayillustrates. Illustration
workshops include ‘Making Pictures with Lisa
Stickley’ and ‘Create a Museum of Me with Emma
Lewis’. Mud will fly in the Flying Potter workshops
and food will fry in the HAYDAYS World Food
Kitchen. HAYDAYS is simply bursting with
events to give your ideas wings. To book, go to
www.hayfestival.com/workshops. Your Hay
adventure starts here and we can’t wait to meet you.

Join us to celebrate our 30th Hay Festival with
authors, illustrators, scientists and performers sharing
their ideas and revealing the worlds they create. Seize
the opportunity to be inspired by authors including
Jacqueline Wilson, Patrick Ness, Cressida Cowell,
Julia Donaldson, Judith Kerr, Philip Reeve,
Michael Rosen, Meg Rosoff, Andy Stanton, Juno
Dawson, Liz Pichon and Sir Tony Robinson.
Join illustrators Chris Riddell, Oliver Jeffers, Axel
Scheffler, Nick Sharratt, Helen Oxenbury and
Ben Cort for fabulous drawing events. Engage with
your favourite performers and characters such as
Dick and Dom, Julian Clary, Elmer and Harry
Potter. The Science Museum brings its Robotics
show and Oxford University scientists will share their
knowledge in Quantum Computing workshops.
Spiders, birds and bees, robots, bones and trees are
all migrating to Hay this week, so please join in and
enjoy the journey.
Beyond the sheer delight of stories, HAYDAYS
explores how narrative can unite us. The
International Children’s Literature Hay Festival in
Aarhus, Denmark brings together 39 outstanding
writers for children and teenagers from across
Europe to share their stories about journeys, real and
emotional. Global concerns of conflict and migration
are explored through discussion events with Amnesty
and with the Hay Festival commissioned show,
3000 Chairs. The power of great illustrators to bring
children and countries together through their work
is also reflected in the presence at HAYDAYS of
three winners of the International Bologna Ragazzi
Awards 2017: Oliver Jeffers, William Grill and
Emma Lewis. From picture-books to novels for YA
readers, HAYDAYS shows how stories can help
build empathy and understanding while affirming
confidence and hope for the future.

The Storytelling Nook is the place to hear stories
from all over the world and to create your own tales,
too. We have Persian stories, Kenyan storytelling
from Climate Care, Eastern European tales from
Hedgespoken, and Readathon will entertain you
with Wilf Merttens and Jen Lunn. With drop-in
creative writing sessions led by Emma Beynon,
The Storytelling Nook is a new, creative space
for younger children. To book, go to
www.hayfestival.com/storytelling

HAYDAYS COURTYARD
Most of the HAYDAYS events take place in the
Starlight Stage, the Cube and the Mess Tent venues.
They surround the HAYDAYS courtyard where you
can picnic and buy a delicious Shepherds sheep’s milk
ice-cream. The Make and Take tent is packed with
free workshops and activities and is open 10am–5pm
daily throughout the whole festival. Other free but
ticketed events are available in The Storytelling
Nook. For all information and to book tickets, visit
our website: hayfestival.org. Books and signings for
all children’s and YA events on the programme are
available in the Hay Festival Bookshop.

#HAYYA EVENTS
AND WORKSHOPS
Follow #HayYA in the Festival Programme for a
stunning line-up of events for teenagers and young
adults. Take the chance to hear Patrick Ness,
Juno Dawson, Alex Wheatle and Sarah Crossan
talk about their latest books and be right there
with the shortlisted authors including Francesca
Simon, Patrice Lawrence and Sara Barnard just
as the winner of the second Bookseller YA Prize is
announced. Panel events will explore the swirl of
being a YA, including the opportunities and pressures
that shape so many aspects of this stage of life.
Express yourself through song and dance, film and
art: join a songwriting workshops with Jim Eliot and
Mima Stilwell who work with Kylie, Ellie Goulding
and Will Young, and hit the dance-floor with
Rambert workshops; no experience needed – just
your enthusiasm. Animate your ideas as part of a BIG
Hay Festival animation project, Animation Time
Machine! Create your mark in a Hereford College of
Arts illustration workshop, try screen-printing, book
art, collage, photography or creative writing...there is
something for everyone across the creative spectrum.
Enjoy Hay and find your voice...let’s hear it!

FAMILY INFORMATION
Children aged 12 years and under must be
accompanied at all times by a parent or guardian,
including during events, unless otherwise stated.
The lost child point is located in the Make and Take
Tent in the HAYDAYS Courtyard between 10am
and 5pm every day. Outside these hours it is located
in the Admin Office next to the Box Office.
For information on accessibility visit
hayfestival.org/access.
Visitors to Hay Festival may be filmed and/or
photographed for future promotions of the festival.
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THANKS TO
HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION
IS SUPPORTED BY
FRIENDS, PATRONS
AND BENEFACTORS
Patrons
Luisella Barrow, Philip and Janet Bunce, Barry
Carpenter, Alison Chappell, Frances Cloud,
Maureen Cruickshank, Claire Denholm, Louis
Flannery, Anthony Galliers-Pratt, Kathy Gilfillan,
Janita Good and Chris Clifford, Simon Grenfell,
Glen Jones, Huw Jones, Robin and Philippa Herbert,
Marlene Hobsbawm, Ross Hollyman, Jonathan
Hopkins, Ruth Huddleston, Shân Legge Bourke,
Jan Lindsay-Smith, Jane Livesey, Teresa McDonnell,
Tim Meunier, Andrea Minton-Beddoes,
Michael and Samantha Pearce, Sarah Quibell,
Sian Rolfe, Selina Shaw and Paul Voyce.

Benefactors
Elizabeth Bingham, Kate Bingham and Jesse
Norman, Lord and Lady Burns, Nick Butler and
Rosaleen Hughes, Terry, Sian, Isabelle and Miles
Sinclair, Rhian-Anwen and Michael Hamill, Tom
and Karen Kalaris, Peter Lacy and Lucy Rice, Pauline
and David Maydon, Danny Rivlin and Jacqueline
Harris, Hannah Rothschild, Maurice Saatchi.
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For more information about ways to support the
Hay Festival Foundation please contact Maggie Kerr
Maggie@hayfestival.org

Hay Festival Funders
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I love Hay Festival’s engagement
with the world beyond its walls, and
its commitment to the defence of that
world. Festivals with a genuinely
green ethos are all too rare.
Hay is one of them.

George Monbiot
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#hay30
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schools PROGRAMME
The Festival opens with the Schools Programme on
Thursday 25 and Friday 26 May, free to State schools
and funded by the Welsh Government and Hay Festival
Foundation. Thursday is for Primary Schools and
featured authors include Jim Smith, Steve Cole, Ali
Sparkes and Nicola Davies. On Friday, our day for
Secondary Schools, pupils and teachers can listen to
Holly Bourne, Daniel Morden, Phil Earle and see the
High-tech Robot Show from the Science Museum.
This is Hay’s 30th year and we look forward to
welcoming everyone to celebrate with us. The aim of the
Schools Programme is to enthuse all pupils at Key Stages
2, 3 and 4. The authors will be on hand to sign copies of
their books, on sale in the Festival Bookshop. For more
information, visit hayfestival.org/schoolsprogramme.

Hay Festival Programme

11.30am
[1] 11.30–7.30PM LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £33.30

Hay on Earth 2017 Forum

For this year’s Forum we bring you inspirational entrepreneurs
who have found, and are developing, innovative ways of
growing food, using waste, transporting goods and people.

Full Day ticket allows entry to all six sessions.
Events: 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8
[2] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

George Marshall talks to Oliver Balch
Talking Climate – From Research to Practice

A fresh approach to climate change communication: five core
principles for public engagement that can propel climate change
discourse out of the margins and into the mainstream. Marshall
is the author of Don’t Even Think About It: Why our Brains Are
Wired to Ignore Climate Change.
[3] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Kresse Wesling talks to Andy Fryers

Firehoses to Fashion – Elvis & Kresse

Elvis & Kresse was founded after co-owner Kresse Wesling
fell in love with a fire hose. When she found out that the
London Fire Brigade threw tons of damaged fire hoses into
landfill, she knew there must be a use for them. From bags and
belts, purses to phone covers, the business now creates lifestyle
accessories by re-engineering seemingly useless waste. It has
seen phenomenal growth, saving tonnes of waste from landfill
and opening outlets in ten countries.

THURSDAY 25 MAY
2.30pm
[4] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Kate Hofman and Steve Dring
talk to Kitty Corrigan

Growing Underground and GrowUp Urban Farms

With an increasing population, climate change and concerns
about food (in)security, new and innovative farming methods
are required. Steve Dring started the UK’s first underground
farm, based in disused air raid shelters, growing herbs and salad
plants. Kate Hofman runs GrowUp Urban Farms, the UK’s
first commercial aquaponics business (cultivating both fish
and salad plants in one integrated system from a warehouse in
London).
Sponsored by The Old Railway Line Garden Centre

4pm
[5] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Hugo Spowers, Fiona Clancy and
Will Vaughan talk to Andy Fryers
Transport Futures

Spowers is the Chief Engineer and Founder of Riversimple, whose
goal is simple – to pursue, systematically, the elimination of the
environmental impact of personal transport. Spowers, Clancy
and their team have created Rasa, a super-efficient, hydrogenpowered car. They are joined by Will Vaughan, CEO of Hereford
Pedicabs and Cargo, who provide financially and environmentally
sustainable services by bike – including parcel delivery, trade waste
recycling, inner-city advertising and pedicab hire.

5.30pm
[6] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £5.30

Morgan & West

Morgan & West’s Utterly Spiffing Spectacular
Magic Show For Kids (And Childish Grown-ups!)

Time travelling magicians Morgan & West present a jawdropping, heart-stopping, brain-busting, opinion-adjusting,
death-defying, mind-frying, spirit-lifting, paradigm-shifting,
outlook-changing, furniture-rearranging magic extravaganza!
Witness a mountain of mysterious magic, a hatful of hyperreality, and of course a truck full of tricks and tea. Mixing brain
boggling illusion and good old-fashioned tom-foolery, Morgan &
West present a show for all the family, where magic and silliness
abound! Fun for ages five to 105! “Hilarious” - Primary Times.
[7] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Helen Browning, David Speller and
Jake Freestone talk to Rob Yorke

Green-tech tinted glasses: how smarter
agriculture can reduce farming’s footprint

Crop drones, precision pesticides, earthworm management,
poultry software and GPS- directed tractors are just some of
the new technologies that are revolutionising agriculture. The
panel discusses agri-tech innovation helping farmers to become
more efficient by using fewer resources. Browning is CEO
of the Soil Association, Speller is an award-winning poultry
farmer, Freestone is a Linking Environment and Farming
accredited farm manager.

7pm
[8] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Sarah Thomas, Darragh Martin, Justina Hart
and David Thorpe talk to Mark Goldthorpe
Realistic Utopias: Imagining The World
Changed by Climate

What can the worlds of fiction, poetry, non-fiction and drama
contribute to how we understand and respond to climate
change? Do humans respond to stories more than facts? The
work stems from a project called Weatherfronts: climate
change and the stories we tell.
[9] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Lisa Bortolotti

University of Birmingham series:
Optimism and Success

Can delusional beliefs and distorted memories have redeeming
features? Psychologists have consistently found that we are
more optimistic than is warranted by the evidence. This
form of ‘unrealistic optimism’ leads to mild distortions of
reality but it has been shown to contribute to good mental
health, motivation and productivity. Bortolotti is Professor of
Philosophy at University of Birmingham.
In partnership with University of Birmingham
[10] 7.30pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Morgan & West

Magic Show: Parlour Tricks!

Time travelling magic duo Morgan & West present an evening
chock full of jaw-dropping, brain-bursting, gasp-eliciting feats
of magic. The dashing chaps offer up a plateful of illusion and
impossibility, all served with wit, charm and no small amount
of panache. Be sure to wear a hat – Morgan & West might just
blow your mind. “Dazzlingly clever and very funny! Superb!”

8.30pm
[11] 8.30pm TATA TENT £33.30

Eddie Izzard
Force Majeure

Force majeure: “superior force”, “chance occurrence,
unavoidable accident”. The sublimely gifted comedian returns
to Hay after 20 years, with his global tour show. “King of
the universe. Comic Genius. Entertainment incarnate” –
Telegraph.
Mick Perrin Worldwide and Adrian Bohm present
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An oasis of the mind.
It’s good to be home.

Christopher Hitchens

#hay30
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11.30am
[HD1] 11.30am SCRIBBLERS HUT £8.30

BEBRAS Workshop

The UK BEBRAS Computational Thinking Challenge is
designed to engage students in tasks that are fun and based
on problems that computer scientists often meet and enjoy
solving. They can be solved without prior knowledge but do
require logical thinking. At Hay you can meet the BEBRAS
team and see how well you do. Please bring your own laptop
if you can.
14+
#HAYYA
In association with University of Oxford Department
of Computer Science

1pm
[13] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £9.30

Digby Jones

Fixing Business

The entrepreneur examines the relationship between business,
government and society. He discusses Britain in a post-Brexit
world, Donald Trump’s America, and the ‘elephant in the
boardroom’ – executive pay. Lord Jones was Director General
of the CBI. In 2007 he was appointed Minister of State for
UK Trade and Investment. He talks to Jesse Norman MP.
Sponsored by the Welsh Venison Centre
[14] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

George Brinley Evans and Phil Steele
talk to Hywel Francis

Before the End – Telling Your Story in Time

Two authors discuss how bereavement encouraged them
to tell their own life stories against all the odds, in a society
where men still often suffer silently. Historian and Professor
Hywel Francis chairs Byw Nawr/Live Now, the end-of-lifecare coalition in Wales. He talks to ex-miner George Brinley
Evans and broadcaster Phil Steele. They are joined by Mark
Taubert, palliative and end-of-life-care consultant at Velindre
Cancer Centre. They offer a clinical perspective on male
depression and grief.
In partnership with Byw Nawr, Marie Curie and The
Open University in Wales
[HD2] 1pm SCRIBBLERS HUT £8.30

BEBRAS Workshop

The UK BEBRAS Computational Thinking Challenge is
designed to engage students in tasks that are fun and based
on problems that computer scientists often meet and enjoy
solving. They can be solved without prior knowledge but do
require logical thinking. At Hay you can meet the BEBRAS
team and see how well you do. Please bring your own laptop
if you can.
16+
#HAYYA
In association with University of Oxford Department of
Computer Science

FRIDAY 26 MAY
2.30pm
[15] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Stephen Moss

Wonderland: A Year of Britain’s Wildlife,
Day by Day

From blackbirds, beavers and beetles to tawny owls, natterjack
toads and lemon slugs, every day of the year, winter or
summer, in every corner of the British Isles, there’s plenty to
see if you know where – and how – to look. The Springwatch
star’s books include The Bumper Book of Nature and Tweet of
the Day.
[16] 2.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Katie Hill, Gareth Jones and Nick Davies
talk to Andy Middleton
The Best for Wales Project

How can we shift from ‘doing better’ to ‘doing what’s needed’
and doing it now across Wales? Best for Wales will celebrate
and inspire sustainable innovation. Hill is CEO of B Lab
UK; Jones is Founder of Welsh ICE and Davies is founder of
Neighbourly. Chaired by maverick thinker Andy Middleton
from TYF.
The event will be followed by a free Best for Wales workshop
(see event 26).
[17] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Miriam González Durántez
Made In Spain

The lawyer and Inspiring Girls champion introduces her
delicious “recipes and stories from my country and beyond” in
a glorious celebration of Spanish culture and cooking.
Sponsored by Tomatitos Tapas Bar
[18] 2.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

The Art of the Box Set
BBC Radio Drama

How do you create unmissable cliffhangers and characters that
listeners both love and love to hate? Alison Hindell, Head of
Audio Drama for the BBC, will discuss the art and technique
of writing serials and long-running series with two leading
writers of radio drama.
[19] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Linde Wester*
The Solace of Quantum

What is the multiverse theory? What is Entanglement?
Superposition? What is quantum computing, and how does it
help? You don’t have to be a quantum physicist to understand
these things if you have one who can explain them to you.
And we have Linde Wester.
In partnership with University of Oxford Department of
Computer Science
*The Dutch quantum mechanic Linde Wester is selected for
Hay 30 – celebrating a new generation of thinkers, supported
by The CASE Foundation

4pm
[20] 4pm oxfam moot £8.30

Nick Clegg talks to Matthew d’Ancona
Politics: Between the Extremes

The former Deputy Prime Minister lifts the lid on the
workings and failings of the 2010–2015 coalition government,
analyses the 2017 European electoral cycle, and assesses the
opportunities for the liberal centre ground of politics.
Sponsored by Prospect Magazine
[21] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Alec Ryrie

Protestants: The Faith that Made the
Modern World

Five hundred years ago, Martin Luther challenged the
authority of the Pope with a radical new vision of what
Christianity could be. The revolution he set in motion has
toppled governments, upended social norms, and transformed
millions of people’s understanding of their relationship with
God. In his dazzling global history charting five centuries of
innovation and change, Ryrie makes the case that the world
we live in was indelibly shaped by Protestants.
[22] 4pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Mark Purcell
What I Found in the Library

For 600 years, exquisitely produced volumes stored everything
we know – from Gutenberg’s bibles to Newton’s Principia and
Austen’s Persuasion. Purcell tells a rollicking tale of discoveries
and bibliophile treasures from some of Britain’s greatest
private library collections that are now saved for the nation.
Purcell was formerly Libraries Curator for the National
Trust and is now Deputy Director of Research Collections at
Cambridge University Library.
In association with the National Trust
[23] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Simone Cuff
Cardiff University Series:
Could Viruses Be Good For You?

We all know that ’flu is bad for you. And Ebola. And Zika.
Why on earth are there so many viruses that cause such
terrible diseases? And what does current research teach us
about the fascinating rabbit-hole that is the world of virology?
In association with Cardiff University
[24] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Ellie Sømme

Another Man’s Shoes

Ellie’s father Sven and uncle Jacob, both leading scientists, led
the XU Norwegian Resistance movement against the Nazi
occupation in the Second World War. She tells a mesmerising
story of espionage and heroism illustrated with artefacts and
documents as she traces the survival of the XU all the way
through the Cold War until 1988.
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4pm

5.30pm

[25] 4pm CUBE £6.30

[29] 5.30pm GOOD ENERGY £7.30

[41] 5.30pm CUBE £6.30

Dan Haworth-Salter, Sue Bell and
Conrad Feather talk to Diana Toynbee

Bonnie Greer, Leanne Wood, Merryn Williams,
Daniel Williams and Stefan Collini

Simon Murray and Friends

The Size of Herefordshire

Swansea University Series:
The May Day Manifesto

Among the bravest fighters for the Amazon rainforest are the
Wampis people from Peru. They’re supported by the Size
of Herefordshire, a local group that is just back from visiting
them and join us with photographs, films and stories.
[26] 4pm COMPASS free but ticketed

Andy Middleton, Anne Miekle and
Alan Netherwood
Workshop –Best for Wales

What are the actions required that can improve the
integration of the third sector, business and public sector to be
best for Wales? Meikle from WWF Cymru and sustainability
consultant Netherwood will report back on the first year of
the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 2015. Businesses
that demonstrate their alignment with the WFG Act goals
build resilience and engagement as well as delivering the
outcomes that support any tendering or public sector work
they’re engaged in.

5.30pm
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5.30pm

[27] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £9.30

Helen Fielding talks to Viv Groskop
Bridget Jones’ Baby

The world’s favourite singleton is back with a bump. Fielding
discusses the (gloriously different) book and film versions of
her comic masterpiece.
Sponsored by The Table
[28] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Chris Boardman talks to William Fotheringham
Triumph and Turbulence

A conversation with the legendary British cyclist, gold
medallist in the Barcelona Olympics, Tour de France hero,
and latterly the backroom ‘marginal gains’ genius of British
cycling in his role as head of the R&D team, The Secret
Squirrels.
Sponsored by Acre Accountancy Limited

It is 50 years since the publication of the May Day Manifesto,
edited by Raymond Williams. The manifesto reflected the
growing disillusionment on the Left with what the authors
argued to be the surrendering of socialist principles by the
Labour Party. The panel explores the making of the manifesto
and examines its relevance today. Stefan Collini is Professor of
Intellectual History and English Literature at the University
of Cambridge, Bonnie Greer is a playwright, author and judge
for this year’s Orwell Prize, Leanne Wood AM is the Leader of
Plaid Cymru, Merryn Williams is a critic, poet, and daughter
of Raymond Williams and Daniel G. Williams is Professor of
English Literature at Swansea University.
In partnership with Swansea University
[30] 5.30pm llwyfan cymru–wales stage £6.30

Anne-Marie Imafidon *
Eat. Sleep. STEM. Repeat –
Why our future is teenage girls

At a time when technology is propelling our society forward,
driving our economies, enabling communication globally and
dictating the future, the industry itself is crucially missing key
demographics in its workforce. Imafidon talks about young
female tech entrepreneurs and their journey into the industry.
Come and meet one of the world’s most inspiring and brilliant
mathematicians, co-founder of Outbox Incubator: the world’s
first tech incubator for teenage girls.
In partnership with University of Oxford Department of
Computer Science
*Anne-Marie Imafidon is selected for Hay 30 – celebrating
a new generation of thinkers, supported by The CASE
Foundation
[40] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Katya Rogatchevskaia
Russian Revolution: Hope, Tragedy and Myths
One hundred years on, as Russia again fills the headlines, an
intriguing insight into a world shocked and changed for ever.
The British Library curator introduces the most resonant
exhibits from their Russian collection – from a first edition of
the Communist Manifesto to anti-Bolshevik propaganda and
Lenin’s handwritten application for a Reader Pass. Chaired by
Oliver Bullough.
In association with the British Library

The National Trust Manual of Housekeeping
– Show and Tell

What is this for? And how do I clean it? The National
Trust’s Director of Curatorship and his team of expert
conservator colleagues display and demonstrate some of the
most wonderful and eccentric household items from their
collections. They’ll offer advice on anything you’d like to bring
along.
In association with the National Trust

7pm
[42] 7pm OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Kate Evans
Harmony for Elephants

Elephants are ecosystem shapers. By knocking down trees
and opening up bushy areas, they can increase the amount
of grass available to other herbivores in the system. They
move across vast distances, using distinct pathways that also
offer easy travel routes to other species. Elephants can act
as seed dispersers, facilitating the growth of many woody
species by depositing seeds in their faeces. In this illustrated
introduction, the zoologist and founder of the Botswana
conservation project Elephants for Africa explores the
conservation and study of elephants in their natural
eco-systems.
Sponsored by Hannibal Brown Wines
[43] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8.30

Miriam González Durántez
Reformations 1: The EU

In this first session of the Festival’s flagship 30th anniversary
project, the Spanish international trade lawyer re-imagines
the European Union. González Durántez was previously the
Middle East Adviser to the External Relations Commissioner
in the European Union, having started her career as a trade
negotiator at the World Trade Organisation. Chaired by
Matthew d’Ancona.
[44] 7pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Ben Russell
The Rise of the Robots

The lead curator of the Science Museum’s blockbuster show
explores this very human obsession to recreate ourselves,
revealing the remarkable 500-year story of humanoid robots.
In association with the Science Museum

01497 822 629
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7pm
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8.30pm

9.45pm

[45] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

[49] 8.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

[53] 9.45pm OXFAM MOOT £14.30

Rosie Harding

Delia Ephron talks to Francine Stock

Andy Parsons

University of Birmingham Series: Why We All
Have a Duty to Care About Dementia

In Conversation

Peak Bullsh*t

We need a fundamental re-appraisal of how we resource and
regulate care for people with dementia. Harding, Professor
of Law and Society, exposes the everyday problems generated
by the uneven implementation of the legal frameworks and
the chronic underfunding of social care. She examines the
everyday relationships between family, carers and those for
whom they care.
In association with University of Birmingham
[46] 7pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Front Row
BBC Radio 4 LIVE

John Wilson presents a live edition of Radio 4’s daily arts
programme, Front Row. His guests include Pulitzer prizewinning author, Elizabeth Strout, who will be discussing her
new novel, Anything Is Possible.
Front Row is broadcast weekdays at 7.15PM
on BBC Radio 4
[47] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

James Rothwell and Patricia Ferguson
The Art of Dining

A celebration of the exquisite craftsmanship and elegance
of silverware and porcelain in a tour of social history with
National Trust experts James Rothwell, author of Silver for
Entertaining and Patricia Ferguson, author of Garnitures,
Ceramics and Cobalt Treasures. Chaired by Simon Murray.
In association with the National Trust
[48] 7pm CUBE £7.30

Filip Springer
History of a Disappearance:
The Story of a Forgotten Polish Town

Lying at the crucible of Central Europe, the Silesian village
of Kupferberg suffered the violence of the Thirty Years War,
the Napoleonic Wars, and the First World War. After Stalin’s
post-Second World War redrawing of Poland’s borders,
Kupferberg became Miedzianka, a town settled by displaced
persons from all over Poland and a new centre of the Eastern
Bloc’s uranium-mining industry. Decades of neglect and
environmental degradation led to the town being declared
uninhabitable, and the population was evacuated. Today, it
exists only in ruins, with barely a hundred people living on
the unstable ground above its collapsing mines. The journalist
and photographer tells its story.
With the support of the Polish Cultural Institute and the
British Council

The film-maker, producer of Sleepless in Seattle,
co-screenwriter of You’ve Got Mail and author discusses
her career and her new novel Siracusa. It’s a Rashomon-style
telling of infidelity and catastrophe set on the Ionian coast
of Italy.

Worried about your job? Worried about your family? Worried
about yourself? Worried about the NHS? Education? Climate
change? The Third World War? Worried about worrying?
Sod it! Come and have a laugh about it. It’s one of the things
we do best. As seen on Mock the Week, Live at the Apollo, Q.I.
etc – and repeated on Dave.

[50] 8.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

Stephen D King
Grave New World

The economist offers a controversial look at the end of
globalisation and what it means for prosperity, peace, and
the global economic order. King is HSBC’s Chief Economic
Adviser and a Special Adviser to the House of Commons
Treasury Committee. He talks to the BBC’s Rajan Datar.
[51] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Sarah Woods, Bill McGuire and Andrew Simms
There was a Knock at the Door – can
modern folk tales help to understand these
troubling times?

‘Strange’ is the new ‘normal’ for global events. Throughout
history, folk tales emerged to help us come to terms with
extreme events. With the world as it is today, might stories
make better sense of things than news reports? Artist and
playwright Sarah Woods is joined by Andrew Simms, editor
of a new collection of tales There was a Knock at the Door, and
Bill McGuire, Professor of Geophysical and Climate Hazards
at UCL and author of Waking the Giant.
[52] 8.30pm CUBE £5.30

Antony Feltham-White and Claire Worden,
chaired by Bella Bathurst
Talking About It

What do we do when the going gets tough, and what on
earth can we say? Rev LT Col Feltham-White is an army
chaplain who has dealt with the full psychological cost of war
both on the frontline and behind it. Worden is a farmer and
campaigner whose father made an attempt on his life after the
family farm had to be sold. With wisdom, humour and insight,
they talk about when and how to listen.
In association with the Samaritans

[54] 9.45pm TATA TENT £26.30

Amy Macdonald
In Concert

A Hay debut for the Scottish singer-songwriter and
guitarist with the achingly beautiful voice, and the lyric gift
and rapturous beats that move hearts and dancing shoes.
Macdonald released her debut album This Is the Life in 2007.
The singles Mr Rock & Roll and This Is the Life were chart
hits. Earlier in 2017 she released her album Under Stars.
Sponsored by Gypsy Castle Camping

10pm
[55] 10pm–2am BASKERVILLE HALL, CLYRO £15.30

Norman Jay MBE
The Sound of the Baskervilles

DJ Norman Jay MBE headlines our opening night party.
A pioneer in the international dance music scene, his upfront
disco-fuelled funky house sets with his Good Times sound
system have seen him rock the biggest clubs, festivals and
parties around the world. He is one of the Godfathers of dance
music and an absolute legend. DJ Max Walker from local
party kings SuperSonicDisco will be on warm up duties, so get
there early and get your groove on.
Strictly 18+. ID may be required at the door.
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Hay to me is concentrated energy.
The buzz is fantastic. It’s like having
a hit of espresso. Hay is like having
the pure experience of WOW!

Jeanette Winterson

#hay30

01497 822 629

hayfestival.org

10am
[HD5] 10am TATA TENT £8.30

Julia Donaldson

The Everywhere Bear

Join Julia Donaldson and friends in this unique show
jam-packed with songs and readings from seven of her
fabulous stories including The Everywhere Bear and The
Gruffalo.
3+
Sponsored by Christ College Brecon
[56] 10am oxfam moot £7.30

Victoria Hislop talks to Rosie Goldsmith
Cartes Postales from Greece

The beloved, bestselling author’s new novel is illustrated with
photographs that make this journey around Greece, already
alive in the imagination, linger for ever in the mind. Hislop’s
other Greek novels include The Island and The Thread.
[57] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Ahdaf Soueif talks to George Alagiah
BBC Talking Books 1: This is Not a Border

The Egyptian novelist discusses her writing and her heroic
Palfest festival, which celebrates its tenth anniversary this
year with an anthology This Is Not a Border: Reportage and
Reflection from the Palestine Festival of Literature. Soueif’s
fiction includes In The Eye of the Sun and The Map of Love.
Her non-fiction work includes Cairo: Memoir of a City
Transformed.
This event will be recorded for broadcast on the BBC World
News programme Talking Books
[58] 10am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Amanda Owen
A Year in the Life of the Yorkshire Shepherdess

The best-selling author describes the age-old cycle of a farming
year and the constant challenges of life at Ravenseat, the
remote Yorkshire hill farm she shares with husband Clive,
nine children and 1,000 sheep. Chaired by Oliver Balch,
author of Under the Tump.
Sponsored by Farmers’ Welsh Lavender
[HD6] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Science Museum

Super High-tech Robot Show

Ever wondered how robots work, what they do and why we
even have them? Join the Science Museum as they take you
on an amazing interactive journey into the world of robots.
Discover how we program them, how they’re engineered and
which is better – robot technology or human biology. This
exciting and engaging science show features incredible live
robot demonstrations and experiments that will blow your
circuits.
9+

SATURDAY 27 MAY

10am
[59] 10am BBC TENT free but ticketed

11.30am
[61] 11.30am baILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

BBC Click’s Visions of the Future

Theresa Marteau

Experience the BBC’s flagship science and technology TV
show live on stage. Host Spencer Kelly has spent 15 years
exploring the world of technology and returns to Hay for
a second year with tales of robot waiters, drones that fly
underwater and cars that drive themselves.
A Click Hay Festival special will be broadcast on the BBC
News Channel and on BBC World News

Many of us would like to lead healthier lives, so what stops
us? The Director of the Behaviour and Health Research Unit
explains why risk information doesn’t change our unhealthy
behaviour.
In association with Cambridge University

[HD7] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

Life: A Dialogue

BBC World News

Pamela Butchart

There’s a Werewolf in my Tent!

Pamela Butchart will delight her listeners as she also scares
the living daylights out of them in this hilarious story of a
school camping trip with a difference. Watch out for a
surprise appearance.
6+

Cambridge Series: The Force is Not With You

[62] 11.30am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Cory Doctorow and Adam Rutherford
How and why do we survive, and what makes us unique? A
conversation between a novelist and a scientist exploring the
worlds they inhabit in Doctorow’s superb new speculative
fiction Walkaway and Rutherford’s A Brief History of Everyone
who Ever Lived: The Stories in Our Genes.
[63] 11.30am llwyfan cymru–wales stage £7.30

The Prize Winner talks to Dai Smith
[HD8] 10am CUBE £5.30

Alwyn Hamilton and Maria Turtschaninoff
Traitor to the Throne and Nanodel

Alwyn Hamilton and Maria Turtschaninoff have both
recently completed their second titles in powerful trilogies set
in richly imagined worlds. Join the authors as they discuss the
challenges and opportunities of creating whole new worlds
and the people who live in them. Chaired by Daniel Hahn.
11+

11.30am
[HD9] 11.30am TATA TENT £9.30

Dick Vs Dom

Dick and Dom are coming back to Hay, and will be having
a riot on stage with their new show for CBBC Dick vs Dom
where they split the crowd in half and everyone play games
against one another in the audience and on stage. It’s either
that or everyone will just sit in silence and have 45 mins quiet
reading time together…
6+
Sponsored by Persimmon Homes Hay-on-Wye
[60] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Horatio Clare

Myths & Legends of the Brecon Beacons

Discover the magic and myths hidden in the rolling hills of the
Brecon Beacons. Find Arthur and his knights sleeping away
the decades in a cave, and go on the search for the White Lady
of Tretower Court with the award-winning author of Down
To The Sea In Ships, The Prince’s Pen and Orison for a Curlew.
Chaired by Peter Florence.
Sponsored by Brecon Beacons Holiday Cottages

The 2017 International Dylan Thomas Prize
in partnership with Swansea University

Join us to celebrate this prestigious literary prize for writers
aged 39 and under, as the 2017 winner (announced on 10
May) talks to Dai Smith, Chair of the judges. The shortlist
for this year’s prize is: Anuk Arudpragasm The Story of a Brief
Marriage; Alys Conran Pigeon; Luke Kennard Cain; Fiona
McFarlane The High Places; Sarah Perry The Essex Serpent;
Callan Wink Dog Run Moon: Stories.
In partnership with Swansea University.
[64] 11.30am BBC TENT free but ticketed

Inside Broadcasting House

Presenter Paddy O’Connell talks about life behind the
scenes at the BBC and programme-making. Plus, he’ll give the
audience a chance to influence the running order of the next
edition of Broadcasting House.
Join Broadcasting House live on air in the BBC Tent on
Sunday 28 May at 9am. Please be seated by 8.50am.
[HD10] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

William Grill and Katherine Rundell*
The Wolves of Currumpaw and
The Wolf Wilder
Wolves are the stuff of children’s fiction. Join award-winning
illustrator William Grill and author Katherine Rundell as
they discuss their respective books and the enduring fictional
appeal of wolves. The Wolves of Currumpaw is the winner
of the 2017 Bologna Ragazzi Non-Fiction Award.
9+
*Katherine Rundell is selected for Hay 30 – celebrating a new
generation of thinkers, supported by The CASE Foundation
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11.30am
[HD11] 11.30am CubE £5.30

Andrea Beaty

Rosie Revere’s Big Project Book for Bold
Engineers

Invention is at the heart of the adventures of Rosie Revere,
Ada Twist and Iggy Peck. Andrea Beaty’s stories of engineer
Rosie, scientist Ada and architect Iggy show that anyone can
be whatever they want to be if they are curious and apply
themselves.
6+

1pm
[69] 1pm CUBE £6.30

Olivia Sudjic and Peter Ho Davies talk to
Georgina Godwin
Fictions: Only Connect

Sudjic’s debut Sympathy tells the story of a young
Englishwoman’s fixation with a Japanese writer living in New
York. Inspired by three figures who lived at pivotal moments
in Chinese-American history, Ho Davies’ The Fortunes
explores what it is like to feel, and be treated, like a foreigner
in the country you call home.

1pm
[65] 1pm TATA TENT £9.30

Jeremy Paxman interrogated by Marcus Brigstocke
A Life in Questions

“Why is this lying bastard lying to me?” was at the front of his
mind as the grand inquisitor conducted every interview on
Newsnight. He has been known to be less hard on the students
of University Challenge. He is lightly grilled with a touch of
spice by the satirist and Now Show star.
Sponsored by Acorn Property Group
[66] 1pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

Tim Wu talks to Rajan Datar
22

The Attention Merchants: How Our Time and
Attention are Gathered and Sold

In nearly every moment of our waking lives, we face a barrage
of advertising enticements, branding efforts, sponsored social
media, commercials and other efforts to harvest our attention.
The lawyer and Columbia professor analyses who’s monetising
us in the digital realm, and how to resist.
[67] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Elizabeth Strout talks to George Alagiah

BBC Talking Books 2: Anything is Possible

The new novel from the author of Olive Kitteridge and The
Burgess Boys tells the story of the inhabitants of rural, dusty
Amgash, Illinois, the hometown of Lucy Barton, a successful
New York writer who finally returns, after 17 years of absence,
to visit the siblings she left behind.
This event will be recorded for broadcast on the BBC World
News programme Talking Books
[68] 1pm OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Nicholas Hytner talks to Clemency Burton-Hill
Balancing Acts

You start with a vision, and you deliver a compromise.
You want a play to be challenging, ambitious, nuanced and
complicated. You also want it to sell tickets. You want to
make art, and you know you’re in show-business. The inside
story of 12 years at the helm of The National Theatre is a
story of lunatic failures and spectacular successes. Its cast
includes the likes of Alan Bennett, Maggie Smith, Mike Leigh,
Daniel Day-Lewis, Michael Gambon, Helen Mirren and, of
course, William Shakespeare.

[70] 1pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Mike Bartlett

BBC Two: King Charles III

BBC Two’s ground breaking, one-off drama King Charles
III has been adapted by playwright and television screenwriter Mike Bartlett (Doctor Foster, Press) from his Olivier
Award-winning play. Daringly written in blank verse, King
Charles III is an imagining of Prince Charles’s accession to the
throne following the Queen’s death. As Charles wrestles with
his own identity, this playful and poignant drama explores
the implications for him, his family and his subjects. The
TV adaptation reunites many of the original creative team,
including director Rupert Goold, and Tim Pigott-Smith in
the title role of Charles. Join Mike Bartlett as he discusses the
process of turning his critically acclaimed stage play into a
compelling TV drama.
A Drama Republic production for BBC
[71] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

George Peterken, Fiona Stafford
and Christiana Payne

Living Landscapes – Tree Charter Series 1

The changing ‘treescape’ of the UK holds clues to social,
political and natural events throughout history. From
agriculture to boat-building, Dutch elm disease and the great
storm of 1987, the state of trees and woods in our landscape
tells a story of our past and holds lessons for our future.
Author Fiona Stafford and woodland ecologist George
Peterken, both featured in Arboreal, a Common Ground
collection of woodland writing, talk to Christiana Payne,
Professor of History of Art at Oxford Brookes University.
In partnership with the Woodland Trust and Common
Ground
[HD12] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £5.30

Nick Sharratt

The Cat and the King

Nick Sharratt introduces his new illustrated story in which a
cat and the King must find a new home after an unfortunate
incident in which their castle is burnt down by a dragon. Nick
will live-draw his new characters, talk about his picture books
and discuss his life as an author and illustrator.
6+
Sponsored by Cats Protection

2.30pm
[72] 2.30pm TATA TENT £9.30

Peter Singer talks to Stephen Fry
Things That Matter

The Australian writer and thinker is often described as the
world’s most influential living philosopher. He is known
especially for his work on the ethics of our treatment of
animals, for his controversial critique of the sanctity of life
ethics in bioethics, and for his writing on the obligations of
the affluent to aid those living in extreme poverty. His books
include Animal Liberation, Practical Ethics, The Most Good
You Can Do, The Life You Can Save, Famine, Affluence and
Morality, and most recently Ethics in the Real World: 82
Brief Essays on Things That Matter. He talks to the Festival
president.
[73] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £7.30

David Mitchell
Fall Down Seven Times, Get Up Eight: A
young man’s voice from the silence of autism

The novelist launches his translation of the new book by Naoki
Higashida. It’s part memoir, part critique of a world that sees
disabilities ahead of disabled people, it opens a window into the
mind and world of an autistic, non-verbal young adult, providing
remarkable insights into autism in general. Chaired by Rosie
Goldsmith.
[74] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Helen Czerski *

Storm in a Teacup: The Physics of
Everyday Life

What is it that helps both scorpions and cyclists to survive?
What do raw eggs and gyroscopes have in common? And
why does it matter? The physicist explores the patterns and
connections that illustrate the grandest theories in the smallest
everyday objects and experience, linking what makes popcorn
pop to Antarctic winds, coffee stains to blood tests, or ketchup
bottles to aliens in space. Every thread you pull in the fabric
of daily life shows you something new about the intricate
patterns of our world.
*Helen Czerski is selected for Hay 30 – celebrating a new
generation of thinkers, supported by The CASE Foundation
[HD13] 2.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Science Museum

Super High-Tech Robot Show

Ever wondered how robots work, what they do and why we
even have them? Join the Science Museum as they take you
on an amazing interactive journey into the world of robots.
Discover how we program them, how they’re engineered and
which is better – robot technology or human biology. This
exciting and engaging science show features incredible live
robot demonstrations and experiments that will blow your
circuits.
9+

01497 822 629

hayfestival.org
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4pm

4pm

[75] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

[78] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

[HD17] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

The 2017 Rathbones Folio Prize

It’s Happened Before

Michael Rosen discusses different journeys through life with
writers whose stories have been selected for the Hay Aarhus
39 anthologies Quest and ODYSSEY: stories of journeys
from around Europe. Selected by three of Europe’s top authors
– Matt Haig (UK), Kim Fupz Aakeson (Denmark) and Ana
Cristina Herreros (Spain) – some of the best emerging writers
for young people from across wider Europe have contributed
to the collections. Rosen will talk to Peder Dy Plambeck and
Sanne Munk Jensen from Denmark and Sandrine Kao from
France. The event will explore how stories can bring people
together through shared experiences.
11+

Ahdaf Soueif and The Winner

The prize aims to reward the best work of literature published
in the UK in any given year, regardless of form. Chair of the
judges Ahdaf Soueif will discuss the challenge of judging
fiction against non-fiction and how the jury arrived at its
decision. She’ll be in conversation with the newly inaugurated
winner, who will have been announced just three days
previously.

Jan Kizilhan talks to Philippe Sands
Kizilhan is a psychologist who persuaded the state of
Baden-Württemberg to spend €95m to rescue back to
Germany 1,100 Yazidi women between the ages of 55 and
eight, who had been enslaved, repeatedly raped, and tortured
by IS in Iraq. He tells the stories of his patients and their
desire for truth and justice in the face of genocide.
[79] 4pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

[76] 2.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

The Essay

BBC Radio 3

For BBC Radio 3’s The Essay leading writers put together
their guide to ‘How to write a book’.
The Essay is broadcast from Monday 29 May to Friday 2
June at 10.45pm on BBC Radio 3
[HD14] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU-WALES STAGE £5.30

Axel Scheffler

Posy and Pip: The New Friend

Pip and Posy are the best of friends – most of the time. And
they are always having adventures. Axel Scheffler, illustrator of
Julia Donaldson’s The Gruffalo, introduces his delightful new
series about the dramas of toddler life. Join him for stories,
drawing and the opportunity to meet two very special surprise
guests.
3+

David Tong

Cambridge Series: The Building Blocks
of the Universe

According to our best theories of physics, the fundamental
building blocks of matter are not particles, but continuous,
fluid-like substances known as ‘quantum fields’. The professor
of theoretical physics explains what we know about these
fields, and how they fit into our understanding of the universe.
In association with Cambridge University
[80] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Charlotte Rampling talks to Sarfraz Manzoor
Who I Am

The actor reminisces in an intimate self-portrait, with stories
and photographs from her long career – from classic movies
Georgy Girl and The Night Porter to Broadchurch and The
Sense of an Ending.
[81] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Hari Kunzru and Samanta Schweblin*
talk to Claire Armitstead
Fictions: Bad Timing

New novels by two of the world’s most gifted and exacting
prose writers bring the past terrifyingly into the present. In
Kunzru’s White Tears, two ambitious musicians are drawn into
a dark underworld in contemporary New York. Schweblin’s
Fever Dream explores the history of a young woman and
the boy who sits at her death-bed. Fever Dream has been
long-listed for the 2017 International Man Booker Prize.
*The Argentinian writer Samanta Schweblin is selected for
Hay 30 – celebrating a new generation of thinkers, supported
by The CASE Foundation

4pm
[77] 4pm tata tent £9.30

Ed Balls talks to Joan Bakewell
Speaking Out

The highs and lows of life in and out of politics – from the
despatch box to Strictly stage with one of Britain’s most
influential and charming political figures. He’s funny, and
acute about the madhouse of Parliament. Ed Balls is not
currently an MP.

Aarhus 39 with Michael Rosen

5.30pm
[82] 5.30pm tAtA tENt £22.30

Letters Live 1

Letters Live has rapidly established itself as a wonderfully
dynamic and exciting new format for presenting memorable
letters to a live audience, and each event celebrates in an
unforgettable way the joy, pain, wisdom and humour that so
often hallmarks this most intimate of literary forms. Letters
Live is inspired by Shaun Usher’s Letters of Note anthologies
and Simon Garfield’s To the Letter.
[83] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Michael Rosen

The Disappearance of émile Zola

It is18 July 1898 and the world-renowned novelist émile Zola
is on the run. His crime? Intervening in the Dreyfus case and
taking on the highest powers in France with his open letter
J’accuse. Forced to leave Paris with nothing but the clothes
he is standing in and a nightshirt wrapped in newspaper,
Zola flees to England with no idea when he will return. This
is the little-known story of his time in exile. Rosen offers an
intriguing insight into the mind, the loves, the politics and the
work of the great writer.
[84] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £9.30

Tom Daley

[HD16] 4pm CUBE £5.30

Horatio Clare

Aubrey and the Terrible Ladybirds

More adventures for Aubrey, a small boy who can talk to
animals, in this author’s new title. Now shrunk to the size of
an earwig, Aubrey is helping the insects to save the world from
starvation and supporting a newly arrived Ladybird family to
overcome hostility from the local inhabitants. Join Horatio
Clare as he discusses his fantastic new story about the world of
Aubrey and his epic adventure of love, travel and insects with
Jonathan Douglas, director of the National Literacy Trust.
9+

See event [102]
Sponsored by The Addyman Annexe
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5.30pm
[85] 5.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Robbert Dijkgraaf
The Usefulness of Useless Knowledge

The Director of the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton
replays and updates his predecessor, Abraham Flexner’s classic
1939 treatise, which describes a great paradox of scientific
research: the search for answers to deep questions, motivated
solely by curiosity and without concern for applications, often
leads not only to the greatest scientific discoveries but also to
the most revolutionary technological breakthroughs.

7pm
[88] 7pm tata tent £15.30

Graham Norton talks to Viv Groskop
Why The Long Face?

The actor and comedian introduces his debut novel Holding in
which the loves and secrets and losses of an Irish community are
exposed when human remains are found on a farm. Norton’s
best-selling memoirs include The Life and Loves of a He-Devil
and So Me.
[89] 7pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Simon Schama
[86] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Min Jin Lee and Julianne Pachico*
talk to Lena de Casparis
Fictions: Scale

24

Min Jin Lee’s novel Pachinko is an epic tale of identity and
survival and love, set across four generations of a Korean
family in Japan. Julianne Pachico’s stories collected as The
Lucky Ones explore the riveting lives and stories of a huge
range of people caught up in the violence of Colombia’s
guerrilla insurgencies. They talk to Lena de Casparis of
Elle magazine.
*The Colombian writer Julianne Pachico is selected for Hay
30 – celebrating a new generation of thinkers, supported by
The CASE Foundation
[87] 5.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

The Verb
BBC Radio 3

Poet Ian McMillan presents Radio 3’s ‘cabaret of the word’
with award-winning writers, including the novelist Hari
Kunzru, alongside up-and-coming performers. “If there’s a
more entertaining show than The Verb then I don’t know it.”
– Stuart Maconie.
The Verb is broadcast on Friday 2 June at 10pm on
BBC Radio 3
[HD18] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

Sue Wallman and Bali Rai
See How They Lie and Web of Darkness

Join top YA authors as they discuss their recent books, and
the ways in which they capture the complex emotions of
adolescence and the secrets that need to be kept hidden.
Chaired by Jonathan Douglas, director of the National
Literacy Trust.
12+ 			
#HAYYA

An Enlightenment

Drawing on his work over the past 40 years, the historian
considers the context of contemporary Europe’s political
upheavals, its challenges and its opportunities. Schama’s
books include Citizens: A Chronicle of the French Revolution,
A History of Britain, The Embarrassment of Riches: An
Interpretation of Dutch Culture in the Golden Age, Landscape
and Memory and The Story of the Jews.
[98] 8.30 pm GOOD ENERGY StAGE £7.30

Matthew d’Ancona and Edward Luce
On the Brink: A Dialogue

In d’Ancona’s book Post-Truth: The New War on Truth and
How to Fight Back he examines how the art of the lie is shaking
the very foundations of democracy and the world as we know
it. Brexit, Trump, the rejection of climate change science,
and the vilification of immigrants have all have been based
on the power to evoke feelings and not facts. In The Retreat
of Western Liberalism Luce argues that we are on a menacing
trajectory brought about by ignorance of what it took to
build the West, arrogance towards society’s economic losers,
and complacency about our system’s durability. Our faith in
history teaches us to take democracy for granted. Reality tells
us something troublingly different.
[91] 7pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

Paula Hawkins talks to Georgina Godwin
Fictions: Into The Water

The addictive new psychological thriller from the author of
The Girl on the Train, the runaway No. 1 bestseller and global
phenomenon.
[92] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Lucy Worsley
Jane Austen at Home

Honouring the bicentenary of the novelist’s death, Worsley
tells the story of Austen’s life and shows us how and why she
lived as she did, examining the places and spaces that mattered
to her. It wasn’t all country houses and ballrooms, but a life
that was often a painful struggle.

7pm
[93] 7pm - 8.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Owen Sheers: The Green Hollow
BBC Wales

To mark the 50th anniversary of the Aberfan disaster, the
BBC commissioned Owen Sheers to write a film-poem. It
is performed by a stellar cast of Wales’s best known acting
talent, including Michael Sheen, Jonathan Pryce, Sian Phillips,
Eve Myles and Iwan Rheon, with contributions from the
local community. The production draws on interviews with
survivors, parents and people involved in the rescue operation,
many of whom have never before spoken about their
experiences. The film went out to critical acclaim on BBC
One Wales and BBC Four last year. This special screening
of the film will be introduced by Owen Sheers and followed
by a Q&A with him, the Executive Producer Bethan Jones
and Director Pip Broughton. Please note this sessions lasts 90
minutes.
The Green Hollow was produced by BBC Studios Wales in
association with VOX
[94] 7pm CUBE £7.30

Mariana Enriquez and Lisa McInerney*
talk to Rosie Goldsmith
Fictions: Tales of the City

Thrilling and terrifying, The Things We Lost in the Fire
takes the reader into Enriquez’s world of Argentine Gothic:
of sharp-toothed children, of women racked by desire, of
demons who lurk beneath the river, of stolen skulls and secrets
half-buried under Argentina’s terrible dictatorship. McInerney
follows her Baileys Prize-winning debut The Glorious Heresies
with The Blood Miracles. The novel is set again in Cork with
her vital, brilliant language and storytelling playing out the life
and misdemeanours of Ryan Cusack.
*The Irish writer Lisa McInerney is selected for Hay 30 –
celebrating a new generation of thinkers, supported by The
CASE Foundation
[95] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Rahaf Harfoush*
The Hidden Forces behind our Technologies

Digital disruption and innovation are like any tools: capable
of being used and abused. How are these technologies already
influencing our attitudes, beliefs and behaviour and how do
we ensure that these tools bring real and lasting benefits to
society? Rahaf Harfoush is an author, strategist and digital
anthropologist who wrote the first social/digital marketing
book on the Obama 2008 campaign, Yes We Did.
Sponsored by Accenture Strategy
*Rahaf Harfoush is selected for Hay 30 – celebrating a new
generation of thinkers, supported by The CASE Foundation
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8.30pm

SATURDAY 27 MAY

8.30pm

10pm

[96] 8.30pm TATA TENT £15.30

[100] 8.30pm CUBE £7.30

[105] 10pm bAILLIE GIFFORD StAGE £10.30

Stephen Fry

Fiammetta Rocco, Boyd Tonkin,
Daniel Hahn and Gaby Wood

Nadezhda Tolokonnikova*
talks to Philippe Sands

Reformations 2: The Internet

The writer and tech-geek reimagines Tim Berners-Lee’s
invention and asks how the mantra ‘This is for Everyone’ can
play now in a digital sphere of social media, hacking and global
connectivity. Chaired by BBC Click’s Spencer Kelly.
[97] 8.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8.30

Christina Lamb, Helena Kennedy,
Rachael Jolley and Joan Bakewell
The War on Women

In a tribute to the late frontline journalist Sue Lloyd-Roberts
and her posthumously published book, a panel of
three exceptional and indefatigable heroes talk to Joan
Bakewell about The War on Women. Lamb is the Foreign
Correspondent of The Sunday Times and the author of
Farewell Kabul and The Girl from Aleppo. Kennedy is a worldrenowned Human Rights lawyer. Jolley is editor of Index on
Censorship.
With thanks to Nick Guthrie
[90] 7pm GOOD ENERGY StAGE £7.30

Raja Shehadeh talks to Hugh Muir
Where the Line is Drawn: Crossing
Boundaries in Occupied Palestine

Brave, intelligent and deeply controversial, the award-winning
author of A Rift in Time, Occupation Diaries, Language of
War ~ Language of Peace and Palestinian Walks: Notes on
a Vanishing Landscape explores the devastating effect of
Occupation on even the most intimate aspects of life. Looking
back over decades of political turmoil, Shehadeh traces the
impact on the fragile bonds of friendship across the IsraelPalestine border, and asks whether those considered bitter
enemies can come together to forge a common future.
[99] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Simon Garfield
Timekeepers: How the World Became Obsessed
With Time
An Englishman arrives back from Calcutta but refuses to
adjust his watch. Beethoven has his symphonic wishes ignored.
The timetable arrives by steam train. A woman designs a
10-hour clock and reinvents the calendar. Roger Bannister
becomes stuck in the same four minutes for ever. Garfield
offers a vivid and compelling exploration of the ways we have
perceived, contained and saved time over the past 250 years.
Chaired by Olivia Cole.

The Man Booker International Prize for 1988

A jury of Man Booker alumni judge who might have won a
version of their new prize in the first year of the Hay Festival.
It was really an exceptionally good year for translated fiction
that could have shortlisted Haruki Murakami: Hear the Wind
Sing; Isabel Allende: Eva Luna; Gabriel García Márquez:
Love in the Time of Cholera; Primo Levi: The Wrench; Ismail
Kadare: Chronicle in Stone; José Saramago: Baltasar and
Blimunda. #nopressurethen2017
In association with The Man Booker International Prize
[101] 8.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Richard Parks
Extreme Adventuring

Parks describes his inspiring recovery from the shattering
injury that ended his international rugby career. He tells of his
commitment to his pioneering and world-first expeditions in
the most extreme environments on earth.
In association with Global Welsh
[102] 8.30pm RELISH FESTIVAL RESTAURANT £30.30

Tom Daley
Tom Daley’s Supper

Come and join the Olympic diver for a super-tasty supper
prepared around recipes from his book Tom’s Daily Plan.
Tom will talk about an athlete’s diet and nutrition and share
the secret of Tom’s Ultimate Bacon Butty.

10pm
[103] 10pm TATA TENT £14.30

Andy Hamilton
Change Management

The brand new stand-up show from the comedian and
co-writer of Power Monkeys, Outnumbered, What We Did On
Our Holiday and Old Harry’s Game. If you’re feeling flustered
because of flux, Andy will teach you how to cope with the
changes we have seen and the changes yet to come. Contains
mild peril.
Sponsored by Holdsworth Foods

The Index Platform – Pussy Riot

An interview with the musician and activist, who was arrested
after her punk band’s 2012 performance in a Moscow
cathedral. She was convicted of ‘hooliganism motivated by
religious hatred’ and sentenced to two years penal servitude.
Nadya Tolokno now has permanent residency in Canada,
from where she continues to protest human rights abuses.
*Nadya Tolokno is selected for Hay 30 – celebrating a new
generation of thinkers, supported by The CASE Foundation
In association with Index on Censorship
[104] 10pm OXFAM MOOt £13.30

Joanna MacGregor and Chris Riddell
The Illustrated Goldberg Variations: A 30th
Anniversary Commission

Renowned pianist Joanna MacGregor is one of the greatest
contemporary interpreters of JS Bach’s iconic set of 30
variations on a sarabande aria. She plays the piece accompanied
by the Bach-lover, cartoonist and Children’s Laureate Chris
Riddell, who will draw 30 pictures inspired by the music, live
on stage. The drawings will be shown on-screen.
[106] 10pm–2am BASKERVILLE HALL, CLYRO £15.30

Super Sonic Disco
The Sound of the Baskervilles

Get your groove on with DJs Ben & Max (fresh from the
hugely popular Clubbing for Grown Ups), and kick off your
night with a jumpin’ dance party. Come to a Clyro Court
transformed into a super-sonic, hands-in-the-air, late-night
pleasure dome. An irresistible smorgasbord of soul, disco and
funk, brought bang up-to-date with party classics.
#donotfailtoattend
Strictly 18+. ID may be required at the door
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Hay audiences are special, and
they keep coming back…this year
it’s mother-of-pearl, it’s sunshine,
it’s wonderful.

Germaine Greer
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9am

SUNDAY 28 MAY

10am

10am

[108] 9am LLWYFAN CYMRU-WALES STAGE £7.30

[112] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

[HD20] 10am cube £6.30

The TCS Spark Salon

Tim Winton talks to Rebecca Jones

3000 Chairs

Algorithms, Fake News and the Filter Bubble

BBC Talking Books 3: The Boy Behind the Curtain

The past year has been dominated by stories of how fake
news has influenced major political decisions on both sides of
the Atlantic and how technology has enabled a filter bubble
through hidden algorithms and our own biases. There is an
inherent tension between whether technology is helping to
liberalise or distort and restrict how and what we read. Can
artificial intelligence (AI) help us identify the truth or will it
divide us? What role should we play as active digital citizens
and what responsibility do technology and news organisations
have? And what impact will all this have on our society, our
institutions and our future? Join us at The Spark Salon, an
initiative by Tata Consultancy Services, to explore these
questions and more.
[109] 9am BBC TENT free but ticketed

Broadcasting House
BBC Radio 4 Live

Broadcasting House comes live from Hay Festival with
presenter Paddy O’Connell, for an hour of interviews and
entertainment. Please be seated by 8.50am.
Broadcasting House can be heard every Sunday at 9am
on BBC Radio 4

10am
[110] 10am TATA TENT £8.30

Ben MacIntyre

SAS: Rogue Heroes –The Authorised
Wartime History
In the summer of 1941, at the height of the war in the
Western Desert, a bored and eccentric young officer, David
Stirling, has a vision for a new kind of war: attacking the
enemy where they would least expect it – from behind their
own lines. Despite the intense opposition of many in British
High Command, Winston Churchill personally gives Stirling
permission to recruit the toughest, brightest and most ruthless
soldiers he can find. With unprecedented access to the SAS
secret files, unseen footage and exclusive interviews with its
founder members, the author of Operation Mincemeat, A Spy
Amongst Friends and Agent Zigzag tells the remarkable early
story of the Herefordshire Regiment.
Sponsored by FW Golesworthy & Sons
[111] 10am OXFAM MOOT £9.30

Bettany Hughes

Istanbul: A Tale of Three Cities
The historian tells the story of the three-in-one great cities
of Byzantium, Constantinople and Istanbul, which has long
been the gateway between East and West. Archaeologists
have measured 42 layers of human inhabitation here on the
Bosphorus over the past 6,000 years. It has been the capital of
the Roman, Byzantine, Latin and Ottoman empires and, for
many years, was known simply as The City.

The great novelist, author of Dirt Music and Cloudstreet, is
publishing two non-fiction books. Charged with love for the
huge, besieging force of Australia’s wild spaces, Island Home:
A Landscape Memoir is a passionate call for their conservation.
His deeply personal The Boy Behind the Curtain: Notes from
an Australian Life shows how moments from his childhood
and life growing up have shaped his views on class, faith,
fundamentalism, the environment, and literature.
This event will be recorded for broadcast on the BBC World
News programme Talking Books.
[113] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £8.30

Devi Sridhar*

Governing Global Health
Governments, NGOs and corporations collaborate across the
world on campaigns to respond to global health issues such
as AIDS, Ebola, SARS and malaria. But how do you regulate
these PPPs (private-public partnerships)? The Edinburgh
academic and her co-author, Chelsea Clinton, analyse the
accountability, effectiveness and sustainability of the biggest
campaigns. Chaired by Oscar Guardiola-Rivera.
*Devi Sridhar is selected for Hay 30 – celebrating a new
generation of thinkers, supported by The CASE Foundation
[114] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Andy Hamilton talks to Stephanie Merritt
The Star Witness
The comedy-writer’s first novel is the hilarious story of one
self-regarding man’s descent into disgrace and his journey back
to join the human race. It’s a pin-sharp satire on the shallows
of modern media culture and the dysfunctional relationship
we all have with the idea of ‘celebrity’.
[HD19] 10am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £5.30

Ben Cort
Aliens Love Underpants
Aliens, dinosaurs, monsters, pirates – everyone loves
underpants. Join the illustrator who helped to create Aliens
Love Underpants and celebrate its tenth anniversary. Watch
as Ben brings the aliens to life in this interactive event suitable
for all the family. And catch a special guest appearance from
somewhere far away. Alien fans can come dressed in their
favourite alien outfit or in funny pants.
3+

Come and experience this uplifting and immersive show
about a refugee child and the extraordinary power of kindness.
The performance is produced especially for Hay Festival by
Hereford College of Arts and Open Sky Theatre Company,
working with writer Nicola Davies to adapt for the stage her
poem, The Day War Came.
9+

11am
[115] 11am - 12.30pm bbC tENt free but ticketed

Jamie Owen
BBC Radio Wales LIVE
Join Jamie for late Sunday morning conversation, laughter
and music.
Jamie Owen broadcasts every Sunday at 11am on
BBC Radio Wales

11.30am
[116] 11.30am tAtA tENt £12.30

Philippe Sands talks to Stephen Fry
The Baillie Gifford Prize Lecture: East West Street
Sands’ inquiry into the origins of ‘genocide’ and ‘crimes
against humanity’ is also a personal quest for his family in the
Ukrainian city of Lviv. It won this year’s Baillie Gifford Prize.
Hay Festival-goers will have heard Sands explore many of
the themes of the story here over the past decade. We revisit
East West Street this year to honour one of the greatest works
of literature of the festival’s lifetime; a book that might be
read around Europe and around the world to inform the way
contemporary history is developing.
Sponsored by Baillie Gifford
[117] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Hannah Critchlow*
Increasing Consciousness......
Join the superstar neurologist on a voyage of conscious
discovery. A 1.5 kg brain tissue mass magically produces our
individual view of the world, our myriad emotions, memories,
associations and thoughts that make each of our lives
unique. Why are neuroscientists only able to properly probe
consciousness now? And what are we yet to discover? Come
with an open mind...
*Hannah Critchlow is selected for Hay 30 – celebrating
a new generation of thinkers, supported by The CASE
Foundation
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11.30am

1pm

[HD21] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD £5.30

[120] 1pm TATA TENT £9.30

[HD25] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Robert Winston

Colm Toíbín talks to Clare Armitstead

Tony Robinson

My Amazing Body Machine
Did you know that there are 29 bones in your head including
six tiny ear bones that help you hear? From the structure
of the skeleton to the importance of the respiratory system,
Professor Robert Winston explains the working of every part
of the human body – the most complex machine on Earth.
9+
[118] 11.30am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

John Mullan, Sarah Churchwell and
Colm Toíbín
Jane Austen 200

The author of What Matters in Jane Austen celebrates
the bi-centenary of the great novelist and talks about what
defines her genius with Colm Toíbín and Sarah Churchwell.
Sponsored by Serious Readers
[HD22] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Julia Donaldson and Helen Oxenbury
The Giant Jumperee

28

1pm

Join two award-winning icons in the world of picture-books
as they discuss creating The Giant Jumperee, their first
collaboration. And take a look at Oxenbury’s drawing in a
short video of her at work in her studio. Chaired by
Children’s Director Julia Eccleshare.
9–adult
[119] 11am CUBE £8.30

Tobias Jones, Jackie Morris and Zaffar Kunial
Staying Rooted – Tree Charter Series 2
A connection with trees and woods helps people find
inspiration, inner calm and mental balance. Author and
journalist Tobias Jones and poet Zaffar Kunial are both
featured in Arboreal, a Common Ground collection of
woodland writing. They are joined by the illustrator Jackie
Morris to discuss the role of trees and woods in finding
inspiration and mental balance in our lives.
In partnership with the Woodland Trust and
Common Ground
[HD23] 11.30am STARLIGHT £5.30

Kristina Stephenson

Sir Charlie Stinky Socks: The Mummy’s Gold
The ever-popular Sir Charlie Stinky Socks is now deep in
the desert on a mission to return a sack of stolen Egyptian
gold back to its rightful owner. Join the writer for a musical,
storytelling journey. There are mummies, pharaohs and a live
performance of songs from the Sir Charlie Stinky Socks books.
3+

House of Names
The novelist launches his new book, a re-telling of the classic
tales of the House of Atreus: the stories of Agamemnon
and Iphigenia, of Clytemnestra, Orestes and Electra. It’s a
masterpiece.
[121] 1pm OXFAM MOOT £9.30

Rory Stewart
The Marches
The writer and politician recounts his final journey with his
90-year-old father along the border between Scotland and
England. They relive Scottish dances, reflect on Burmese
honey-bears, and on the loss of human presence in the British
landscape. On mountain ridges and in housing estates they
uncover a forgotten country crushed between England and
Scotland: the Middleland. They discover unsettling modern
lives, lodged in an ancient land. Their odyssey develops
into a history of nationhood, an anatomy of the landscape,
a chronicle of contemporary Britain and an exuberant
encounter between a father and a son.
[122] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8

Christopher de Bellaigue and Gilles Kepel talk
to Abdul Rehman-Malik
Enlightenment and Jihad
Bellaigue tells the forgotten stories of key figures and reformers of
Islam’s past 200 years in The Islamic Enlightenment: The Modern
Struggle Between Faith and Reason; from Egypt’s visionary ruler
Muhammad Ali to brave radicals such as Iran’s first feminist
Qurrat al-Ayn. Terror in France: The Rise of Jihad in the West
by Gilles Kepel is the explosive account of the radicalisation of
a segment of Muslim youth that led to the 2016 atrocities at
Bataclan and in Nice, and of the failure of governments in France
and across Europe to address it.
[HD24] 1pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Judith Kerr
Mr Cleghorn’s Seal
Based on a true story about Judith Kerr’s father, Alfred Kerr,
who once took in an abandoned seal pup, this life-affirming
tale is told with Judith’s signature wit, warmth and keen eye
for the absurd. She reminds us all that you’re never too old for
a brand new life filled with love and laughter.
There will be no book-signing after this event, but signed book
plates will be available with every book sold in the Festival
Bookshop.
6+

The Worst Children’s Jobs in History
Ever thought life was hard? Sir Tony Robinson goes back in
time to when being a child was no excuse for idleness, bringing
alive the stinking, back-breaking jobs that children did as
jigger-turners, turnip-pickers, matchbox-makers and more.
9+
Sponsored by Herdmans Coaches Ltd
[123] 1pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Inside Science
BBC Radio 4

Adam Rutherford and guests discuss some of the big ideas in
science today.
Broadcast on Thursday 1 June at 4.30pm and 9.30pm on
BBC Radio 4
[124] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Beth Singler*
Cambridge Series: Could and Should
Robots Feel Pain?
Recent developments in Artificial Intelligence and robotics
demonstrate that we are aiming towards creating something
that is ‘human-like’ in various ways. What sort of experiences
should these beings have? And what does the answer to that
question tell us about ourselves? Anthropologist Dr Beth
Singler is Research Associate on the Human Identity in an age
of Nearly-Human Machines project at the Faraday Institute
for Science and Religion. Chaired by Daniel Davis.
*Beth Singler is selected for Hay 30 – celebrating a new
generation of thinkers, supported by The CASE Foundation
[HD26] 1pm CUBE £5.30

Nicola Davies and Cathy Fisher
Perfect
Author and zoologist Nicola Davies and illustrator/artist
Cathy Fisher introduce swifts – amazing birds that sleep and
eat on the wing and never stop flying. Learn how to look out
for them, listen for their cries and how to tell if they might be
nesting where you live. Help Cathy draw a swift, see how she
made the stunning artwork for Perfect, and listen to a story
about how swifts helped a boy to understand his new baby
sister.
3+
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2.30pm

2.30pm

[125] 2.30pm tata tent £25.30

[128] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

[130] 2.30pm CUBE £6.30

Letters Live 2

Madeleine Thien talks to Jemimah Steinfeld

Letters Live has rapidly established itself as a wonderfully
dynamic and exciting new format for presenting memorable
letters to a live audience and each event celebrates in an
unforgettable way the joy, pain, wisdom and humour that so
often hallmarks this most intimate of literary forms. Letters
Live is inspired by Shaun Usher’s Letters of Note anthologies
and Simon Garfield’s To the Letter. This event will feature a
different programme of letters to event [82] on 27 May.

The Index Platform: Fictions

Rebecca F John* and Jake Arnott talk to
Georgina Godwin

[126] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £9.30

Nemat Shafik
Reformations 4: Policy
The Economist Platform

The British-American economist examines the formation of
policy in the post-truth world, and reconfigures how expertise
is mediated and how we manage the boundaries between
advisors and politicians. Shafik was Deputy Governor of the
Bank of England and is the incoming Director of the London
School of Economics. Chaired by Zanny Minton Beddoes.
In association with The Economist
[HD27] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD £7.30

Michael Rosen
Jelly Boots/Uncle Gobb
Jelly Boots is a riotous celebration of words – silly words,
funny words, new words, old words, words you only use
in your own family and the very best words in the right
order. Uncle Gobb and the Green Heads is the second
uproarious Uncle Gobb adventure. Join Michael Rosen for
an introduction to these and others of his much-loved and
amazing stories.
6+
[127] 2.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Elizabeth Drayson
Cambridge Series: The Moor’s Last Stand
The poignant story of Boabdil, the last Muslim king of
Granada. Betrayed by his family and undermined by faction
and internal conflict, Boabdil was defeated in 1492 by the
forces of King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella of the newly
united kingdoms of Castile and Aragon. The Christian victory
marked the completion of the long Christian reconquest of
Spain and ended seven centuries in which Christians, Muslims
and Jews had, for the most part, lived peacefully and profitably
together in La Convivencia.
In association with Cambridge University

A conversation with the Canadian novelist whose Do Not
Say We Have Nothing was shortlisted for the 2016 Man
Booker, and who is now publishing her early novel Certainty.
Her humane and exacting writing often explores the Asian
diaspora. She has won many awards including the Governor
General’s Award and The Giller Prize. She talks to the deputy
editor of Index on Censorship.
In association with Index on Censorship
[129] 2.30pm bbc tent free but ticketed

Bookclub: Hari Kunzru talks to James Naughtie
BBC Radio 4

Presented by James Naughtie, Bookclub invites the world’s
great authors to discuss their best known novel with readers.
Jim is joined at Hay by Hari Kunzru to discuss Gods Without
Men. One of Granta’s 2003 selection of young British
novelists, Hari Kunzru is one of our most socially observant
and skilful novelists. Gods Without Men is set in a remote
town in the Californian desert and tells the story of an autistic
child who vanishes. It was widely regarded as one of the best
novels of 2011.
To read the novel and participate in the discussion, apply
through the Bookclub website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/
programmes/b006s5sf, otherwise book through the Hay Box
Office as normal.
This will be broadcast on Sunday 4 June at 5pm and
Thursday 8 June at 3.30pm on BBC Radio 4
[HD28] 2.30pm starlight stage £5.30

Lucy Worsley
My Name is Victoria
Join the acclaimed historian as she vividly tells the story of
the childhood of Queen Victoria, growing up hidden from
public view. There will be stories, facts, and even the chance to
become part of history by joining in a living timeline complete
with props.
9+

Fictions: London Tales

John presents her novel The Haunting of Henry Twist – a
mysterious love story set in 1926 that recalls the power and
strangeness of Stevenson’s Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. Arnott’s
The Fatal Tree is set 200 years earlier and is about the true
story of Edgeworth Bess, which mesmerised C18th society:
a riveting, artful tale of crime and rough justice, love and
betrayal. Rich in the street slang of the era, it vividly conjures
up a murky world of illicit dens and molly-houses; a world
where life was lived on the edge, in the shadow of that fatal
tree – the gallows.
*Rebecca John is selected for Hay 30 – celebrating a new
generation of thinkers, supported by The CASE Foundation

4pm
[131] 4pm tata tent £20.30

Garry Kasparov talks to Stephen Fry
Deep Thinking – Where Machine Intelligence Ends
and Human Creativity Begins
The chess champion tells his side of the story of Deep Blue
for the first time – what it was like to strategise against an
implacable, untiring opponent – the mistakes he made and
the reasons the odds were against him. He tells his story of AI
more generally, and how he has evolved to embrace it, taking
part in an urgent debate with philosophers worried about
human values, programmers creating self-learning neural
networks, and engineers of cutting-edge robotics.
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4pm

5.30pm

[HD30] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

[135] 4pm bbc tent free but ticketed

[137] 5.30pm TATA TENT £10.30

Jacqueline Wilson

Free Thinking: Writing and Rewriting the Past

Tracey Emin talks to Dylan Jones

Wave Me Goodbye

BBC Radio 3

Talking About Art

Join Jacqueline Wilson as she introduces her new book, set
in the Second World War. She will also discuss how she
started her writing career and created some of her best-loved
characters including Tracy Beaker and Hetty Feather.
There will be no book signing after this event but printed
bookplates with Jacqueline’s signature will be available with
every book bought in the Festival Bookshop.
Age 9+
Sponsored by Shepherds Ice Cream

BBC Radio 3’s Arts and Ideas programme brings together the
authors of three historical novels to discuss the way research
and family history have informed their fiction in a discussion
chaired by New Generation Thinker Sarah Dillon from the
University of Cambridge. Jake Arnott has set novels in the
1960s, the 1940s and the 1900s and in his latest novel The
Fatal Tree, he depicts the criminal world in 18th-century
London. Madeleine Thien’s novel Do Not Say We Have
Nothing explores the impact of the Cultural Revolution
on two generations of musicians. It has won prizes in her
native Canada and was shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize.
Sebastian Barry won the Costa Book of the Year for his
novel Days Without End, which imagines the gay relationship
between soldiers caught up in the American Civil War.
This will be be broadcast on Thursday 1 June at 10pm on
BBC Radio 3 and available as an Arts and Ideas download

Tracey Emin’s art is one of disclosure, using her life events as
inspiration for works ranging from painting, drawing, video
and installation to photography, needlework and sculpture.
Emin reveals her hopes, humiliations, failures and successes in
candid and, at times, excoriating work that is frequently both
tragic and humorous.
Sponsored by The Great English Outdoors, with Still Ethical

[132] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Sarah Churchwell
Reformations 5: Expertise
Everyone has experience, and the deeper your experience of a
given subject or area, the greater your expertise. In a culture
that trumpets anti-intellectualism, how might we reconcile
and represent academic expertise and practical experience?
Churchwell is professorial fellow in American literature and
chair of public understanding of the humanities at the School
of Advanced Study, University of London.

30

4pm

[133] 4pm good energy stage £7.30

Meg Rosoff and Shappi Khorsandi
talk to Stephanie Merritt
Fictions: Funny Business
The writers introduce their two delightful comic novels:
Rosoff’s Jonathan Unleashed is a blisteringly funny, touching
story of a man whose love life is going to the dogs. Khorsandi’s
Nina is Not OK is a darkly funny coming-of-age novel.
[134] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Sally Rooney* talks to Olivia Cole
Fictions: Hay 30

Rooney’s debut Conversations with Friends is an exquisitely
clever and perceptive novel about relationships; about identity
and infidelity and love.
*Sally Rooney is selected for Hay 30 – celebrating a new
generation of thinkers, supported by The CASE Foundation

[136] 4pm starlight stage £7.30

Kate Raworth, David Pitt-Watson and Juliet
Davenport talk to Andy Fryers
Money, Money, Money – How to Use it For Good
How do we make better use of finance and money, turning it
into a force for societal and environmental good? Renegade
economist Kate Raworth responsible investment and business
expert David Pitt-Watson, and CEO of Good Energy, Juliet
Davenport discuss possible futures for pension funds, stock
markets, bitcoin and cash.
In partnership with Good Energy
[HD29] 4pm cube £5.30

Scarlett Thomas
Dragon’s Green
Dive into The Worldquake Sequence and enjoy travelling
with Effie on her journey from a School for the Gifted,
Troubled and Strange to the dangerous Otherworld to retrieve
a magical book. The author will discuss the creation of her
richly imagined fantasy world and the fabulous characters who
live in it.
9+

[138] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £9.30

Gillian Tett
Reformations 6: Capitalism
Wall Street and The City like to operate under the flag
of Adam Smith; his free market economic ideas are often
considered to be a defining bedrock of capitalism. In reality,
those financial capitalists today have completely forgotten the
core essence of his ideas; indeed, their vision of capitalism and
the modern company totally perverts them. Tett’s reformation
is a call to arms for all devotees of Adam Smith – to return
to his original ideas about market forces and reform that idea
of capitalism in a fundamental manner. Tett is US Managing
Editor of the FT and the author of The Silo Effect, Fool’s Gold
and Saving the Sun. Chaired by Oliver Bullough.
[139] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8.30

Sebastian Barry talks to Rebecca Jones
BBC Talking Books 4: Days Without End
After signing up for the US army in the 1850s, barely 17,
Thomas McNulty and his brother-in-arms, John Cole, fight
in the Indian Wars and the Civil War. Having both fled
terrible hardships, their days are now vivid and filled with
wonder, despite the horrors they both see and in which they
are complicit. But when a young Indian girl crosses their path,
Thomas and John must decide on the best way of life for them
all in the face of dangerous odds. Barry’s novel won the 2016
Costa Book of the Year award. His previous fiction includes
The Whereabouts of Eneas McNulty, A Long Long Way and
The Secret Scripture.
This event will be recorded for broadcast on the BBC World
News programme Talking Books
[140] 5.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

Robert Winston
Help Your Kids With Growing Up
A crucial guide for parents and teens to the big issues of
adolescence: from physical development, sexuality and
sociability to cyberbullying and sexting. Professor Winston is
the author of The Human Body, Superhuman, Walking with
Cavemen and The Human Mind.

01497 822 629
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5.30pm

7pm

[141] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

[144] 5.30pm CUBE £7.30

[148] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £8.30

Danny Dorling

Inua Ellams*, Coco Khan and Chimene
Suleyman talk to Rachael Kerr

Martin Rees

The Good Immigrant

A little bit of perspective now, as we catch up with what’s been
happening in the universe over the past 12 months – including
the discovery of a new system in February ringed with seven
Earth-like planets that suggest, more hopefully than ever
before, the possibility of the prospect of life. Lord Rees is the
Astronomer Royal and Emeritus Professor of Cosmology and
Astrophysics at the University of Cambridge.

The Human Atlas of Europe
The geographer explores Europe’s society, culture, economy,
politics and environment using state-of-the-art mapping
techniques. With maps ranging from life expectancy,
greenhouse gas emissions, GDP to Eurovision voting, Dorling
addresses fundamental questions around social cohesion and
sustainable growth as Europe negotiates the UK’s exit while
continuing through the economic crisis. His other books that
have been featured at Hay include Inequality and the 1%,
Population 10 Billion, All That Is Solid and Injustice.
See also event [163]
[142] 5.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Jimmy McGovern

We are delighted to launch the paperback of Nikesh Shukla’s
award-winning collection of essays and stories with three of
the contributing writers. Inspired by discussion around why
society appears to deem people of colour as bad immigrants –
job stealers, benefit scroungers, undeserving refugees – until,
by winning Olympic races or baking good cakes, or being
conscientious doctors, they cross over and become good
immigrants, Shukla has compiled a collection of essays that
are poignant, challenging, angry, humorous, heartbreaking,
polemic, weary and – most importantly – real.
*Inua Ellams is selected for Hay 30 – celebrating a new
generation of thinkers, supported by The CASE Foundation

BBC One: Broken
Jimmy McGovern has written some of the most powerful
television dramas of the past 25 years. From Cracker to
Common and from Accused to The Street, he has never shied
away from tackling difficult subjects. His new series Broken
(BBC One) stars Sean Bean as a Catholic priest presiding over
a northern urban parish, playing confidante, counsellor and
confessor to a congregation struggling to reconcile its beliefs
with the challenges of daily life. McGovern will talk about
the new series, what attracts him to particular stories and
scenarios, and the craft of writing. The session will be followed
by a Q&A.
Broken is an LA Productions drama for the BBC

7pm
[145] 7pm OXFAM MOOT £9.30

Tony Robinson

Pale Blue Dot: Our Setting on a Stage of Stars

[149] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Thomasina Miers talks to Rosie Boycott
Home Cook
The founder of the Mexican street food cantina Wahaca
introduces her most-loved recipes; recipes that she has fed her
friends and family at her always busy kitchen table, recipes
made up of family classics or food inspired by her travels and
her favourite food-writers and chefs.
Sponsored by Tanners Wines

No Cunning Plan

[150] 7pm SCRIBBLERS HUT £8.30

The actor and hugely successful children’s writer yarns his
working life from child stardom in the first production of
Oliver! and the joy of Baldrick, to the documenting of Time
Team archaeology and The Worst Jobs in History. Robinson
was knighted in 2013 for public and political service. Chaired
by Lucy Cotter.

Oliver Jeffers
Illustration Masterclass
The illustrator discusses and demonstrates his working
practice. This event is aimed at students and young artists.

8.30pm
[143] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

[146] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8.30

Lydia Cacho and Anabel Hernández
talk to Gaby Wood

Oscar Guardiola-Rivera

The Sorrows of Mexico
Veering between carnival and apocalypse, Mexico has in the
past ten years become the epicentre of the international drug
trade. The so-called war on drugs has been a brutal and chaotic
failure: more than 160,000 lives have been lost. The drug
cartels and the forces of law and order are often in collusion;
corruption is everywhere. Life is cheap, and inconvenient
people – the poor, the unlucky, the honest or the inquisitive
– become the ‘disappeared’, leaving not a trace behind. In
September 2015, more than 26,798 were officially registered as
‘not located’. Yet people in all walks of life have refused to give
up. Hernandez gives a chilling account of the ‘disappearance’”
of 43 students. Cacho describes what it’s like to live every day
as a journalist under threat of death.

[151] 8.30pm TATA TENT £13.30

Reformations 7: War and Peace

James Rhodes

In the wake of Colombia’s 2016 Peace Agreement, which put
an end to more than 60 years of civil war, the philosopher
and law professor reimagines our understanding of conflict,
of truth, reconciliation and justice. Guardiola-Rivera is the
author of What if Latin America Ruled the World?, Story of
a Death Foretold and the forthcoming A New Art of War.
Chaired by Helena Kennedy.

In Concert

The charismatic pianist plays Chopin’s Ballade no.4 in F
minor, Op52, Bach’s Partita No.1 in B flat, BWV 825, and
the Bach-Busoni Chaconne in D Minor. He is one of the most
engaging and entertaining performers, whose concert style
makes you think he’s playing just for you. Rhodes is the author
of Instrumental and How To Play The Piano.

[147] 7pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

[152] 8.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8.30

Sheila Hancock, Philip Gross and
Tracy Chevalier

Stephen Fry, Blanche McIntyre,
Tom Hodgson, John Jencks,
Roger Allam and Fiona Shaw

A Quaker Life
A conversation about how their Quaker faith has informed
the life and work of three writers: the actor Sheila Hancock’s
books include the memoir Just Me and the novel Miss Carter’s
War; award-winning poet Philip Gross’s collections include
The Water Table, Deep Field and the forthcoming A Bright
Acoustic; Tracy Chevalier’s novels include Girl With a Pearl
Earring, At the Edge of the Orchard and now New Boy.
In partnership with Quakers in Britain

The Hippopotamus
A wonderful opportunity for a first look at John Jencks’
new film of Stephen Fry’s novel, starring Matthew Modine,
Tim McInnerny, Fiona Shaw and Roger Allam. Join the
film-makers and the author for a unique insight into the
movie.
Sponsored by Llangoed Hall
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8.30pm
[153] 8.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

[157] 10pm TATA TENT £10.30

Gina Miller and Henry Porter
talk to Helena Kennedy

Shappi Khorsandi

Brexit Britain 1 – Sovereignty

The new show from the star of Live At The Apollo, Michael
McIntyre’s Comedy Roadshow, Friday Night with Jonathan
Ross, Have I Got News for You and Q.I. From Morris Dancing
to Morrissey, Shappi is celebrating the fortieth anniversary of
her arrival in Britain. She’s reclaiming patriotism and sending
a love letter to her adopted land. The daughter of an exiled
writer and comic from Iran, Shappi’s upbringing has been in
no way conventional. From mental illness to opium dens, it’s
all gone on in the Khorsandi household and now she recounts
it all the only way she knows how, with wit, warmth and
hilarity.

Who actually holds power in Britain? Now that the Prime
Minister has invoked Article 50 with parliamentary approval,
what are we giving up and taking back? A free-ranging
conversation with Gina Miller, who successfully led the legal
challenge to the government over parliamentary prerogative
and Henry Porter, host of the Convention on Brexit and the
Political Crash.
[154] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £8.30

Tariq Ramadan

Oh My Country!

Islam: The Essentials

[158] 10pm STARLIGHT STAGE £10.30

Whether the issue is violence, terrorism, women’s rights or
slavery, Muslims are today expected to provide answers and to
justify what Islam is – or is not. Here’s an introduction to the
basics from the Professor of Contemporary Islamic Studies at
St Antony’s College, Oxford. Chaired by Sarfraz Manzoor.

Cat Weatherill

[155] 8.30pm CUBE £7.30
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10pm

Sian Berry, Zoe Williams, David Boyle,
Andrew Simms
The Alternative – Is it Time for a new Progressive
Politics to Arise in Britain?
With old British political alignments shifting, sharp divisions
within government and at least as much in the official
opposition, is a very different, new, progressive alliance the
way ahead? Sian Berry is the Green Party Mayoral candidate
and London Assembly member; Zoe Williams is a Guardian
columnist, David Boyle is author of How to Be English, and
Andrew Simms is from the New Weather Institute.

9.50pm
[156] 9.50pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Kobo Town
In concert
The Canadian kings of the dance floor play Hay with their
infectious rhythms and spectacular energy. Founded and
fronted by émigré Trinidadian songwriter Drew Gonsalves,
Kobo Town’s music has been variously described as “an
intoxicating blend of lilting calypsonian wit, dancehall reggae
and trombone-heavy brass” – Guardian. After the global
success of their 2013 album Jumbie in the Jukebox they are
now releasing Where The Galleon Sank.

Bluebeard
The charismatic storyteller takes us on a journey into
obsession. Inspired by Perrault’s classic Gothic horror story,
it’s magnificently dark, erotic and disturbing. But it’s also
fiercely life affirming – a celebration of the love of sisters and
the resilience of women. This is a defiantly female version of
the tale, in which the sister and mother of the bride, Eva, are
given far greater prominence. Eva is awarded infinitely more
emotional complexity than usual, as she explosively transforms
from a victim into a survivor who will not “rake through the
ashes for half-burned hopes”.

[159] 10pm –2am BASKERVILLE HALL, CLYRO £15.30

DJ Yoda with support from DJ Ben from
Super Sonic Disco.
The Sound of the Baskervilles
Voted one of the ‘Ten DJs to see before you die’ by Q
magazine, Yoda is a multi-award-winning hip-hop DJ and
producer. Headlining festivals and clubs around the world
with his distinctive style, mashing together film soundtracks,
club anthems and clips from every aspect of modern culture he
creates an electrifying and pulsating dance floor experience. DJ
Ben from SuperSonicDisco will be on hand to warm things up
and get the dance floor bouncing…
Strictly 18+. ID may be required at the door.
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I love the way it’s grown, though I
loved it when there was only me and
five other people…As I wander through
the tents and see people eating and
drinking and talking about Plato, it’s
what I had always imagined university
was going to be like.

Howard Jacobson

#hay30
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9am
[161] 9am BBC TENT free but ticketed

Start the Week
BBC Radio 4 LIVE

Tom Sutcliffe presents Radio 4’s flagship programme of ideas
live from Hay, and will be joined on stage by award-winning
authors Colm Tóibín, Sebastian Barry and Meg Rosoff
to discuss how they breathe new life into stories from the
past, from Greek tragedy to civil war, while psychologist Jan
Kizilhan explains how a history of trauma and genocide has
been woven into the story of he Yazidi community.
Start the Week is broadcast every Monday at 9am on
BBC Radio 4. Please be seated by 8.50am.

10am
[162] 10am TATA TENT £9.30

Harriet Harman talks to Laura Bates
A Woman’s Work

A fascinating account of an exemplary Parliamentary and
political career from an insider committed to progressing
gender equality. The Times said: “Countless blows have
tempered Harman into something fearless and indestructible”.
She talks to the founder of the Everyday Sexism project.
In association with Stylist magazine
[HD31] 10am OXFAM STAGE £8.30

Oliver Jeffers

Award-winner Jeffers returns to Hay Festival to entertain his
many fans with stories and live drawing from his recent titles
including A Child of Books, as well as giving an insight into
his future titles. A Child of Books is the winner of the 2017
Bolognaragazzi Fiction Award.
[163] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Danny Dorling

Reformations 8: Examinations

We have the most relentlessly tested school students in
Europe. We have constantly revised SATs and GCSE
structures. Is any of this encouraging or cultivating learning?
How could we develop better ways of valuing both students
and teachers? Dorling is the Halford Mackinder Professor
of Geography at the University of Oxford. Chaired by
Peter Florence.
[164] 10am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Kathleen Taylor

The Fragile Brain: The Strange,
Hopeful Science of Dementia

Taylor presents the newest research into the cause and cure of
the life-changing neurodegenerative diseases, Alzheimer’s and
dementia. She focuses on insights arising from the relatively
new field of neuro-immunology: the increasing recognition
of the important role of the immune system in the brain.
Chaired by Rosie Boycott.

MONDAY 29 MAY

10am
[165] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Matthew Carr

Blood and Faith–The Purging of Muslim Spain
1492-1614

In 1609, the entire Muslim population of Spain was given
three days to leave Spanish territory or be killed. In a brutal
and traumatic exodus, entire families were forced to abandon
the homes and villages where they had lived for generations.
An estimated 300,000 Muslims had been removed from
Spanish territory, making it – then – the largest act of
ethnic cleansing in European history. Chaired by
Abdul-Rehman Malik.
[HD32] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

Andy Riley
King Flashypants and the Creature from Crong

Don your crowns to discover the key elements of the insanely
funny King Flashypants as he determines to be a proper king
and sets off to fight Gizimoth, a huge and terrible monster.
Join Emmy-winning author/illustrator Andy Riley for an
event filled with plenty of Foo Hoo Hooing, strident music
and royally good drawing.
6+
[167] 10am CUBE £7.30

Eimear McBride talks to Claire Armitstead
Fictions: The Lesser Bohemians

The new novel from the author of the multi-award winning A
Girl is a Half-Formed Thing. An 18-year-old Irish girl arrives
in London to study Drama and falls violently in love with
an older actor. The older man has a disturbing past that the
young girl is unprepared for. The young girl has a troubling
past of her own. This is her story and their story. The Lesser
Bohemians is about sexual passion. It is about innocence and
the loss of it. At once epic and exquisitely intimate, it is a
celebration of the dark and the light in love.

11am
[166] 11am BBC TENT free but ticketed

The Listening Service
BBC Radio 3

BBC Radio 3’s weekly journey of imagination and insight
poses the question: “How do you set words to music”? The
composer and pianist Richard Sisson, who wrote the score
for Alan Bennett’s The History Boys at The National Theatre,
and who is one half of the cabaret double-act Kit and The
Widow, joins presenter Tom Service at the piano to work out
how composers from Schubert to Sondheim, Beethoven to
Bacharach, have fused poetry and music to create some of
our best loved songs. As an added challenge Richard will set
some poetry to music live before the eyes – and ears – of
the audience.
To be broadcast on Sunday 4 June at 5pm on BBC Radio 3

11.30pm
[HD33] 11.30am TATA TENT £7.30

Chris Riddell
The Hay Library Lecture: The Laureate’s Goodbye

This will be Chris Riddell’s final public event as UK
Children’s Laureate. On his appointment, he promised to
show everyone how much fun they could have with a pencil,
and today he will demonstrate this by live-drawing his
answers to questions. Chris will pick his favourite questions
to illustrate and give an insight into his world and the journey
he has been on over the last two years as Laureate. The lucky
questioners he picks can take their doodle-answers home as a
unique piece of art from one of our greatest illustrators.
The Hay Library Lecture is supported by The Reading
Agency, organisers of The Summer Reading Challenge.
6+
[168] 11.30AM OXFAM MOOt £7.30

Polly Toynbee and David Walker
Dismembered: How the Attack on the
State Harms us All

The two journalists travelled around Great Britain gathering
the voices of the people who make up the public sector: nurses
and patients, teachers and policemen and civilians. The story
they tell is one of society’s dismemberment across our nation
state: a fragmented NHS, a reduced police force, divided
schools and a vulnerable military.
[169] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8.30

Philippe Sands
Reformations 9: Citizenship

Where do we belong? What passport and what papers do
we carry? The international human rights lawyer proposes
a new form of internationalist identity, and the adoption of
the Tobin Tax that would help fund a universally available
Citizenship of the World. Chaired by Guto Harri.
[170] 11.30am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Olga Tokarczuk talks to Claire Armitstead
Fictions: Flights

A rare interview with the great Polish novelist, who discusses
her multi-award-winning fiction Flights. Perfectly intertwining
travel narratives and reflections on travel with observations on
the body and on life and death, Tokarczuk guides the reader
beyond the surface layer of modernity and deeper and deeper
towards the core of the very nature of humankind.
With the support of the Polish Cultural Institute and the
British Council
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11.30am

1pm

1pm

[514] 11.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

[173] 1pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

[177] 1pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Giles Tremlett

Sayeeda Warsi

Isabelle of Castile: Europe’s First Great Queen

Reformations 10: Integration

Free Thinking: Women’s Voices in
the Classical World

In 1474, a 23-year-old woman ascended the throne of Castile,
the largest and strongest kingdom in Spain. Ahead of her lay
the considerable challenge not only of being a young, female
ruler in an overwhelmingly male-dominated world, but also
of reforming a major European kingdom that was riddled
with crime, corruption, and violent political factionism. The
historian chronicles her life of Isabella of Castile as she led
her country out of the murky Middle Ages and harnessed the
newest ideas and tools of the early Renaissance to turn her
ill-disciplined, quarrelsome nation into a sharper, modern
state with a powerful, clear-minded, and ambitious monarch
at its centre.

Baroness Warsi’s book The Enemy Within identifies British
Muslims as the latest in a long line of ‘others’ to be feared and
demonised. The UK’s first Muslim cabinet minister explores
questions of cultural difference, terrorism, surveillance, social
justice, religious freedom, integration and the meaning of
‘British values’ with Helena Kennedy. She proffers necessary
and inconvenient truths and proposes new ways forward for
British Muslims, politicians and society.
[174] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Jonathan Safran Foer talks to Sarfraz Manzoor
Fictions: Here I Am

[HD34] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

Meg Rosoff
Beck

36

The final novel from Carnegie Medal-winning author Mal
Peet is a sweeping coming-of-age adventure of a mixed-race
boy transported to North America in the 1900s. Mal sadly
passed away in 2015, leaving Meg Rosoff to complete the
story. In conversation with Daniel Hahn she discusses the
process of working with Mal’s idea, writing it in her own way,
and about the reception to the book.
12+
#HAYYA
[HD35] 11.30am CUBE £5.30

Charlotte and Adam Guillain
Muffins for Mummies

Brave explorer George has packed 25 muffins for his
night-time adventure in the museum to catch the fabled
thief. Can he and his faithful puppy Trixie track down the
criminal without getting squashed by the great big mammoth?
With storytelling and funny songs, the authors bring the
entertaining adventure to life.
3+

1pm
[172] 1pm tAtA tENt £9.30

Yanis Varoufakis talks to Gillian Tett
Adults In The Room: My Battle With Europe’s
Deep Establishment

As Greek finance minister, Varoufakis confronted the EU
head-on over debt. He tells a tale of brinkmanship, hypocrisy,
collusion and betrayal, and he issues an urgent call to renew
European democracy.
Sponsored by Richard Booth’s Bookshop

The new novel about modern family lives by the author of
Everything Is Illuminated and Extremely Loud and Incredibly
Close. “Jacob and Julia Bloch are about to be tested: By Jacob’s
grandfather, who won’t go quietly into a retirement home. By
the family reunion, that everyone is dreading. By their son’s
heroic attempts to get expelled. And by the sexting affair that
will rock their marriage…”
[175] 1pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Keggie Carew talks to Philippe Sands
Dadland

Keggie Carew grew up under the spell of an unorthodox,
enigmatic father. An undercover guerrilla agent during the
Second World War, in peacetime he lived on his wits and
dazzling charm. But these were not always enough to sustain
a family. As his memory began to fail, Keggie embarked on a
quest to unravel his story once and for all. Dadland won the
Costa biography award. It is funny and tender and utterly
captivating.
[176] 1pm CUBE £6.30

Carol Black talks to Rosie Boycott
Cambridge Series: How do drugs, alcohol and
obesity affect people’s ability to work?

These three conditions impose great costs on individuals
and society. Dame Carol Black’s independent government
review examines the challenges and the data; and she
makes recommendations that could improve the lives of
those affected.
In association with Cambridge University

BBC Radio 3

Writers and historians join New Generation Thinker
Catherine Fletcher for a discussion recorded for Radio
3’s Arts and Ideas programme. Colm Tóibín’s new novel
House of Names explores the story of Clytemnestra and the
murder of her husband Agamemnon. Paul Cartledge is
A. G. Leventis Professor of Greek Culture Emeritus at the
University of Cambridge and the author of many books that
look at the classical world including Ancient Greece: A Very
Short Introduction; Ancient Greece: A History in Eleven Cities
and Democracy: A Life. Bettany Hughes has presented many
TV and Radio programmes exploring the classical world. Her
books include Helen of Troy: Goddess, Princess, Whore; The
Hemlock Cup and Istanbul: A Tale of Three Cities.
To be broadcast on Tuesday 30 May at 10pm on BBC Radio
3 and available as an Arts and Ideas download
[HD36] 1pm starlight stage £5.30

Tracy Chevalier
New Boy

Told over the course of one school day in 1970s Washington
DC, New Boy is Tracy Chevalier’s take on Othello. It is
a powerful modern drama about fitting in, standing out
and knowing which friends to trust, from one of our most
successful novelists.
12+
#HAYYA
[HD37] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £5.30

Adrian Edmondson
Tilly and the Time Machine

The comedian, actor and writer introduces his debut story
about a little girl who gets lost in time. Learn what inspired
him to write it and help him to create a time machine in this
fun-filled interactive event.
6+
[178] 1pm ST MARY’S CHURCH £8.30

Adam Walker (flute) and James Baillieu (piano)
BBC Radio 3 Lunchtime Recitals 1

The first of four recitals broadcast live from Hay this week.
Mozart’s Andante in C, K315 and Rondo in D, KAnh 184;
CPE Bach’s Flute Sonata in G, H550 (Hamburger); Schubert’s
Introduction and Variations on Trockne Blumen D802.
Concert introduced by Clemency Burton-Hill.
Recorded for Broadcast on BBC Radio 3.

01497 822 629
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2.30pm

2.30pm

[179] 2.30pm TATA TENT £12.30

[HD38] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £5.30

[185] 4pm tAtA tENt £9.30

Stephen Fry, Bettany Hughes,
Lawrence Krauss, Martin Rees

Allie Esiri

Lisa Dwan

The Christopher Hitchens Platform:
A New Enlightenment?

A Poem for Every Night of the Year

The Josephine Hart Poetry Hour: Samuel Beckett

In a world of broken institutions and failing states, of
corrupted democracies and of post-truth politicians; in
a world of fake news, faith schools and fundamentalism,
we need a rational and humane voice. We need a new
Enlightenment. Where do we start?

Join the acclaimed actress and anthologist for a sizzling
reading of some of the joyous, magical and humorous poems
from her anthology. In a dazzling display of poetry, the show
journeys through a calendar year, with poems celebrating
events such as Martin Luther King Day and the first day of
Spring before ending with Michael Rosen’s The Car Trip.
9+

[180] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

[183] 2.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Charlie English
The Book Smugglers of Timbuktu

A medieval centre of learning, Hay’s twin-town was home to
tens of thousands of ancient manuscripts on subjects ranging
from religion to poetry, law to history, pharmacology to
astronomy. When al-Qaeda-linked jihadists surged across Mali
in 2012, a remarkable thing happened: a team of librarians and
archivists joined forces to spirit the manuscripts into hiding.
This is their story. Chaired by Francine Stock.
[181] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Magdalena Zernicka-Goetz
Cambridge Series: The Start of Life – how far
Should Science go?

Magdalena Zernicka-Goetz is a Professor of Mammalian
Development and Stem Cell Biology. Her passion lies
in understanding how cells decide their fate for the very
first time and how embryos build their architecture. This
passion allowed her and her team to reveal the remarkable
self-organising properties of human embryos, pioneering the
way for future studies of human and mouse embryogenesis.
She created a technique that almost doubles the time scientists
can culture human embryos in the lab so they can study the
beginnings of human life. It raises ethical issues about research
on embryos and when an embryo becomes a human.
In association with Cambridge University
[182] 2.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £6.30

Marie-Elsa Bragg talks to Rowan Williams
Fictions: Towards Mellbreak

Bragg’s novel is a hymn both to the landscape of Cumbria and
to a disappearing farming world. Poetic, beautiful and tragic,
it gives an account of the struggle to preserve traditions and
beliefs in the face of change. It is a quietly bold indictment of
the treatment of generations of British men, and an assertion
of the power to be found in the rituals we pass down through
our families. She talks to the poet, academic and former
Archbishop of Canterbury.
Sponsored by Castle House Hotel, Hereford

David Nott
The BBC Radio Wales Patrick Hannan Lecture

The renowned surgeon will talk about his most recent
experiences on the frontline in Aleppo and how his roots
in west Wales shaped his life. Born in Carmarthen, Nott is
famous for his work in disaster and war zones the world over,
including Syria, Afghanistan, Gaza and Iraq. He delivers the
sixth annual Welsh affairs lecture dedicated to the late BBC
Wales broadcaster.
Broadcast on Monday 29 May at 6.30pm on
BBC Radio Wales
[184] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Alys Fowler
Hidden Nature: A Voyage of Discovery

Leaving her garden to the mercy of the slugs, award-winning
writer Alys Fowler set out in an inflatable kayak to explore
Birmingham’s canal network, full of little-used waterways
where huge pike skulk and kingfishers dart. Her memoir is
about noticing the wild everywhere and what it means to
see beauty where you least expect it. What happens when
someone who has learned to observe her external world in
such detail decides to examine her internal world with the
same care? Chaired by Lucy Cotter.
[HD39] 2.30pm CUBE £5.30

Sarah McIntyre
Prince of Pants

Come and enjoy a dramatic reading with the author/
illustrator of the hilarious story about the Prince, his Pants
and how they all go missing. Join in an interactive drawing
session where you can share your ideas about the Prince and
what might have happened to his pants.
6+

4pm

Dwan’s sensational performances of Beckett’s Not I and No’s
Knife in London, on Broadway and around the world have
perfectly captured the rhythms and beauty of his language. In
this specially commissioned Poetry Hour she introduces and
reads his poetry and drama.
[186] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Sarah Harper
Reformations 11: Ageing

How will health improvements and a declining birth rate,
economic uncertainty and political turbulence affect an ageing
population in Britain and around the world? There are new
challenges here for states and for individuals. How might we
re-imagine lives that run four score years and ten, and longer?
Harper is Professor of Gerontology at Oxford University
and Director of the Oxford Institute of Ageing. She is the
author of How Population Change will Transform Our World.
Chaired by Guto Harri.
[187] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Kate Raworth
Doughnut Economics

Economics is broken. It has failed to predict or prevent
financial crises that have shaken the foundations of our
societies and perpetuated austerity and poverty. The
Oxford academic identifies the seven critical ways in which
mainstream economics has led us astray, and sets out a
roadmap for bringing humanity into a sweet spot that meets
the needs of all within the means of the planet. En route, she
deconstructs the character of ‘rational economic man’ and
explains what really makes us tick. Raworth has worked as
Senior Researcher at Oxfam, and is co-author of the UN’s
Human Development Report.
Sponsored by Good Energy
[188] 4pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Paul Cartledge
Herodotus 2500

The classicist celebrates the spectacular anniversary of
the birth of the ‘father of history’. Herodotus was a great,
infinitely curious investigator and a digressive storyteller,
whose Histories are the source of so much of what we know
of the ancient world. Cartledge is AG Leventis Professor
Emeritus of Greek Culture at Cambridge. His many books
include The Greeks; Thermopylae: The Battle That Changed
The World; After Thermopylae: The Oath of Plataea and the
End of the Graeco-Persian Wars; The Spartans.
Sponsored by Richard Booth’s Bookshop
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4pm

5.30pm

[HD40] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £5.30

[192] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

[195] 5.30pm CUBE £6.30

Philip Reeve

Kati Marton talks to Corisande Albert

Siobhan Campbell, Emily Blewitt,
Polly Atkin and Rhiannon Hooson

Black Light Express

Join a thrilling journey through time and imagination as Reeve
talks about the inspiration for Black Light Express, a sequel to
Railhead that continues the adventures of interplanetary thief
Zen and the android Nova, in a future where intelligent trains
can carry you between far-flung planets in the blink of an eye.
11+
[189] 4pm starlight stage £6.30*

Caryl Lewis, Davide Longo, Ingo Niermann
Scritture Giovani 2017

Three stylistically diverse graduates of the partnership
exchange between Hay, Literaturfestival Berlin and
Festivaletteratura Mantova, now in its fifteenth year, meet
again to discuss translation and Europe with Daniel Hahn.
Niermann’s Solution 257 – Complete Love is an erotic treasure
in which political activists argue for justice through intimacy.
Lewis’s short story collection Y Gwreiddyn explores nature
and loss. Longo’s Bramard’s Case is a revenge thriller.
* Ticket to include Italian coffee, German biscuits and
Welsh cakes.
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5.30pm

True Believer: Stalin’s Last American Spy

The harrowing story of an American traitor who sold out
his country to the Russian president. Noel Field, once a
well-meaning and privileged American working in the State
Department, spied for the Soviets during the 1930s and ‘40s.
Later, a pawn in Stalin’s sinister master strategy, Field was
kidnapped and tortured by the KGB, and forced to testify
against his own Communist comrades. Marton is an awardwinning journalist, a human rights campaigner, and the author
of Enemies of the People and The Great Escape.
[193] 5.30pm good energy stage £7.30

Roman Krznaric
Carpe Diem Regained: The Vanishing
Art of Seizing the Day

The philosopher and founder of The Empathy Museum
unpacks the history, philosophy and modern-day applications
of Carpe Diem while delivering a rousing call to action for
anyone up for the daunting challenge of leading a meaningful
life. He explores insights from the lives of seize-the-day
pioneers including nightclub dancers, war photographers and
committed revolutionaries, while drawing on everything from
the neuropsychology of regret to medieval carnival rites.

5.30pm
[190] 5.30pm TATA TENT £15.30

Neil Gaiman and Stephen Fry
Myth Makers

A celebration of the enduring tales and myths of Northern
and Mediterranean Europe that ask, brutally and beautifully –
what it means to be human. Gaiman’s newly published Norse
Mythology reaches back to the source stories that have inspired
Tolkien, the Marvel comics and many others. His gods are
irascible, visceral, playful, and passionate. The tales carry us
from the beginning of everything, to Odin, Thor, Loki and
Freya through to Ragnarok and the twilight of the gods. Fry is
reimagining versions of the Greek myths with their contrary
Olympian gods, tragic human heroes and ruinous family
curses.
[191] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

John Julius Norwich
Four Princes

The historian conjures the supreme C16th monarchs whose
empires and kingdoms shaped the modern world. He explores
the schism in Christianity and the flowering of Islam in the
Ottoman Empire. He shows with exquisite erudition how
Henry VIII of England, Francis I of France, Charles V of
Spain and Suleiman the Magnificent forged the politics,
culture and religion of their time and ours.

[194] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Jessica Seaton
Gather Cook Feast: Recipes from Land and Water

Seaton, the founder of TOAST, is inspired by the food from
our seas, rivers, farmland, gardens and our wild places. Her
new cookbook is full of simple, seasonal and nourishing
recipes such as braised short ribs with horseradish, courgette
fritters with minted yoghurt, mackerel escabeche with wild
fennel and kale, and roast vegetable and barley salad with
crisped artichokes. She shares her love of food and landscape
with Kitty Corrigan.
Sponsored by Bartrums Stationery & Fine Pens
[HD42] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

Perdita and Honor Cargill and Katy Birchall
Waiting for Callback: Take Two and The It Girl:
Superstar Geek

Fame, that’s all Elektra, star of Waiting for Callback: Take
Two, has ever wanted, and now she has a part in a film, but
things don’t go quite to plan. Anna Huntly, star of The It
Girl: Superstar Geek, has a different ambition. Join the creators
of these girls as they discuss their witty and wise stories of
teenage dreams and anxieties with Emily Drabble, Head of
Booktrust’s children’s book promotion.
11+

The Seren 2017 Poetry Gala

Four poets read from new collections in this poetry platform.
Campbell reads from her new collection Heat Signature.
Blewitt reads from her Forward-commended This is Not a
Rescue. Atkin reads from Basic Nest Architecture. Hooson reads
from her collection The Other City.

6pm
[196] 6-7.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

In Tune
BBC Radio 3 LIVE

In Tune is BBC Radio 3’s award-winning, daily drive-time
show. Presented by Sean Rafferty, this live broadcast show
will feature an eclectic mix of music performance and
interviews.
@BBCInTune
Broadcast live on BBC Radio 3

7pm
[197] 7pm OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Tristram Hunt
The World, by Design: The Victoria & Albert
Museum in an age of Brexit, BRICS and Netflix

The new Director of the V&A explores the role of culture and
curation in a world turning on a new axis, where intelligence
is artificial and some pots are still priceless; where a common
wealth of resources and makers can fashion global treasures.
In association with the V&A
[198] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Marcus Brigstocke, Saci Lloyd,
Ed Gillespie and Juliet Davenport
I’m An Expert, Get Me Out of Here

Join enthusiastic host Ed Gillespie and two teams of the
great and the good for this riotous and irreverent game show.
Expect a heady mix of topicality, tomfoolery and randomness.
No (live) insects will be hurt during the proceedings. We can’t
guarantee the same for our heroic participants’ feelings, pride
or reputation.
Sponsored by Good Energy

01497 822 629
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7pm

8.30pm

[199] 7pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

[203] 8.30pm OXFAM MOOT £9.30

[207] 8.30pm CubE £6.30

Joe Lycett talks to Stephanie Merritt

Amanda Palmer and Edward Ka-Spel

Kate Fox

Parsnips, Buttered: bamboozle and boycott modern
life, one email at a time

I Can Spin A Rainbow

Quarrybank Women’s Work

[204] 8.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

9.30pm

Bronwen Maddox, Terry Burns, David Allen
Green and Vicky Pryce

Fat Freddy’s Drop

This is the comedian’s first book. His first book that he’s
written. He’s read loads of books. “Using letters, emails,
tweets and telegrams I will show you how the things in
your life that make you sad, low or anxious can soon appear
trivial, insignificant and like a fish. In short, I will butter your
parsnips.” So..
[200] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Claire Garabedian and Laurence Gardiner
University of Worcester Series: Using the Creative
Arts to Help People With Dementia to Live Well

There are estimated to be 850,000 people in the UK living
with dementia. Garabedian is a musician and a researcher
within the Association of Dementia Studies at the University
of Worcester. She is joined by Laurence Gardiner, an expert
living with early-onset dementia. They discuss ways in which
the creative arts can help unlock memories and encourage
communication.
In partnership with University of Worcester
[201] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Ann Goldstein talks to Daniel Hahn
Translating Ferrante

The translator discusses her English-language versions of the
Neapolitan novels of Italian author Elena Ferrante that have
taken the literary world by storm.
[202] 7pm CUBE £7.30

Ifor ap Glyn
The Empty Chair: The National Poet of Wales
on Hedd Wyn

2017 marks 100 years since the Third Battle of Ypres, also
known as Passchendaele. One of those who fell in battle was
Ellis Humphrey Evans, the poet from Meirionnydd whose
Bardic name was Hedd Wyn. He died before being announced
winner of the Chair at the National Eisteddfod in Birkenhead.
The empty chair was draped in black, and Hedd Wyn is still
remembered throughout Wales, as he is in Flanders, as a
potent symbol of bloodshed and loss. Ifor ap Glyn will talk
about the life, work and remarkable legacy of Hedd Wyn.
The annual Gwyn Jones Lecture in association with
Literature Wales and The Welsh Academy.

An intimate concert-performance unveils the first full-length
collaboration between Palmer and Ka-Spel, founding member
of visionary Anglo-Dutch psychedelicists The Legendary Pink
Dots. Both artists’ stories, song fragments, poems, and lyrics
became wholly meshed with loops, melancholy piano playing,
melodic beds, and strange rhythms. The results range from the
enchantingly minimal The Clock at the Back of the Cage to the
luxurious theatricality of the album-opening Pulp Fiction.

Brexit Britain 2: How To Do It

If the political decision is difficult, what will the practical
delivery be like? How can it be done? By whom? And when?
Maddox is the Director of the Institute for Government; Lord
Burns was Permanent Secretary to the Treasury in the 1990s;
Pryce was joint head of the Government’s Economic Service
until 2010, and is the author of Greekonomics; Allen Green
writes the Jack of Kent blog and is the author of Brexit: What
Everyone Needs to Know.
[205] 8.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £10.30

Joe Lycett, Nish Kumar, Eleanor Tiernan
and Kiri Pritchard-McLean

8.30pm

The comedian and poet performs work produced during her
residency at Quarry Bank, one of the Industrial Revolution’s
best-preserved textile mills. Fox has had unique access
to journals of women who worked in the mill, which has
informed her lifelong commitment to the issues of gender
history and ‘Northern-ness’.
In association with the National Trust

[208] 9.30pm TATA TENT £33.30

In concert

The booty shaking soul monster Fat Freddy’s Drop is heading
to Wales on Bank Holiday Monday. Internationally regarded
as one of the world’s finest live draws, seven-piece band Fat
Freddy’s Drop is on fire with fourth studio album BAYS. Over
the past three albums the New Zealanders have navigated
their way from the incubator of sunshine reggae through a
colour-saturated field of soul psychedelia before swerving onto
a desolate Detroit superhighway at night. It’s a sound that
demands to be heard live, a potent mixture of jazz virtuosity
and diaphragm-wrecking digital sonics.
Sponsored by The Ballingham Bar and Bistro
at Castle House Hereford

Machynlleth Comedy Festival @ Hay

A gala night with some of the best-loved performers from the
annual comedy festival. Lycett was the Best Show winner at
the 2016 Chortle Awards; Kumar is “utterly brilliant” – Time
Out; Tiernan has “an inspired comic mind” – The Scotsman;
and MC Kiri Pritchard-McLean is one of the most quickwitted and engaging hosts in the business.
In association with Machynlleth Comedy Festival
[206] 8.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Mario Hamuy
A Journey Through An Expanding Universe

A spectacular tour, from the solar system to the most distant
objects that have been observed reveals the vastness of the
Universe, which began with an explosion 13.7 billion years
ago. Hamuy shows that the Universe is tremendously dynamic
and in permanent evolution. The astronomer is from Chile,
a country that has become the Earth’s window into space.
He was part of the team that detected the acceleration of the
universe and the existence of a new dark energy component in
the 1990s. Chaired by Martin Rees.
With the support of the Chilean Embassy in London

10pm
[209] 10pm–2am BASKERVILLE HALL, CLYRO £15.30

The Craig Charles Funk & Soul Club
The Sound of the Baskervilles

BBC6 Music’s Funk and Soul Show presenter is one of the
most spectacular and joyful live DJs, his high energy club sets
are packed full of classic soul and disco bangers, and his tune
selection and seamless mixing leave dance floors across the
country begging for more. DJs Ben & Max will get the dance
floor bubbling away nicely, ready for the big man!
Strictly 18+. ID may be required at the door.
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As a writer I’m pretty much alone
most of my working life, so to be
around people who are excited
about books is really infectious.

Marlon James
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10am
[211] 10am TATA TENT £7.30

Owen Sheers
Reformations 11: Men

Questions of masculinity have been at the heart of Sheers’
writing for 20 years, in his plays Mametz and The Two Worlds
of Charlie F, in his fiction Resistance and I Saw A Man, and
in his poetry – most clearly in Pink Mist. In 2012 he was also
artist in residence with the Welsh Rugby Union. Here he
interrogates ideas of masculinity in essay form, and reimagines
a man’s world.
[212] 10am OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Laurence Rees

The Holocaust: A New History

Mixing extensive research and testimony from survivors with
a searing analysis of the decision-making of the Nazi state,
the distinguished film-maker and historian’s landmark work
answers two of the most fundamental questions in history –
how, and why, did the holocaust happen?
[213] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Marcus Brigstocke, Carrie Quinlan
and Andre Vincent

The Early Edition: The News Review Revue

What’s hot? What’s not? How do you decode the qualities’
agendas and how far can you trust the red tops? Why did this
make the news and that make chip-wrapping? The comedians
spend an hour in the human zoo, tearing up stories, making
mad the guilty and appalling the free…
[214] 10am COMPASS £7.30

Paul Olver

Mapping Herefordshire’s Landscape

In the 1830s, a number of geologists, who were essentially
border squires and clergymen, shared their knowledge of
fossils with Roderick Murchison, which led to the eventual
designation of the Silurian System. This appreciation of
the landscape and being able to ‘read the land’ was also the
inspiration in the county for the Picturesque Movement’.
Olver explains the origins of the rock types and the local
landscape and discusses the importance of Herefordshire in
the formative years of geological science.

TUESDAY 30 MAY

10am
[215] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Rhyd Lewis

Cardiff University Series:
The Mathematics of Networks and Maps

How do satnavs find the quickest route from one town to
another? What’s the most efficient way to visit the best pubs
in the UK? Is it true that all living things in the world are six
or fewer degrees of separation away from each other? The
Cardiff mathematician shows, pictorially, how the many
problems in everyday life can be modelled as networks: from
the colouring of maps to the way Facebook makes friend
recommendations.
In partnership with Cardiff University
[216] 10am bbc tent free but ticketed

Katie Derham

Sound of Dance

Katie Derham talks about her twin passions: dance and
music, and how she’s combining these in a new six-part series
for BBC Radio 3 called Sound of Dance. Balanchine said,
“Dancing is music made visible” and Katie will be exploring
the mysteries and joy of dance itself, through the music of
different genres – classical ballet, Latin dance, modern dance
and more. There will be a sneak preview of highlights from
the series.
Sound of Dance will broadcast on Saturday 3 June at 3pm
on BBC Radio 3
[HD44] 10am starlight stage £5.30

Daniel Morden
Secret Tales from Wales

This writer tells ancient folktales with the wit of a stand-up
and the turn of phrase of a poet. Come and be enthralled
as he launches his latest collection. Expect secrets, riddles,
mysterious strangers, awful jokes and beautiful lies.
9+
[HD45] 10am CUBE £5.30

Ed Vere
Grumpy Frog

Do you sometimes feel grumpy? Do you wish every day was
your birthday? Join the author and illustrator of Grumpy
Frog for a fantastic interactive event with storytelling and live
drawing.
3+

10am
[217] 10am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £5.30

Laura Bates
Plan International UK: Because I am a Girl

The global children’s charity introduces the world’s biggest
campaign for girls’ rights. The founder of the Everyday Sexism
project shares her story and talks about barriers facing girls
today in the UK and around the world: from online trolling to
period poverty and gender stereotypes. Join the conversation
and explore what it means to be a girl today.
In association with Plan International UK

11.30am
[218] 11.30am TATA TENT £7.30

Adam Nicolson
The Seabird’s Cry: The Lives and Loves of
Puffins, Gannets and Other Ocean Voyagers

Modern science has begun to understand sea birds: their
epic voyages, their astonishing abilities to navigate for tens of
thousands of miles on a featureless sea, their ability to smell
their way towards fish and home. Only the poets in the past
would have thought of seabirds as creatures riding the ripples
and currents of the planet, though that is what the scientists
are witnessing now, too. But a global tragedy is unfolding. The
number of seabirds is in freefall: a 70% decline, a billion fewer
now than there were in 1950.
[219] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Lawrence Krauss
The Greatest Story Ever Told...So Far

Krauss takes us on a tour of science and the brilliant
personalities who shaped it, often against political and
religious indoctrination, enduring persecution and ostracism.
He explains our current understanding of nature and the
struggle to construct, and then to understand the greatest
theoretical edifice ever assembled: the Standard Model of
Particle Physics. Krauss is the author of the classic A Universe
From Nothing and The Physics of Star Trek.
[220] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8.30

Rick Stroud and Tania Szabó talk
to Francine Stock
Lonely Courage

Stroud tells the true stories of the SOE heroines who fought
with the Resistance to free Nazi-occupied France. He is joined
by Tania Szabó, who has also written a book about one of
those agents, her mother: Young, Brave and Beautiful: The
Missions of Special Operations Executive Agent Lieutenant
Violette Szabó, George Cross, Croix de Guerre avec Étoile de
Bronze.
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11.30am
[221] 11.30am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Alasdair Coles
Cambridge Series: Body, Brain and Behaviour
Once considered separate and independent, it is now clear
that the there is an intimate, two-way connection between
the two most complex body systems: the immune system and
the brain. So our behaviour can affect inflammation in the
body, and immune cells can alter our behaviour. Reverend
Alasdair Coles, Professor of Neuroimmunology, examines the
implications. Chaired by Daniel Davis.
In association with Cambridge University
[HD46] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Chris Riddell and Leigh Hobbs
Ottoline and Mr Chicken

Join illustrators Chris Riddell and Leigh Hobbs, the
Children’s Laureates of the UK and Australia respectively,
as they discuss and demonstrate their work in an event of
inspiration, entertainment and live drawing.
6+
[222] 11.30am BBC TENT free but ticketed
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The Essay
BBC Radio 3

For BBC Radio 3’s The Essay leading writers put together
their guide to ‘How to write a book’.
Broadcast from Monday 29 May to Friday 2 June at
10.45pm on BBC Radio 3
[HD47] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Nick Arnold
Horrible Science

This is science with all the squishy bits left in. Join the author
of Horrible Science for funny facts, scary stories and explosive
experiments on stage. Horrible Science has amazed children
for more than 20 yucky years with blood-curdling biology,
frightful physics and crazy chemistry.
9+
[223] 11.30am CUBE £7.30

Bill Davies, Toby Hooper and Chris Monaghen
University of Worcester Series:
Enemies of the People?

Judges have blocked Presidential executive orders in the
US and corrected the legality of the Prime Minister’s
parliamentary Article 50 procedures in the UK. What should
the constitutional role of the courts be in maintaining a proper
balance of power in a modern democracy? Davies and
Monaghen work at the School of Law, University of
Worcester, and Hooper QC is a retired judge.
In partnership with University of Worcester

1pm
[224] 1pm TATA TENT £9.30

Paddy Ashdown

Game of Spies

The true story of a lethal spy triangle with three men at its
centre – a brilliant, ruthless, British secret agent called Roger
Landes; the Gestapo counter-espionage officer Friedrich
Dohse, who was charged with finding him; and French
Resistance leader André Grandclément, who was responsible
for the most controversial betrayal that took place in wartime
France. From 1942 until 1944 these three enemies were drawn
into a lethal dance in which comrades, Allied agents and
downed pilots were sold to the Germans as casually as crates of
wine. Chaired by Sarfraz Manzoor.
Sponsored by Whitney Bridge
[225] 1pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Luciano Floridi

The Royal Society Platform
The Fourth Revolution: How the Infosphere Is
Reshaping Human Reality

As the boundaries between life online and offline break
down, we become seamlessly connected to each other and
surrounded by smart, responsive objects. We are all becoming
integrated into an ‘infosphere’. Personas we adopt on social
media, for example, feed into our real lives so that we begin
to live in ‘onlife’. Following those led by Copernicus, Darwin
and Freud, this metaphysical shift represents nothing less than
a fourth revolution. Floridi is Professor of Philosophy and
Ethics of Information at the University of Oxford.
Chaired by Timandra Harkness.
In partnership with the Royal Society
[226] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

David M Pyle

Volcanoes: Encounters Through the Ages

Whether as signposts to an underworld, beacons to ancient
mariners or as extraordinary manifestations of the natural
world, volcanoes have intrigued many people, who have left
records of their encounters in letters, diaries, sketches and
illustrations. The Oxford volcanologist shares contemporary
accounts of eruptions – from Pliny’s 79 CE report of Vesuvius
to 21st century imaging of Santorini.
[227] 1pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Mark Stevenson talks to Andy Fryers
We Do Things Differently

Our systems are failing. Old models for education, healthcare,
government, food production and energy supply are no longer
fit for purpose. As the world’s population heads towards
eight billion, it’s clear that we need new approaches. Futurist
Mark Stevenson sets out across four continents to find them.
From Brazilian favelas to high-tech Boston, and from rural
India to a shed inventor in England’s home counties, We Do
Things Differently travels the world to find the advance guard
re-imagining our future.

1pm
[HD48] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £5.30

Beast Quest

Practise your battle cries and meet the good wizard Aduro as
he talks beasts, spells and adventures. Listen to tales of new
beasts, watch as he casts amazing spells, and then gather all
your courage to help summon Nanook, the snow monster…
A fun, interactive event celebrating the 10th anniversary of
Beast Quest with a sneak peek of Adam Blade’s new series,
Team Hero.
[228] 1pm -4pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Eleri Sion
BBC Radio Wales LIVE

Eleri will be joined by allotment guru and national treasure
Terry Walton, who will be offering members of the audience
advice on getting the best crops from their vegetable patches.
Eleri Sion broadcasts every weekday at 1.15pm on BBC
Radio Wales
[HD49] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

Philip Reeve and Sarah McIntyre
Jinks & O’Hare Funfair Repair

The writers present Jinks & O’Hare, the brilliant repair team
who keep Funfair Moon running smoothly, and Emily, who
loves living on Funfair Moon. Listen to the hilarious stories
of a violent fudgesplosion, a gravity inversion, a marauding
candyfloss creature, and find out if they will spell doom for
Funfair Moon.
6+
[HD50] 1pm CUBE £5.30

Jonny Lambert
Tiger Tiger

In celebration of Little Tiger Press’ 30th birthday, illustrator
and paper engineer Jonny Lambert demonstrates how he
creates his amazing animals. Join his workshop as he talks
about Tiger Tiger and the art of illustration and storytelling.
Discover the art of creating a character with the Tiger Tiger
mural and create a mini 3D tiger cut-out to take home.
3+
[229] 1pm ST MARY’S CHURCH £8.30

Federico Colli (piano)
BBC Radio 3 Lunchtime Recitals 2

The second of four recitals broadcast from Hay this week.
Mozart’s Les Hommes Pieusement, from Gluck’s La Rencontre
Imprévue, K455; Beethoven’s Piano Sonata No.1 in F minor,
Op.2; Mozart’s Piano Sonata No.5 in G major, K283.
Concert introduced by Clemency Burton-Hill.
Recorded for Broadcast on BBC Radio 3.
Please arrive in good time.
#music #performance #bbc
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2.30pm

4pm

[230] 2.30pm TATA TENT £8.30

[234] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

[236] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Germaine Greer

Lucy Hughes-Hallet talks to Claire Armitstead

Alexander Todorov

The Sidney Nolan Centenary

Fictions: Peculiar Ground

Face Value: The Irresistible Influence of
First Impressions

A celebration of the great Australian artist who settled at The
Rodd in Kington. Nolan exhibited at our very first Festival 30
years ago.
For further information about the public opening of Sidney
Nolan’s studio and the exhibition of his paintings, please visit
sidneynolantrust.org
Sponsored by The Hay Makers
[231] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Kevin N Laland

Darwin’s Unfinished Symphony: How Culture
Made the Human Mind

How did the human mind – and the uniquely human ability
to devise and transmit culture – evolve from its roots in
animal behaviour? The truly unique characteristics of our
species – such as our intelligence, language, teaching, and
co-operation – are not adaptive responses to predators, disease
or other external conditions. Rather, humans are creatures of
their own making. The evolutionary biologist traces our rise
from scavenger apes in pre-history to modern humans able to
design iPhones, dance the tango and send astronauts
into space.
[232] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Marta Kwiatowska
When to Trust a Robot…

We are witnessing accelerating technological advances
in autonomous systems, of which driverless cars and
home-assistive robots are prominent examples. We
increasingly depend on decisions made by mobile autonomous
robots and we interact with them socially. But how do we
know when to trust a robot? And how much should the
robots trust us? Kwiatowska develops automated verification
techniques that ensure that computerised systems behave
as expected, with applications in DNA computing, and in
wearable and implantable medical devices.
In association with the University of Oxford Department of
Computer Science
[233] 2.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Norman Ohler talks to Rosie Goldsmith
Blitzed

The German writer’s astounding investigation shows that
the Third Reich was permeated with drugs: cocaine, heroin,
morphine and, most of all, methamphetamines – or crystal
meth. Everyone from factory workers to housewives, and,
crucially the troops, used drugs. The promiscuous use of drugs
at the very highest levels also impaired and confused decisionmaking. Hitler and his entourage took refuge in potentially
lethal cocktails of stimulants administered by the physician
Dr Morell.

From the multi-award-winning biographer, author of the The
Pike, comes a breathtakingly ambitious, beautiful and timely
debut novel. The story is about gamekeepers and witches,
agitators and aristocrats; about young love and the pathos of
ageing. And about how those who wall out others risk finding
themselves becoming walled in.
[HD51] 2.30pm starlight stage £5.30

Robin Stevens and Katherine Woodfine
Cream Buns and Crime and
The Painted Dragon

Join the super-sleuth, murder mystery authors as they reveal
the secrets behind creating successful whodunits in their
Murder Most Unladylike and The Sinclair Mysteries series
respectively.
9+
[HD52] 2.30pm cube £5.30

Lisa Williamson
All About Mia

Winner of the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize for her
debut novel The Art of Being Normal, Williamson’s All About
Mia is a story about sisters, accepting your strengths and
weaknesses, and learning to forgive the people you love. Join
her as she discusses creating her insightful family stories.
12+
				
#HAYYA

4pm
[235] 4pm tata tent £8.30

Dan Pearson
Natural Selection: a Year in the Garden

Pearson draws on ten years of his Observer columns to explore
the rhythms and pleasures of a year in the garden. Travelling
between his city-bound plot in Peckham and 20 acres of
verdant hillside in Somerset, he celebrates the beautiful
skeletons of the winter garden, the joyous passage into spring,
the heady smell of summer’s bud break and the flaring of
colour in autumn.
Sponsored by Wyevale Nurseries Ltd

We make up our minds about others after seeing their faces
for a fraction of a second – and these snap judgments predict
all kinds of important decisions. Yet the character judgments
we make from faces are as inaccurate as they are irresistible.
Using cutting-edge research, the Princeton psychologist
describes how we have evolved the ability to read basic social
signals and momentary emotional states, using a network of
brain regions dedicated to the processing of faces.
Chaired by Clemency Burton-Hill.
[237] 4pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Peter Jukes and John Sutherland
Lines of Duty

Private investigator Daniel Morgan was murdered with an
axe to the head in the car park of the Golden Lion pub,
Sydenham on 10 March 1987. Thirty years on, after five failed
police investigations and an ongoing Home Office inquiry,
Daniel’s murder remains unsolved. Jukes co-wrote Untold
with Daniel’s brother, Alastair. Sutherland is one of the Met’s
most distinguished police officers. His book Blue: A Memoir
– Keeping the Peace and Falling to Pieces is an account of the
uplifting highs and crushing lows of a career in policing, and
the story of slow recovery from serious illness.They talk to
LBC’s Matt Stadlen.
[238] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Matt Jones

Swansea University Series: Breaking the Glass
– The Future of Screen Technology

Discover the future of screen technology with computer
scientist Matt Jones. His team at Swansea University is
exploring displays that mutate to create textures and change
shape to reveal controls like dials and switches depending on
our needs. See some of the early prototypes that are enhancing
our digital interactions with the physical world.
In partnership with Swansea University
[HD53] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

Marcus Sedgwick
Saint Death

The author takes listeners on a virtual trip into his writing
space, revealing the research behind Saint Death. Think folk
saints, migrants, gang warfare and human rights as he tells tales
of the iconic Santa Muerte and reveals the shocking reality
facing many communities living on the Mexican/US border. A
fascinating and powerful talk from this prize-winning novelist.
12+				 #HAYYA
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4pm
[HD54] 4pm CUBE £5.30

Sarah McIntyre
Draw the Ultimate Unicorn

Join the BookTrust writer/illustrator-in-residence in drawing
Dumpling, the galaxy’s most fabulous unicorn, and brainstorm
awesome story ideas about your creation.
6+

5.30pm
[240] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Peter Wohlleben
The Hidden Life of Trees: What They Feel,
How They Communicate – Discoveries from
a Secret World

44

Much like human families, tree parents live together with
their children, communicate with them and support them
as they grow, sharing nutrients with those who are sick or
struggling and creating an ecosystem that mitigates the impact
of extremes of heat and cold for the whole group. Trees in
a family or community are protected and can live to be very
old. In contrast, solitary trees, like street kids, have a tough
time of it and in most cases die much earlier than those in a
group. Wohlleben presents the science behind the secret and
previously unknown life of trees and their communication
abilities. Chaired by Georgina Godwin.
[241] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £30.30

Brian May
Queen in 3-D

A unique opportunity to share the guitarist’s 46-year vision
of his fellow band members, Freddie Mercury, John Deacon,
Roger Taylor, as well as Brian himself backstage, on tour and
onstage, captured here in 3-D stereoscopic photographs.
3-D glasses will be provided.
[242] 5.30pm GOOD ENERGY StAGE £7.30

Thomas Morris
The Matter of the Heart: A History of the
Heart in Eleven Operations

For thousands of years the human heart remained the deepest
of mysteries; both home to the soul and an organ too complex
to touch, let alone operate on. Then, in the late 19th century,
medics began going where no one had dared go before. Morris
gives us a view over the surgeon’s shoulder, showing us the
heart’s inner workings and failings. He describes both a
human story and a history of risk-taking that has ultimately
saved countless lives. Chaired by Rosie Boycott.

5.30pm

7pm

[243] 5.30pm llwyfan cymru–wales stage £7.30

[247] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Mabinogi

Sharks: Investigating the Criminal Heart of
the Global City

Matthew Francis

Francis’ re-telling of the first four stories of the Welsh classic
is the first to situate it in poetry, and captures the magic and
strangeness of this medieval Celtic world: a baby is kidnapped
by a monstrous claw, a giant wades across the Irish Sea to do
battle, a wizard makes a woman out of flowers, only to find
she is less biddable than he expected. Permeating the whole
sequence is a delight in the power of the imagination to
transform human experience into works of tragedy, comedy
and wonder. Chaired by Daniel Hahn.
Sponsored by Mid Wales My Way

Conor Woodman

The investigative reporter takes us on a journey through the
lawless backstreets of cities as diverse as Mumbai, Bogotá, New
Orleans, Barcelona and London. He uncovers the people and
the scams that keep the global black economy moving, from
dice games in steamy southern states to torture in British
suburbs; from the sharp end of currency counterfeiting in
Buenos Aires to the terrible truth behind antique forgery in
the Middle East.
[248] 7pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

[244] 5.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

BBC Introducing: Live Sessions 1
BBC Hereford & Worcester

At BBC Introducing in Hereford & Worcester, we support the
very best new music from across our region. Since 2005, we’ve
broadcast nearly a thousand sessions, helping to showcase
some of our area’s most talented musicians to a massive
audience. We’ve handpicked some of our favourite acts to join
us on stage at Hay Festival. These artists didn’t even know
they were being considered – and we hope this inspires people
to keep sending in their music, because we really do listen to
everything! We’d love to see you at either our 5.30pmor 7pm
session. bbc.co.uk/introhw
These sessions will be broadcast each Saturday throughout
June from 8pm on BBC Hereford & Worcester
[245] 5.30pm CUBE £7.30

Lina Dencik

Cardiff University Series:
Social Justice in an age of Big Data

We are living in a society increasingly driven by the technical
ability to turn our activities and behaviour into data points
that can be tracked and profiled. This is often said to advance
responses to a range of social problems but these data processes
can also affect individuals or entire communities that may
be denied services and access to opportunities, or wrongfully
targeted and exploited. What does this mean for fairness
and equality? Lina Dencik is a Senior Lecturer at the Cardiff
School of Journalism.
In partnership with Cardiff University
[246] 5.30pm STARLIGHT £7.30

Ian Burney and Barbara Machin
Murder and the Making of English CSI

Burney and Machin, creators of the BBC’s Waking the Dead,
tell the story of how, in the first half of the 20th century, the
focus of murder inquiries shifted from primarily medical
and autopsy-based interest in the victim’s body to an inquest
dominated by laboratory technicians pouring over minute
trace evidence.

Susan Molyneux Hodgson, Stephen Tindale
and Dale Sanders
The Royal Society Platform: We Need To Talk
About Gene Tech
Why does public debate and policy treat the application
of genetic technology differently when we are discussing
medicine and food? Why is our concept of what is ‘natural’ so
controversial and the idea of GM food so alarming? Scientists
and sociologists come together with Daniel Davis to discuss
what’s being ventured and how it is perceived.
In association with The Royal Society
[249] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Alex Renton talks to Matt Stadlen
Stiff Upper Lip: Secrets, Crimes and the
Schooling of a Ruling Class

Confronting the truth of his own schooldays and the crimes
he witnessed, Renton reveals a profound malaise in the British
elite, shown up by tolerance of the abuse of its own children
that amounts to collusion. This culture and its traditions, and
the hypocrisy, cronyism and conspiracy that underpin them,
are key to any explanation of the scandals over sexual abuse,
violence and cover-up in child care institutions that are now
shocking the nation.
[250] 7pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

BBC Introducing: Live Sessions 2
BBC Hereford & Worcester

At BBC Introducing in Hereford & Worcester, we support the
very best new music from across our region. Since 2005, we’ve
broadcast nearly a thousand sessions, helping to showcase
some of our area’s most talented musicians to a massive
audience. We’ve handpicked some of our favourite acts to join
us on stage at Hay Festival. These artists didn’t even know
they were being considered – and we hope this inspires people
to keep sending in their music, because we really do listen to
everything! bbc.co.uk/introhw
These sessions will be broadcast each Saturday throughout
June from 8pm on BBC Hereford & Worcester

01497 822 629

hayfestival.org

7pm
[251] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Pete Brown
Miracle Brew – A Journey into the Four
Ingredients of Beer

Beer is the most popular alcoholic drink on the planet, but
very few people have any idea what it is made of. We all know
that wine is made by fermenting pressed juice from grapes and
cider comes from pressing apples but what about beer? Beer
is traditionally made from four natural ingredients: malted
barley, hops, yeast and water, and each of these has an
extraordinary story to tell. Brown is a journalist and author
who specialises in making people thirsty.
Sponsored by Beer Revolution
[252] 7pm CUBE £7.30

Louise Gray talks to Andy Fryers
The Ethical Carnivore

We should all know exactly where our meat comes from.
But what if you took this modern-day maxim to its logical
conclusion? What if you only ate animals you killed yourself?
Gray decided to do exactly that. Starting small, Louise shucked
oysters and caught fish before moving on to shooting pigeons,
rabbits and more. Questioning modern attitudes to the meat
we eat and asking the question: How did we end up eating
so much meat, with so little idea how animals are raised and
killed on our behalf?
[253] 7pm COMPASS £6.30

Alys Conran, Valts Ernštreits, Inga Gaile,
Rhys Trimble, Ryan Van Winkle
Literature Across Frontiers: The Exchange

Leading lights from Latvia’s vibrant poetry scene join
contemporaries from Scotland and Wales for a rich reading
in three languages. The award-winning poets will share newly
translated poems, collaborations and experiments in a special
event which reflects their friendship and celebrates the role art
plays in building bridges between cultures.
Toasted with Latvian Riga Balsams and Welsh Whisky.
In association with Literature Across Frontiers and Latvian
Literature as part of Literary Europe Live

TUESDAY 30 MAY

8.30pm

8.30pm

[254] 8.30pm TATA TENT £15.30

[258] 8.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE

The Comedy Store Players

Timandra Harkness
Comedy: Big Data

The Return of the Kings and Queen…

The improv comedy superstars Richard Vranch, Lee
Simpson, Andy Smart, Neill Mullarkey and Josie Lawrence
are joined once more by Marcus Brigstocke of this parish.
They spin audience suggestions into silly, surreal, delightful
comedy gold. #joy
[255] 8.30pm OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Faustus
Folk Night

The charismatic folk trio make their Hay debut. They
combine superb musicianship with a wonderful lyric elegance
that celebrates traditional forms with contemporary power.
Faustus are Paul Sartin, Benji Kirkpatrick and Saul Rose.
Their latest album is Death and Other Animals.
[256] 8.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Sophy Ridge and Yvette Cooper
The Women Who Shaped Politics

The Sky News presenter introduces her book filled with
empowering stories of women who have shifted the political
landscape, from the Suffragettes to the present day. She
discusses sexism, resilience and opportunity with the Labour
politician and former Shadow Home Secretary, Yvette
Cooper. This book went to press on the day the Daily Mail
splashed the meeting between the First Minister of Scotland
and the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom with the
headline: ‘Never mind Brexit, who won Legs-it?’
[257] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE

£7.30

Ed Thomas, Ed Talfan and David Wilson
Hinterland

£7.30

The producers of the cult noir film thriller are joined by
photographer David Wilson to talk about the silent character
in the hit TV show: the landscapes of Ceredigion. They will
reflect on what the settings have brought to the show, and the
impact the show has had on this quiet part of Wales.
Sponsored by Oriel Mimosa Gallery

Big Data knows where you’ve been and who your friends
are. It knows what you like and what makes you angry. It
can predict what you’ll buy, where you’ll be the victim of
crime and when you’ll have a heart attack. Big Data knows
you better than you know yourself, or so it claims. But how
well do you know Big Data? Now, thanks to comedian and
broadcaster Timandra Harkness, you can grasp the whole
subject in an hour, complete with bad puns, audience
participation and an electric shock machine.
[259] 8.30pm CUBE £7.30

Eric Ngalle Charles*, Chantal Erraoui, Hannah
Lloyd, Elena Carys and Joe Tweedle
Play: My Mouth Brought Me Here

Deep in a forest, a hunter comes across a skull, he steps on
the skull and the skull speaks, saying, “My mouth brought me
here”. Based on an African proverb, the play features a powerhungry ruler, a few foolish guards and a courageous hunter.
In a world where telling the truth has become a game, no one
knows the rules. The production is brought to life with live
music and enchanting story telling. Directed by Peter Scott
and written by Eric Ngalle Charles.
In association with PEN Cymru Wales
Sponsored by Hay Castle Trust
*The playwright Eric Ngalle Charles from Cameroon
is selected for Hay 30 – celebrating a new generation of
thinkers, supported by The CASE Foundation
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THE HAY 30

For our 30th anniversary we have invited 30 young international novelists, scientists,
philosophers, performers and activists who are astonishing and inspiring to join us in Hay.
These writers and thinkers will help imagine and shape the world in the next 30 years.
46

They appear marked with an asterisk throughout the programme.
Laura Bates – The Everyday Sexism Project, UK
Alexander Betts – professor of Forced Migration, UK
Hannah Critchlow – neuroscientist, UK (pictured)
Helen Czerski – physicist and oceanographer, UK
Lina Dencik – digital surveillance scholar, Hungary/Wales
Reni Eddo-Lodge – journalist, UK
Inua Ellams – poet, Nigeria/UK
Mariana Enriquez – writer, Argentina
Rahaf Farhoush – digital anthropologist, Syria
Bryony Gordon – journalist, mental health activist, UK
Anne-Marie Imafidon – tech social entrepreneur, UK
Rebecca F. John – writer, Wales
Laia Jufresa – writer, Mexico
Jaroslav Kalfar – novelist, Czech Republic
Min Kym – violinist, South Korea/UK

Lisa McInerney – writer, Ireland
Sada Mire – archaeologist, Sweden/Somalia
Inna Modja – musician and activist, Mali
Eric Ngalle Charles – playwright, Cameroon/Wales
Julianne Pachico – novelist, Colombia/UK
Janina Ramirez – historian, UK
Sally Rooney – writer, Ireland
Katherine Rundell – YA writer, UK
Samanta Schweblin – novelist, Argentina
Beth Singler – technology anthropologist, England
Devi Sridhar – Global Health professor, Scotland
Preti Taneja – writer and human rights scholar, UK
Nadezhda Tolokonnikova – conceptual artist, activist, Russia
Phoebe Waller-Bridge – writer and actor, UK
Linde Wester – quantum mechanic, The Netherlands

The Hay 30 is made possible by the generous support of The CASE Foundation
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One of the finest and most
thought-provoking literary
gatherings I’ve ever attended

Junot Díaz
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10am
[260] 10am OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Iwan Rhys Morus
Why The History of Science Matters

Science sometimes looks like a rather forbidding activity,
carried out behind closed doors by mysterious, white-coated
individuals, speaking their own incomprehensible language.
But at the most basic level, the quest to understand the world
around us is a fundamentally human activity. Science belongs,
and has belonged, to all of us – and we all have a responsibility
for it. That is what the history of science shows – and that’s
why it matters very much indeed. Morus is the author of The
Oxford Illustrated History of Science.

WEDNESDAY 31 MAY

10am
[HD55] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

[266] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Sunk!

Cambridge Series: The Future of Organ
Transplantation

Rob Biddulph

Penguin and his friends from Blown Away are back in a new
adventure, and this time they’re pirates. While sailing the
seven seas in search of treasure, Captain Blue and his friends
are unexpectedly sunk. But with a shipwreck to explore and
a mysterious stranger on a desert island to meet, they might
still find some treasure after all. Join Rob Biddulph for storytelling and drawing.
3+

Alan Lee

J.R.R.Tolkien’s Beren and Lúthien

We are delighted to launch the next instalment in the ‘three
great tales’, which began with The Children Of Hurin,
painstakingly pieced together by the author’s son, Christopher.
Tolkien began work on the story in early 1917 when he
returned from the Somme. Set in Middle Earth, at the heart of
the tale is a love story between a mortal man and an immortal
elf, seen as the precursor to the Aragorn/Galadriel story in
the Lord of the Rings. The illustrator Alan Lee has created
some iconic Middle-Earth imagery, and worked on the Peter
Jackson films, for which he won an Oscar.
Sponsored by Addyman Books
[262] 10am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Bill Laws

Herefordshire’s Home Front in the
First World War

Herefordshire in 1913 was an old-fashioned shire under the
benevolent rule of the Church and the gentry. Its bishop was
opposed to war and his successor was opposed to women’s
suffrage. Many of its farmers refused to plough on a Sunday:
many more regarded women as being incapable of farm work.
By 1919 the shire was in mourning for more than 4,000 men,
had employed 4,000-plus women in munitions factories and
another 2,500 on farms. It had deprived more children of a
proper education than any other English county.
[263] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Peter Florence and Guests
Welcome to Hay

Amid the numbers-counting and hysteria about the
refugee crisis, the voices of those who have fled conflict and
persecution can be lost. Join us for readings from women
across the world who have sought protection in the UK and
learnt English with the British Red Cross in South Wales,
where they have been writing about their experiences from the
point of departure to their arrival in Britain.
In partnership with the British Red Cross

Kourosh Saeb Parsy

The consultant transplant surgeon reviews how organ
transplantation is being transformed by innovations in organ
donation, stem cell technology, bio-engineered tissues and
machine perfusion of organs. He explores what is now possible
and discusses the ensuing ethical and legal dilemmas.
In association with Cambridge University
[267] 11.30am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

[HD56] 10am CUBE £6.30
[261] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £9.30

11.30am

3000 Chairs

Come and experience this uplifting and immersive show about
a refugee child and the extraordinary power of kindness. The
show is produced especially for Hay Festival by Hereford
College of Arts and Open Sky Theatre Company, working
with writer Nicola Davies to adapt for stage her poem, The
Day War Came.
9+

Pete Brown talks to Andy Fryers
The Apple Orchard: The Story of
Our Most English Fruit

Taking us through the seasons in England’s apple-growing
heartlands, Brown uncovers the stories and folklore of our
most familiar fruit. An orchard is not a field. It’s not a forest
or a copse. It couldn’t occur naturally but it demonstrates that
man and nature together can create something beautiful.
[268] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

11.30am
[264] 11.30am TATA TENT £7.30

John Guy

Would the Real Thomas More
Please Stand Up?!

Who was Thomas More, the author of Utopia? The
distinguished historian of Tudor England parses the
propaganda and More’s writings to read behind the myth.
He examines the ways in which More’s legacy has been
contested or resisted. And he suggests which aspects of his
thought are likely to continue to influence the world in
the future.
[265] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Artemis Cooper

Elizabeth Jane Howard: A Dangerous
Innocence

Elizabeth Jane Howard (1923-2014) wrote brilliant novels
about what love can do to people, but in her own life the
lasting relationship she sought so ardently always eluded her.
The biographer examines the life of the author of The Cazalet
Chronicle, her marriages to the naturalist Peter Scott and the
novelist Kingsley Amis, as well as her turbulent relationships
with Cecil Day-Lewis, Arthur Koestler and Laurie Lee.
Cooper’s biography depicts a woman trying to make sense of
her life through her writing, as well as illuminating the literary
world in which she lived.

Lucy Siegle, Sean Dagan Wood,
Mark Stevenson and Martin Wright
Good News is No News

Environmentalists are good at scare stories; but is a diet of
doom and gloom turning people off? Would it be better to
inspire people with positive news? Or would that fail to
win headlines in a media that still follows the old adage,
‘If it bleeds, it leads’? Journalist and presenter Lucy Siegle,
Futurologist Mark Stevenson and Positive News Editorin-Chief Sean Dagan Wood talk to Forum for the Future’s
Martin Wright.
[HD57] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

M.G. Leonard, Sarah Beynon
and Andy Holcroft

Beetle Queen

Would you eat an insect? Try it out for yourself at an amazing
event with M.G. Leonard, author of Beetle Boy, discussing the
inspiration for the book including entomophagy – the practice
of eating insects – which features in it. Entomologist Dr Sarah
Beynon of The Bug Farm will explain why eating and farming
insects could be the future of food, whilst Andy Holcroft of
Grub Kitchen cooks up yummy insect bites live on stage for
Leonard to eat.
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11.30am
[HD58] 11.30am CUBE £5.30

[272] 1pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Leigh Hobbs

Louise Gray, Steve Ormerod and
Tony Davies talk with Katie-Jo Luxton

Join the Australian Children’s Laureate to learn how to draw
three of his crazy but lovable characters: Mr Chicken, Old
Tom and Horrible Harriet. He will also teach budding young
artists how to create their very own characters.
6+

The State of Nature Report

Creating Characters: a Drawing Workshop

1pm
[269] 1pm TATA TENT £7.30

Richard Harries talks to Mary Loudon
The Beauty and the Horror: Searching for God
in a Suffering World
Life is at once wonderful and appalling, beautiful and horrific.
How can we live with this contradiction? And how can we
believe in a just and loving God in the face of all the evils of
the world? Lord Harries was Bishop of Oxford for 19 years.
[270] 1pm OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Helen Rappaport
50

1pm

Caught in the Revolution: Petrograd, 1917

Between the first revolution in February 1917 and Lenin’s
Bolshevik coup in October, Petrograd was in turmoil – felt
nowhere more keenly than on the fashionable Nevsky
Prospekt, where the foreign visitors and diplomats who filled
hotels, clubs, bars and embassies were acutely aware of the
chaos beneath their windows. Rappaport draws upon the
diaries and letters of these international witnesses, to carry us
right into the action: to see, feel and hear the Revolution as it
happened. Chaired by Oliver Bullough.
[271] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Alastair Sawday talks to Kitty Corrigan
Travelling Light: Journeys Among
Special People and Places

The campaigner, publisher and wanderer has spent his life
travelling: “The richer our imaginations, the richer our travel
experience. We British do things one way and the Spaniards
another; there are unlimited ways of doing everything.
Kindness is found in unexpected places, as is eccentricity.
Eccentrics are an endangered species and need as much
protection as does the house sparrow.”
Sponsored by Outdoors@hay

In 2016 over 50 organisations came together across the UK
to produce and publish the second State of Nature report.
It shows that the UK is one of the most nature-depleted
countries in the world. The long-term future of farming is at
stake if the natural systems on which it is based are depleted.
Our panel looks at what the next 30 years could look like if
the natural environment was placed at the centre of farming
policies post-Brexit. Poet Martin Daws will open and close
this event.
In partnership with the RSPB Cymru
[273] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £6.30

Laia Jufresa* and Cynan Jones talk to
Daniel Hahn
Fictions: Survivors

With its taut narrative and its wincingly visceral portrait
of a man locked in an uneven struggle with the forces of
nature, Jones’s Cove is a powerful new work from one of the
most distinctive voices in British fiction. Jufresa’s Umami
is a quietly devastating novel of missed encounters, missed
opportunities, missed people, and those who are left behind.
Compassionate, surprising, funny and inventive, it deftly
unpicks their stories to offer a darkly comic portrait of
contemporary Mexico, as whimsical as it is heart-wrenching.
*The Mexican writer Laia Jufresa is selected for Hay 30 –
celebrating a new generation of thinkers, supported by The
CASE Foundation

1pm
[274] 1pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Richard Clay: Utopias
BBC Four

Ever since Thomas More coined the term, ‘Utopia’, it has been
constantly re-imagined and re-invented by new generations of
writers and dreamers. Now a major new arts series for BBC
Four examines the enduring appeal of utopias and asks what
it is in the human condition that yearns for it. Richard Clay,
professor of Digital Humanities at Newcastle University, talks
about his experience of making the series, from being shouted
at by guards at a Soviet nostalgia theme park in Lithuania
to exploring the acid house scene of Chicago’s south side
and experiencing a marathon Steve Reich minimalist music
concert. The session will also feature exclusive preview clips
and a Q&A.
Utopias is made by ClearStory for BBC Four and will
broadcast this summer
[275] 1pm ST MARY’S CHURCH £8.30

The Amatis Trio

BBC Radio 3 Lunchtime Recitals 3

The third of four recitals broadcast from Hay this week.
Mozart’s Piano Trio in B flat major, K502; Mendelssohn’s
Piano Trio No.2 in C minor, Op.66. Concert introduced by
Clemency Burton-Hill.
Recorded for Broadcast on BBC Radio 3. Please arrive in
good time.
#music #performance #bbc

2.30pm
[276] 2.30pm TATA TENT £8.30

[HD59] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

Mike Langman

Bird Spotter’s Guide

Do you know your buzzard from your bullfinch? Come on a
virtual bird-watch with illustrator Mike Langman and get tips
on how to sharpen your observational skills so that you can
recognise more species of bird by sight and sound. There’ll be
drawing, quizzes and lots of audience participation.
9+
[HD60] 1pm CUBE £5.30

Britta Teckentrup
Bee

Listen to this story about bees, the miraculous insects that
travel from flower to flower and spread life on the planet.
After explaining the importance of bees, this workshop will
also encourage young readers to get involved in saving bees,
while creating a garden using Britta Teckentrup’s collage
technique.
6+

Christopher de Hamel

Meetings With Remarkable Manuscripts

Intimate conversations with 12 of the most famous medieval
manuscripts in existence. De Hamel traces the elaborate
journeys these exceptionally precious artifacts have made
through time and space. He shows us how they have been
copied, who has owned them or lusted after them (and how
we can tell); how they have been embroiled in politics and
scholarly disputes; and how they have been regarded as objects
of supreme luxury and as symbols of national identity. De
Hamel was Head of Medieval Manuscripts at Sotheby’s and is
now Librarian at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.
Sponsored by Mostlymaps

01497 822 629

hayfestival.org
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2.30pm

[277] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £7.30

[HD61] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

The Cyber Effect: A Pioneering
Cyberpsychologist Explains How Human
Behaviour Changes Online

Kate Greenaway Medal Winners:
The Illustrators Who Made Us

Mary Aiken

The world’s leading expert in forensic cyberpsychology
analyses everything from the impact of screens on the
developing child to the explosion of teen sexting. She
examines the acceleration of compulsive and addictive
online behaviours (gaming, shopping, pornography) and
the escalation in cyberchondria (self-diagnosis online),
cyberstalking and organised crime in the Deep Web.
Cyberspace is an environment full of surveillance, but
who is looking out for us?
[278] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

James Edwards

Science of the Skeleton

Join Oxford scientists in this interactive presentation as
they use hands-on experiments and impressive dinosaur and
museum specimens to highlight how the sciences of biology,
chemistry and engineering combine to create a dynamic and
multi-functional skeleton. How are bones formed and broken
down? How does our skeleton differ from other animals?
James and his team will dispel myths and discuss ongoing
skeletal research projects investigating how diet, exercise and
ageing affect our bones.
In association with the University of Oxford, Institute of
Musculoskeletal Sciences
[279] 2.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Anthony Verity

The Iliad and The Odyssey

War, glory, despair and mourning: for 2,700 years Homer has
gripped listeners and readers with the stories of Achilles’ anger
and Hector’s death, and of Odysseus’ decade-long journey
home from Troy. Verity discusses his vigorous and elegant
new translations with Peter Florence.

Rob Biddulph, Leigh Hobbs, Emma Lewis and
Britta Teckentrup
The children’s radio show, Down the Rabbit Hole comes to
Hay live. Four top illustrators will be talking about their
favourite books from the prize’s history, the illustrators who
have inspired them, and the power of pictures in children’s
books. The event will include live-drawing and the chance to
share your own favourite illustrated books.
Celebrating 60 years of the CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal
2017
[HD62] 2.30pm CUBE £5.30

Sibéal Pounder and Stephanie Burgis
Bad Mermaids and The Dragon with a
Chocolate Heart

Mermaids and dragons, popular creatures from mythology,
have been given new adventures by these two authors. Join
them as they discuss the fun they have had creating their
characters and giving a fresh spin to traditional stories.
6+

4pm
[281] 4pm TATA TENT £8.30

Roy Hattersley

The Catholics: The Church and its People in
Britain and Ireland, from the Reformation to
the Present Day

The survival of Catholicism in Britain, in the face of
persecution and institutionalised discrimination (‘the enemy
within’ again…) is the triumph of more than simple faith.
Hattersley argues that it is the victory of moral and spiritual
unbending certainty. Catholicism survives because it does not
compromise. It is a characteristic that excites admiration in
even a hardened atheist.

[280] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Finbarr Livesey talks to Andy Fryers
From Global to Local

For the past 30 years or more, the global economy has been
run on three big assumptions: globalisation will continue to
increase, trade is the route to growth and development, and
economic power is moving from West to East. But what if all
these are wrong? Livesey is an engineer and a lecturer in public
policy at the University of Cambridge.

4pm
[283] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Richard Holmes

This Long Pursuit

“If our world is to be saved, we must understand it both
scientifically and imaginatively,” writes the great biographer
Richard Holmes in his new book – a kaleidoscope of stories
and meditations in which he revisits 200 working notebooks
and celebrates his beloved art of biography, calling it the
vital “handshake across time, cultures, beliefs, disciplines and
genders”. Holmes is the biographer of Coleridge and Shelley,
and the author of Sidetracks, Footsteps and The Age of Wonder.
He talks to Claire Armitstead.
[284] 4pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Jeannette Littlemore

University of Birmingham Series:
The Way You Tell It: the benefits and
drawbacks of non-literal expression in
everyday life

Metaphors, metonymy, irony, hyperbole – non-literal
expression is one of the primary tools for achieving economy
of expression, clarity, persuasiveness, politeness and the
communication of emotions. However, the potential for
misunderstanding increases dramatically in situations where
participants lack shared background knowledge or have significantly different views of the world. Littlemore is Professor of
English Language and Applied Linguistics at University of
Birmingham.
In partnership with University of Birmingham
[HD63] 4pm LLWYFAN–WALES STAGE £5.30

Lawrence Bee

Britain’s Spiders: A Field Guide

Did you know that Britain has approximately 660 species of
spider? Join one of the authors of this new family guide to
look at where, when, and how to find the spiders that live
around us, and how to identify them. Zebra, Buzzing, Wolf or
False Widow spider: which one lives in your house or garden?
Live spiders will be part of this talk.
9+

[282] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Tahmima Anam

Reformations 12: Borders

In a time of international turbulence and insecurity; a time
when the world is seeing migrations of people escaping from
the immediate terrors of war and the disruptions of climate
change; at a time of multiple and fluid identities, the novelist
from Bangladesh interrogates the notion of national borders.
Where do you draw the line? She re-imagines the walls and
checkpoints as places of welcome and refuge. Anam is the
author of A Golden Age, The Good Muslim and The Bones of
Grace. Chaired by Oliver Balch.

[HD64] 4pm CUBE £5.30

The Bookseller YA Book Prize

Monstrous Child, The Graces and The Call

Join three authors Francesca Simon, Laure Eve and
Peadar O’Guilin in contention for the Bookseller Young
Adult Book Prize as they discuss the different ways in which
their strong-minded and independent characters survive and
thrive in their sometimes dark, always complex stories about
adolescence.
12+
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4pm

5.30pm

[285] 4pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

[287] 5.30pm TATA TENT £15.30

[290] 5.30pm GOOD ENERGY £8.30

BBC Two

Muhammad Ali: A Memoir

Tree Charter Series 3: Towards a new Charter
for Trees, Woods and People

Paula Rego: Secrets & Stories

Notoriously private and guarded, Paula Rego opens up for the
first time to her son in this film about the secrets and stories in
her life. Born in Portugal, trained in London, she nevertheless
used her powerful pictures as a weapon against the Portuguese
dictatorship – a country her father told her was no good for
women – and continued to target women’s issues such as
abortion. The film, graphically illustrated in pastel, charcoal
and oil paint, combines a huge archive of home movies, family
photographs and interviews spanning 60 years, to paint an
extraordinary portrait of an artist, whose legacy will endure.
Her son, filmmaker Nick Willing, talks about the challenges
of confronting his mother about her past with clips from
the film.
A Lonestar film for BBC Two. Warning: film clips may
contain strong language
[286] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Angelina Sanderson-Bellamy

52

5.30pm

Cardiff University Series:
Food Certifications – Are They Worth the
Paper They are Written on?

We are all familiar with an array of certificates found on
our food: Rainforest Alliance, Marine Stewardship Council,
Fairtrade, Organic etc. This certification is meant to reassure
us that food is produced in a more ecologically friendly
way or improves animal welfare. But does it? Come and
join an interactive session that will help formulate better
understanding and communication. Sanderson-Bellamy
is a Research Associate at the Sustainable Places Research
Institute.
In partnership with Cardiff University
[HD65] 4pm–5.30pm SCRIBBLERS HUT £10.30

Build your own Quantum Computer

Join the Qubit Ninja team for a 90-minute workshop
where you will learn about the incredible world of quantum
computers. The University of Oxford team will introduce
you to mysterious quantum phenomena – including qubits,
superposition and entanglement – and then let you loose with
your own quantum circuitry to try it out for yourself.
Family and 14+ 			
#HAYYA
In association with University of Oxford Department of
Computer Science

Michael Parkinson

In conversation with his son Mike, his producer, the peerless
interviewer recounts his meetings with some of the world’s
most extraordinary cultural figures on his television show
Parkinson; in particular, he recalls the notable Muhammad Ali
interviews, which form the basis of his latest book.
Sponsored by Worldreader
[288] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Taylor Cornes, David Green and Jonathan
Godfrey in Conversation
University of Worcester Series:
Is Teaching Still a Valued Profession?

Heavy workloads, constantly changing government policies,
and ‘media bashing’ are just some of the reasons cited in a
2015 survey of new teachers which showed that 73 per cent
have considered leaving the profession. How do we make
our teachers feel valued and better supported to enable them
to educate our children for the future? Godfrey is Principal
of Hereford Sixth Form College; Professor Green is Vice
Chancellor of University of Worcester, from where Cornes
recently graduated as a teacher.
In partnership with University of Worcester
[289] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £9.30

Rose Tremain talks to Peter Florence
The Road Home

The novelist revisits her 2008 masterpiece, winner of the
Orange Prize and selected as one of the Festival’s 30 Essential
Reads of the past 30 years. ‘Lev is on his way from Eastern
Europe to Britain, seeking work. Behind him loom the
figures of his dead wife, his beloved young daughter and his
outrageous friend Rudi. Ahead of Lev lies the deep strangeness
of the British: their hostile streets, their clannish pubs, their
obsession with celebrity. London holds out the alluring
possibility of friendship, sex, money and a new career and, if
Lev is lucky, a new sense of belonging....’

Germaine Greer, Rob Penn and Beccy Speight
The Tree Charter launches this year, built from more than
50,000 public stories about the value of trees and woods.
How have the issues of rights and responsibilities shaped the
relationship between people and trees over the 800 years since
the 1217 Charter of the Forest? Germaine Greer, author of
White Beech: The Rainforest Years and community woods
enthusiast Rob Penn talk with Woodland Trust CEO Beccy
Speight about the role of trees in our lives; and about the role
of a Tree Charter in protecting them for the future.
In partnership with the Woodland Trust and
Common Ground
[291] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Svend Brinkman
Stand Firm

The pace of modern life is accelerating. To keep up, we
must keep on moving and adapting, constantly striving for
greater happiness and success. Or so we are told. The Danish
philosopher and psychologist argues that we must not be
afraid to reject the self-help mantra and ‘stand firm’. The
secret to a happier life lies not in finding your inner self but in
coming to terms with yourself in order to co-exist peacefully
with others.
[292] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30 / £15.30 for parts
1, 2 and 4

Srijato Bandopadhyay, Natalie Holborow,
Arunhava Sinha, Sophie McKeand,
Aniesha Brahma and Sion Tomos Owen
Hay Mela 1: And Suddenly You Find
Yourself in India

The first of four events this afternoon and evening that
celebrate the vibrant cultural exchange between Wales and
India. The poets relate and perform their experience of the
India Wales project 2017, Valley City Village: with words
and pictures introduced by Gary Raymond.
With the support of Arts Council of Wales and
British Council Wales
[HD66] 5.30pm CUBE £5.30

Alex Wheatle

Straight Outta Crongton

The winner of The Guardian Children’s Fiction Prize speaks
about his journey from an abusive children’s home to his time
in Brixton in the late 1970s and early ’80s, when he penned
poems and lyrics under the name ‘The Brixton Bard’. Learn
about the personal experiences that inform his work now, and
hear him read from his new novel for young adults.
12+ (contains explicit content)		
#HAYYA

01497 822 629
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6.30pm
[293] 6.30pm-7pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Radio Wales Arts Show

BBC Radio Wales LIVE

Nicola Heywood-Thomas presents highlights and guests
from Hay Festival in this live programme broadcast.
The Radio Wales Arts Show is broadcast every Wednesday
at 6.30pm on BBC Radio Wales

7pm
[294] 7pm OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Dave Goulson
Bee Quest

A hunt for the world’s most elusive bees leads Goulson
from Salisbury plain to Sussex hedgerows, from Poland to
Patagonia. Whether he is tracking great yellow bumblebees in
the Hebrides or chasing orchid bees through the Ecuadorian
jungle, the biologist’s wit, humour and deep love of nature
make him the ideal travelling companion.
[295] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

J. C. H. King talks to Sarfraz Manzoor
Blood and Land: The Story of Native
North America

The distinguished anthropologist presents a dazzling,
panoramic account of the history and achievements of Native
North Americans and why they matter today. He suggests
that no understanding of the wider world is possible without
comprehending the original inhabitants of the United States
and Canada: Native Americans, First Nations and Arctic
peoples.
[296] 7pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Beau Lotto

Deviate: The Science of Seeing Differently

Perception is the foundation of human experience but few of
us understand how our own perception works. By revealing
the startling truths about the brain and perception, the worldrenowned neuroscientist shows that the next big innovation is
not a new technology: it is a new way of seeing.
[297] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Tim Parks talks to Rosie Goldsmith
A Conversation

Parks is a profoundly European writer, steeped in Italian
culture as a travel writer and a translator. He is publishing
an introduction to a selection of Montaigne’s essays: Drawn
From Life, and his new novel In Extremis is one of the most
implacable, but also one of the funniest novels about death
and family you will ever read.

WEDNESDAY 31 MAY

7pm
[298] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6.30

Mamta Sagar, Sian Melangell Dafydd,
Anitha Thampi, Nia Davies
Hay Mela 2: Literature Across Frontiers

Sagar is a performance poet in the Kannada language, the
Keralan poet Thampi writes in Malayalam. They’ve created
a multi-lingual performance translating and writing together
with the Cymraeg (Dafydd) and English-language (Davies)
poets from Wales.
With the support of Wales Arts International and British
Council, Wales

8.30pm
[304] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Omar Saif Ghobash talks to Rosie Boycott
Letters to a Young Muslim

In a series of letters addressed to his sons, Ghobash encourages
them to face issues others insist are not relevant, not applicable
and even Islamophobic. These letters serve as a clear-eyed
inspiration for the next generation of Muslims to understand
how to be faithful to their religion and still navigate through
the complexities of today’s world. Omar Saif Ghobash is the
Ambassador of the United Arab Emirates to Russia.

9.30pm
[299] 7pm CUBE £7.30

Bill Sewell talks to Jake Kemp
Food, Pleasure and Community

On the final day of his crowd-funding campaign for his new
book Bill’s Kitchen, food writer and restaurateur Bill Sewell
discusses his journey from concerned London vegetarian
to enthusiastic rural omnivore. His trademarks are strong
flavours, simple techniques and a passion for the pleasure of
cooking as well as eating. They talk about eating well but not
cleanly; and the ways in which social media can either kill or
build a sense of community around food, cooking and eating.
In association with Café @ All Saints, Hereford and
Michaelhouse Café, Cambridge

8pm
[300] 8pm RELISH festival RESTAURANT £15

Hay Mela 3: Curry Night

Please join us for a supper designed by Anand George of
Purple Poppadom Restaurant in Cardiff, one of Wales’
most gifted Indian chefs.
[301] 8.30pm OXFAM MOOT £15.30

Reginald D. Hunter

Comedy: Some People vs Reginald D. Hunter

The American comic’s searingly honest material has garnered
him a popular fan base that spans the generations. ‘Hunter
joins the top rank of stand-up comedians working today.
A comedian going for broke, flying in the face of received
opinion in a way that is simply exhilarating… this is comedy of
a rare scope’ – The Times. He is very, very funny.
[303] 8.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

Chris Menges talks to Peter Florence
Retrospect

An evening celebrating the outstanding work of the
cinematographer whose films include The Reader,
Dirty Pretty Things, Notes on a Scandal, Extremely Loud
& Incredibly Close. He has won two Oscars: for The Killing
Fields and The Mission.

[305] 9.30pm TATA TENT £25.30

Will Young and the Jazz Quintet
In Concert: Summer Covers

Following the release of Summer Covers, an eclectic mix of
fan-favourite jazz covers, Will Young returns to the stage with
his incredibly talented band for a rare performance. Alongside
some classic jazz standards, he will perform new adaptations.
And expect an abundance of funny stories and charming
commentary throughout!
Sponsored by The Old Black Lion
[306] 9.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6.30

Khamira

Hay Mela 4: The Music

Khamira is an Indo-Welsh collaboration that fuses Welsh
folk, Indian classical, rock and jazz. Four members of the
celebrated Welsh jazz/folk band Burum come together
with three of India’s young new wave of adventurous genrebreaking musicians to create Khamira (meaning ‘yeast’ in
Hindi). Suhail Yusuf Khan’s virtuosic Serengi and vocals
dovetails with Tomos Williams’ trumpet; Vishal Nagar’s
tabla joins in a feast of rhythms and syncopations with Mark
O’Connor’s drum kit; while Aditya Balani’s soaring guitar
solos are supported by Dave Jones on keyboard and Aidan
Thorne on bass.
With the support of Wales Arts International and
British Council, Wales
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Hay Festival is based on community.
It is not an elitist festival for literati,
the whole population participates
and enriches it.

Wole Soyinka
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10am
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10am

11.30am

[308] 10am TATA TENT £7.30

[311] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £8.30

[HD69] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

Marcus Brigstocke, Carrie Quinlan
and Andre Vincent

Brian Muelaner and Alan Power

Dan Green

The Early Edition: The News Review Revue 2

The comedians read the papers for laughs. A little breakfasttime mockery may be in order as they hunt for the news that
makes the biggest splash and the least sense. Not for the easily
offended or the politically confident. #factcheck #funcheck
Sponsored by Want to Canoe?
[HD67] 10am OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Andy Stanton
Mr Gum

Winner of the Roald Dahl Funny Prize and twice winner
of the Blue Peter Book Award, Andy Stanton’s Mr Gum is a
complete horror. He hates children, animals and fun, not to
mention corn on the cob. This book is about him, an angry
fairy who lives in his bathtub, Jake the dog and a little girl
called Polly. Plus, there are heroes and sweets and adventures.
Join to celebrate the 10th anniversary of You’re a Bad Man,
Mr Gum!
6+
[309] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Matthew Stevens, Louise Miskell and
Sam Blaxland talk with Martin Johnes
Swansea University Series:
Welsh Legends…Or Are They Myths?

The panel questions three of the big legends in Wales. They
start with the image of medieval Wales as a nation conquered
by England and then briefly set free by Owain Glyndwr.
Stevens argues that the Welsh were a people rather than a
single nation and that Glyndwr was no national redeemer.
The second legend is modern Wales as a land made by coal.
Miskell looks at how Welsh industry was far more diverse
than this in the late 19th century. The third legend is the idea
of Wales as a victim of Conservative oppression. Blaxland
shows how the Tories have always enjoyed a strong base of
Welsh support and argues that they were key architects of the
devolved Welsh state.
In partnership with Swansea University
[310] 10am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Catherine Barnard
Cambridge Series: Me, You and the EU

The EU legal expert, Professor Catherine Barnard, explains
the complexity of the Brexit negotiations and how they
might work.
In association with Cambridge University

The Ankerwyke Yew and the Ancient Trees
that Shaped our History

The tree experts introduce the ancient yew at Runnymede,
which may have been 1,700 years old when King John signed
the Magna Carta under its branches in 1215; the existing Isaac
Newton apple tree and other wonderful ancient trees from
around England, Wales and Northern Ireland. Power is head
gardener at Stourhead. Muelaner is co-author of Ancient Trees
of the National Trust.
Do you have a tree you need identifying? Bring us a leaf or
a photo and we’ll ask our experts Brian and Alan and The
Woodland Trust’s tree guru Jill Butler. They’ll be at the
Woodland Trust stall onsite during the day.
In partnership with the National Trust
[312] 10am BBC TENt free but ticketed

How to Break into the Media

A masterclass on how to get started in the media, featuring
a discussion with researchers and producers from radio,
television and online.
[313] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £8.30

Tim Hayward and Joel Black
talk to Dan Saladino
Knife: The Cult, Craft and Culture
of the Cook’s Knife

Through interviews with knife-makers, chefs and collectors,
acclaimed food writer Tim Hayward explores how the
relationship between cook and blade has shaped both the knife
itself and the ways we prepare and eat food all over the world.
From Damascus blades to Chinese cleavers and sushi knives,
at the heart of this book is a fascinating guide to 40 different
types of knife, each with its own story, detailed description
and stunning photographs. He talks to the presenter/producer
of BBC Radio 4’s The Food Programme and is joined by
Joel Black who, after being a chef for 16 years, retrained as
a blacksmith to follow his dream of hand-making kitchen
knives.
Sponsored by Hay Deli
[HD68] 10am CUBE £5.30

Catherine Barr and Steve Williams
The Story of Space: a first book about
our universe

From the birth of the first stars to life on Earth, listeners will
discover the story of our universe. Pulling on planet T-shirts
and helping to create a timeline on stage, listeners will join the
author and the science teacher in a fascinating journey from
the beginning of time.
6+

Rebel Science

Do you think scientists are boring boffins who don’t leave the
lab? Think again! The brainiacs of history spent hundreds of
years breaking the rules, blowing things up and performing
dangerous experiments. Come and celebrate 400 years of rebel
antics. Expect plenty of silly wigs and terrible jokes. Dress up
as a scientist and be in with a chance of winning a signed copy
of Dan Green’s Rebel Science, shortlisted for the Royal Society
Young People’s Book Prize 2016, which celebrates the best
books that communicate science to young people.
9+
[314] 11.30am tata tent £7.30

James Holland
Ladybird Experts: The Battle of Britain

The war historian explains the different challenges faced by
the RAF and the Luftwaffe in 1940, the technologies of the
planes and, above all, the skill, bravery and endurance of the
airmen engaged in a contest that was of critical importance to
the outcome of the Second World War.
Suitable for young readers 8+ and historians
Sponsored by Swansea University
[315] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Julian Glover
Man of Iron: Thomas Telford and
the Building of Britain

Thomas Telford invented the modern road. A stonemason
turned architect turned engineer, he built churches, harbours,
canals, docks, the famously vertiginous Pontcysyllte aqueduct
and the exquisite Menai Bridge in Wales. He created the
backbone of our national road network. His constructions
were the most stupendous in Europe for a thousand years,
and astonishingly, almost everything he ever built remains
in use today.
Sponsored by NMITE–New Model in Technology
and Engineering
[316] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Athene Donald
Cambridge Series: How Gender Stereotypes
Damage Innovation

Children as young as six have already developed ideas about
what boys and girls can ‘do’. As they progress through school
further, cultural messages fix attitudes and are one part of why
we have so few women engineers or male vets . Innovation,
which thrives on diverse perspectives, is handicapped by the
effects of such stereotyping. Our society needs to do better.
Athene Donald is Professor of Experimental Physics and
Master of Churchill College.
In association with Cambridge University
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11.30am

1pm

[317] 11.30am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

[HD70] 1pm OXFAM MOOT £5.30

[HD72] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

Lynne Jones

20 Years of Harry Potter Magic

The Bookseller YA Book Prize

Outside the Asylum: A Memoir of War,
Disaster and Humanitarian Psychiatry

An astonishing insight into the life of a humanitarian
psychiatrist working in war and disaster zones around the
world from Bosnia and ‘mission-accomplished’ Iraq, to
tsunami-affected Aceh, post-earthquake Haiti and ‘the Jungle’
in Calais. Chaired by Oliver Balch.

In this interactive and family-friendly event, you will travel
through a year at Hogwarts with Fleurble Laffalot. Discover
fun facts about the first Harry Potter books as well taking part
in some of the key elements of life at Hogwarts – the sorting
ceremony, Quidditch, potions and transfiguration classes.
9+

[318] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU–WELSH STAGE £8.30

Richard Hayman
The River Wye as a Psychological
and Physical Barrier
The Wye’s natural beauty has long been part of the river’s
heritage, but many aspects of its history have been forgotten.
Having both a Welsh and an English heritage, the Wye has
a special unifying role in British culture, as well as exhibiting
some of the classic features of a border. The river has been a
psychological barrier separating cultures by language, religion
and politics, and a physical barrier separating hostile rivals.
By tradition the Wye was the last refuge of Vortigern and of
Owain Glyndwr. In the 18th century, timber that was floated
down the river from the Golden Valley built the British fleet
that took on the French at Trafalgar.
Sponsored by Interactivities
[319] 11.30am CUBE £7.30

James Cary, Rebecca Welsh and
Catherine Davies
Greening the Box

An all-star group of entertainment and sustainability industry
pioneers come together to debate the role content plays in
focusing world attention on global warming. Writer James
Cary’s comedy hits include Bluestone 42 and Miranda;
Rebecca Welsh is a producer of Strictly Come Dancing and
Come Dine With Me. In conversation with Catherine Davies
from Shire Oak Films.
Sponsored by Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon

1pm
[320] 1pm tata tent £10.30

Jeremy Bowen
Our Man in the Middle East

The BBC’s Middle East Editor returns home to bring the
news from Mosul, Gaza and Jerusalem. His 25-part series
for Radio 4 about the region’s history starts on 15 May. He
combines first-hand accounts from the front line with analysis
of the politics, economics and societies he’s reported on
since he first arrived in the Gulf in 1990. Chaired by Peter
Florence.

Join Alex Wheatle, Patrice Lawrence, Clare Furniss and
Sara Barnard, all of whom have been shortlisted for the
Bookseller YA Prize 2017, as they discuss writing about big
themes for YA readers. Chaired by Jenny Valentine.
12+
#HAYYA
[324] 1pm cube £7.30

[321] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8.30
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1pm

Jonathan Porritt, Claire Fox, Ed Gillespie
and Martin Wright
Sustainability in an Age of Brexit and Trump

How does the green movement best respond to the collapse of
the liberal consensus and the defunding of the American EPA?
Is it a useful slap in the face to a movement that may have
become a little too comfortably ensconced in the mainstream?
Veteran environmentalist Jonathan Porritt joins Claire
Fox from the Institute of Ideas and sustainability expert Ed
Gillespie to talk with Forum for the Future’s Martin Wright.
[322] 1pm good energy stage £7.30

Alison Weir
Anne Boleyn: A King’s Obssession

The second novel in the popular historian’s Six Tudor Queens
series mines the story of Anne Boleyn, the young woman
who changed the course of history. Fresh from the palaces of
Burgundy and France, Anne draws attention at the English
court, embracing the play of courtly love. But when the King
commands, nothing is ever a game.
Chaired by Phil Rickman.
[HD71] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £5.30

The Famous Five at 75

Go on an adventure with Enid Blyton’s The Famous Five as
they celebrate their 75th Anniversary. From going on a picnic
to cracking clues and solving a mystery, Julian, Dick, Anne,
George and Timmy the dog present an immersive theatre
show for all the family.
6+
[323] 1pm bbc tent free but ticketed

Spoken Word Poets

Manchester-based poetry collective Young Identity present a live
set from some of the rising stars of the UK spoken word scene
with performances by Isaiah Hull, Shirley May, Inna Voice
and Chris Jam, plus a reading from novelist Desiree Reynolds.
This diverse group of artists are aged 16-25 and represent some
of the most articulate young voices the country has to offer.

Edward Docx and Kate Hamer
Fictions: Families

Docx’s new novel, Let go my Hand, is a darkly comic and
deeply moving 21st-century love story between a son, his
brothers and their father. Hamer’s follow-up to The Girl in
the Red Coat is The Doll Funeral. Her central character is
Ruby: “I’m a hunter for lost souls and I’m going to be with my
real family”. They talk to Georgina Godwin.
[325] 1pm ST MARY’S CHURCH £8.30

Quator Voce
BBC Radio 3 Lunchtime Recitals 4

The last of our four recitals broadcast from Hay this week.
Mozart’s String Q uartet in D minor, K421; Beethoven’s String
Q uartet in C, Op59 No.3. Concert introduced by Clemency
Burton-Hill.
Recorded for Broadcast on BBC Radio 3. Please arrive in
good time.

2.30pm
[326] 2.30pm TATA TENT £8.30

Rosie Boycott
Reformations 13: Food

Our food system is in crisis: soaring rates of obesity and diet
related ill-health, environmental degradation and escalating
greenhouse gas emissions as well as record levels of waste
which deny food to the hungry. How do we create a system
that enables all citizens to eat affordable, healthy food,
regardless of where they live and what they earn? Could
Brexit create a solution? Is a Food Act an answer? Boycott
proposes a complete reimagining of how we farm, how
we shop and how we eat. Rosie Boycott chairs the Mayor
of London’s food policy unit. She talks to Dan Saladino,
presenter/producer of BBC Radio 4’s The Food Programme.
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2.30pm

4pm

[327] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £7.30

[331] 2.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

[333] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Mark Maslin

Spies, Toffs and Queers

Janina Ramirez

The Cradle of Humanity: How the changing
landscape of Africa made us so smart

BBC Four

Julian of Norwich

[328] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Film maker George Carey has spent the past five years
exploring the interlocking worlds of spying and the British
establishment in a trilogy about famous traitors. His films on
Kim Philby and George Blake have already gone out in BBC
Four’s Storyville strand, and as he completes his film on Guy
Burgess he discusses the challenges of making documentaries
about the men who, for their different reasons, put Soviet
communism before the society that had nurtured them.
Featuring clips from the trilogy including some from the
upcoming film on Guy Burgess, followed by a Q&A.
A CTVC production for BBC

Ian Mortimer talks to Phil Rickman

[HD73] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Humans are rather weak when compared to many other
animals. We are not particularly fast and have no natural
weapons. Yet we have influenced almost every part of the
ecosystem and as a consequence we are changing the global
environmental and evolutionary trajectory of the Earth. So
how did we become the world’s apex predator and take over
the planet? Maslin is Professor of Geography at UCL. He talks
to Sarfraz Manzoor.

Time Traveller

The writer discusses his two new publications: a history book
that chronicles the time of Christopher Wren, Samuel Pepys
and Charles II – The Time Traveller’s Guide to Restoration
Britain; and a dazzling time-travelling fiction, The Outcasts
of Time.
[329] 2.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

George Butler
Reportage Illustrator

Butler has worked in trouble spots all over the world, including
Syria, Afghanistan, Turkey, Myanmar and India. He captures
human drama and architectural distress with pen, ink and
watercolour. He has won an International Media Award and
the V&A Illustration Award for his work. He talks to Oliver
Bullough.
[330] 2.30pm llwyfan cymru–wales stage £7.30

Bella Bathurst
Sound

In 1997, Bella Bathurst began to go deaf. Within a few
months, she had lost half her hearing, and the rest was slipping
away. For the next 12 years deafness shaped her life, until, in
2009, everything changed again. Sound draws on this
extraordinary experience, exploring what it is like to lose your
hearing and – as Bella eventually did – to get it back. What
does that teach you about listening and silence, music and
noise? She investigates the science behind deafness, hearing
loss among musicians, soldiers and factory workers; sign
language, and what the deaf know about these subjects that
the hearing don’t. Chaired by Kamal Ahmed.

The Bookseller YA Book Prize

Who has won the 2017 Bookseller YA Prize? Join the
distinguished line-up of some of the authors shortlisted for
the 2017 The Bookseller YA Book Prize as they discuss their
books before the moment that the winner is announced
and celebrated. The shortlisted authors are: Sara Bernard,
Malorie Blackman, Laure Eve, Clare Furniss, Lisa
Heathfield, Patrice Lawrence, Peadar O’ Guilin, Francesca
Simon, Martin Stewart and Alex Wheatle. Chaired by
Gemma Cairney. Ends at 5pm.
12+
#HAYYA
[HD74] 2.30pm CUBE £5.30

David Almond
The Tale of Angelino Brown

The Carnegie Medal-winning author of Skellig discusses his
new novel for younger readers. Illustrated by Claude creator
Alex T Smith, Angelino Brown is the warm and witty tale of
a little angel who appears in bus driver Bert’s top pocket and
brings joy to everyone’s lives. But some people aren’t so sure,
including big bully Basher Malone, who’s out to get him.
Delightful storytelling, perfect for fans of the author’s
international bestseller, The Boy Who Swam with Piranhas.
6+

4pm
[332] 4pm tAtA tENt £7.30

James Holland
The War in the West, Volume 2

In the second volume of his acclaimed new history of the
Second World War, Holland examines the momentous
turning points of 1941–1943: Hitler’s invasion of Russia;
America’s entry into the conflict; the devastating Thousand
Bomber Raids over Germany; the long struggle in the deserts
of North Africa and the defeat of the U-boats in the crucial
Battle of the Atlantic.

Julian of Norwich was the subject of medievalist and TV
historian Janina Ramirez’s latest BBC Four documentary: In
Search of the Lost Manuscript, Julian of Norwich. Drawing on
the material in her latest book, Ramirez takes us further into
the history of the Mother of English Literature, discussing
what we know about Julian and why she deserves to be seen as
a writer on an equal footing with Chaucer or Thomas More.
Chaired by Peter Florence.
[334] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Peter Dunne
The 50 Things: Lessons for When You Feel
Lost, Love Dad

As his 50th birthday dawned, Peter Dunne set out to leave a
trail of metaphorical breadcrumbs for his three children, so
that if they ever needed to know what their father might have
had to say they would have him to hand: from compromise to
compassion, and democracy to sacrifice, Dunne explores the
social mores and morality of our time and tries to answer the
eternal questions that line the path to peace of mind. He talks
to John Mitchinson.
[335] 4pm good energy stage £7.30

Hugh Warwick
Linescapes: Remapping and Reconnecting
Britain’s Fragmented Wildlife

It is rare to find a landscape untouched by our lines – the
hedges, walls, ditches and dykes built to enclose and separate;
and the green lanes, roads, canals, railways and power
lines, designed to connect. This vast network of lines has
transformed our landscape. In Linescapes, Hugh Warwick
unravels the far-reaching ecological consequences of the lines
we have drawn. As our lives and our land have been fenced in
and threaded together, so wildlife habitats have been cut into
ever smaller, and increasingly unviable, fragments. He talks to
Oliver Balch, author of Under the Tump.
[336] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Dan Evans, Esther Muddiman,
Stuart Fox and Sioned Pearce
Cardiff University Series:
Mind the Gap: Young People,
Brexit and the Generational Divide

The result of the 2016 EU referendum revealed striking
divisions between generations, with a majority of
18-24-year-olds voting to remain, and a majority of over-65s
voting to leave. How can we connect the generations? The
panellists are all research associates at the Wales Institute for
Social and Economic Research Data and Methods in Cardiff.
In partnership with Cardiff University
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[337] 4pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Jill Nicholls

Writers on Film: The Art of Literary
Documentaries

This award-winning film maker makes compelling, intimate
films about some of our greatest writers. Her films for the
BBC’s flagship arts documentary series Imagine… include
profiles of Toni Morrison, Diana Athill, Salman Rushdie,
Judith Kerr, Doris Lessing and, most recently, Egyptian
author and activist Nawal El Saadawi. Nicholls talks to
Jonty Claypole, Director of Arts, BBC, about how she has
persuaded some of our greatest literary talents to open up and
share their creative insights, and how she has confronted the
challenge of bringing books to life on television.
Presented by Alan Yentob, Imagine is the home for original,
thought-provoking, intelligent and highly accessible films on
the arts and popular culture; bbc.co.uk/imagine

[343] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Roger Penrose talks to Marcus du Sautoy

Khadija von Zinnenburg Carroll

Fashion, Faith, and Fantasy in the New
Physics of the Universe

University of Birmingham Series:
Art in the Time of Colony

Arguing that string theory has veered away from physical
reality by positing six extra hidden dimensions, Penrose
cautions that the fashionable nature of a theory can cloud
our judgment about its plausibility. In the case of quantum
mechanics, its stunning success in explaining the atomic
universe has led to an uncritical faith that it must also apply to
reasonably massive objects. Turning to cosmology, he argues
that most of the current fantastical ideas about the origins of
the universe cannot be true and that an even wilder reality
may lie behind them. Penrose is one of the world’s foremost
theoretical physicists.
[340] 5.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

Alexander Betts talks to Amol Rajan

Billie’s Big Audition

Refuge: Transforming a Broken
Refugee System

Welcome to the World Elite Dance Academy. Billie has
dreamed of being a dancer for as long as she can remember.
Now she has an audition at WEDA, a world-famous contemporary dance school, but will she be able to get over her nerves
and win a place at her dream school? Join superstar Kimberly
Wyatt as she dances you through her brand-new series and
always remember…be you, be fearless, be authentic.
6+
[HD76] 4pm–5.30pm SCRIBBLERS HUT £10.30

Build your own Quantum Computer

Join the Qubit Ninja team for a 90-minute workshop
where you will learn about the incredible world of quantum
computers. The University of Oxford team will introduce
you to mysterious quantum phenomena – including qubits,
superposition and entanglement – and then let you loose with
your own quantum circuitry to try it out for yourself.
Family and 14+
		
#HAYYA
In association with University of Oxford Department of
Computer Science

5.30pm
[338] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £10.30

Adam Henson
Like Farmer, Like Son

The Countryfile star and visionary farmer explores his bond
with his life-long hero: his father, Joe. In the 1940s and ’50s
Joe, the son of stage and film star Leslie Henson, chose a
completely different path and decided to pursue a career as a
farmer. Joe overcame a serious stammer to become a regular
broadcaster on Country Matters. He became the saviour of
Britain’s rare breeds and opened Cotswold Farm Park, the first
domestic rare breeds farm open to the public.
Sponsored by C. J. Gibbons Family Butcher

5.30pm

[339] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8.30

[HD75] 4pm CUBE £5.30

Kimberly Wyatt
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5.30pm

Betts and his co-author Paul Collier suggest how international
policymakers can deliver humane, sustainable results that are
better for refugees and host countries. Drawing upon years of
research in the field and original solutions that have already
been successfully trialled, they outline a compelling vision that
can empower refugees to help themselves, contribute to their
host societies and even rebuild their countries of origin. Betts
is Professor of Forced Migration and International Affairs
at the University of Oxford, where he is also Director of the
Refugee Studies Centre.
[341] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WELSH STAGE £8.30

Edward Bulmer

Watching Paint Dry: A Masterclass in Colour

As one of the country’s leading architectural historians and
interior designers, Edward Bulmer has been involved in the
restoration and redecoration of numerous historic buildings
including Goodwood and Althorp. With this experience he
has created a range of Natural Paints that are also historically
authentic and accurate. As an artist, he has developed this range
using just 12 natural pigments used by artists for centuries. This
delivers incredible depth of colour and a high-quality finish. It
also allows buildings to breathe and our own air to be toxin-free.
He talks to Giles Kime, Interiors editor of Country Life.
[342] 5.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Four Thought
BBC Radio 4

Four Thought is a series of exciting and often provocative
talks in which speakers mix new thinking, original ideas and
personal stories. Four Thought will record four speakers at Hay
Festival.
Four Thought is broadcast on Wednesdays at 8.45pm
on BBC Radio 4

How does an artist and academic build a museum in a book?
Reading from her books Art in the Time of Colony and The
Importance of Being Anachronistic, the Birmingham Professor
of Global Art discusses the process of writing the poetic and
personal into her histories of art.
In partnership with the University of Birmingham
[HD77] 5.30pm CUBE £5.30

Juno Dawson
Margot and Me

Join the author for a discussion of her new book, a tender
cross-generation story of the unexpected truth that a girl
uncovers about her grandmother, when she reads the diary of
her life during the War.
12+
#HAYYA

7pm
[344] 7pm TATA TENT £22.30

Ken Dodd

The Ken Dodd Happiness Show

Ken Dodd is a comedian of legendary status; an icon and
national treasure who has been entertaining audiences for
a lifetime. He returns to the festival for a 30th anniversary
celebration show.
[345] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Jerry Brotton

Reformations 14: Shakespeare

The author of This Orient Isle asks how we understand
Shakespeare in a global world when his language seems more
remote than ever. Drawing on his recent involvement in
international productions of Macbeth and Othello he explains
how Shakespearean character and language is created through
rehearsal and stage action. He concludes by arguing that
schools should stop studying the plays as words on the page
but instead rehearse and perform them however they can.
This Reformation is sponsored by the Royal Literary Fund
[346] 7pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Rachel Dowse talks to Jane Davidson
Starling Song: Murmurations of Meaning
The 2017 INSPIRE/ASLE-UKI Lecture

Often overlooked, taken for granted and sometimes even
shooed away from our bird tables, the common starling is, as
Rachel Dowse shows in this illustrated talk, a beautiful and
inspiring bird with a long cultural and linguistic heritage.
From Aristotle and Pliny, to Mozart and the Mabinogion and
Peter Coates and Robert Macfarlane, the starling has inspired
writers, musicians, and scientists.
In association with INSPIRE and ASLE-UKI
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8.30pm

8.30pm

[347] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £10.30

[351] 8.30pm OXFAM MOOT £7.30

[355] 8.30pm CUBE £7.30

George Monbiot and Ewan McLennan

Emmy the Great, Ina Shai and
Simeon Hammond Dallas

Juno Dawson

The Canopy Festival

Gender isn’t just screwing over trans people, it’s messing with
everyone. From exclusionist feminists to ‘alt-right’ young
men; from men who can’t cry to the women who think they
shouldn’t. Juno tells not only her own story but the story of
everyone who is shaped by society’s expectations of gender
–and what we can do about it. A frank, witty and powerful
manifesto for a world where what’s in your head is more
important than what’s between your legs. Chaired by
Daniel Hahn.

In Concert: Breaking the Spell of Loneliness

Hay regular George Monbiot and the folk singer and songwriter
Ewan McLennan join their considerable forces for an evening
that plays with songs and the human stories that inspired them.
Mining the themes of loneliness and social isolation and the
ways people overcome them, the interplay of words and music is
poignant and encouraging.
[348] 7pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

An evening of live music, spoken word and poetry inspired
by trees and woods, culminating in a live performance by the
sublime, magically engineered folk-mixer Emmy the Great,
with a VJ set of woods/trees with visuals from a host of
contemporary visual artists.
In partnership with the Woodland Trust

The Leak

[352] 8.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £9.30

BBC Radio Wales

Mark Watson

Tom Price and guests from the world of comedy and
entertainment review the week’s biggest stories, from around
Wales and the world.
Broadcast on Friday 2 June at 6.30pm on BBC Radio Wales
[349] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6.30

John Parrington talks to Daniel Davis
Redesigning Life: How Genome Editing will
Transform the World

Genome editing has already been used clinically to treat AIDS
patients by genetically modifying their white blood cells to be
resistant to HIV. In agriculture, genome editing can be used
to engineer species with increased food output, resistance to
pests, drought and harsh environments. But these powerful
new techniques also raise important ethical dilemmas. To
what extent should parents be able to manipulate the genetics
of their offspring? Can we effectively weigh up the risks from
introducing synthetic life forms into complex ecosystems?
Parrington is an Associate Professor in Molecular and Cellular
Pharmacology at the University of Oxford.
[350] 7pm CUBE £7.30

Erika Rackley
University of Birmingham Series:
Who Our Judges Are and Why it Matters

Who were these Supreme Court judges who would thwart
‘the will of the people’? What were their backgrounds, their
politics? In response, there came a reassuring message: the
job of judges is simply to apply the law made by our elected
Parliament. But this reassurance is based on an understanding
of judging that is at best only half true; it does sometimes
matter who our judges are. Rackley is Professor of Law at
University of Birmingham.
In partnership with University of Birmingham

Stand-Up: This Is Not A Show Yet!

Freewheeling stand-up Mark Watson presents an ill-ordered
but exciting jumble of new material in one of the first ever
performances of what will become his 2018 national tour
show. The quotes below, then, while attesting to the abilities
of Mr Watson as a comedian, should not be taken to vouch
for this specific evening. Which is a pity because they’re really
favourable: “Mark Watson is a prodigy” – the Guardian;
“A kind of unstoppable funny superhero” – The Times
Sponsored by Total Produce
[353] 8.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

The Gender Games

[512] 8.30pm RELISH FESTIVAL RESTAURANT £30.30

Peter Florence and You
The 30th anniversary Quiz Night

Scrummy food, great company and some not-too-fiendish
quizzing. Points mean prizes! If you know your Tombouctoo
from your Tim Brooke Taylor you’ll be in the game. And it’s
really not all THAT competitive… #hahahaha
Teams of four. Come as a quartet or come and scratch a team
with new friends. Just come. It’ll be a blast.
[519] 8.30PM BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8.30

Roy Strong

Carlo Rovelli

Scenes and Apparitions: The Roy Strong
Diaries 1988-2003

what it seems: The Journey to Quantum Gravity

The super-articulate, erudite and wickedly amusing reflections
of the grand curator and historian, former Director of the
National Portrait Gallery and the V&A, as he moves out of
the art world and London society. His vivid and intimate
diaries are a treasurable record of Britain at the turn of the
millennium. He talks to Corisande Albert.
Sponsored by Castle House Hotel, Hereford
[354] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £8.30

The 2017 John Maddox Lecture – Reality is not

Do space and time truly exist? What is reality made of?
Can we understand its deep texture? Taking us on a
wondrous journey, Rovelli invites us to imagine a whole
new world where black holes are waiting to explode,
space time is made up of grains and infinity does not
exist: a vast universe still largely undiscovered.
‘The man who makes physics sexy. The new Hawking.
His writing is luminous.’ – The Times. Chaired by
Marcus du Sautoy.

Laura Jackson and Alice Levine
Round to Ours

If you love planning menus, styling your home for a party and
spending laidback time in your kitchen, then this is the gig for
you. Supper club superstars Jackson and Levine keep it simple.
Their cookbook has the perfect combination of dinner-party
ideas and recipes for every occasion. It is the home cook’s
ultimate secret weapon; whether you’re throwing a dinner
party for six on a Friday night or are putting on a festive
Boxing Day spread for the family. Jackson & Levine was voted
the hottest supper club of the year by the Observer magazine
in 2016.
Sponsored by Dai & Chris Davies, The Newsagents

[356] 8.30pm–10.30pm bASKERVILLE HALL, CLYRO £10.30

Fitty Gomash
The Sound of the Baskervilles:
Ceilidh Night

Come and join a joyous reeling night with the five-piece
Bristol ceilidh band. No previous dancing experience
necessary but you have to come with a big smile and be up for
a party. Come on your own, come with a partner, come with
a bunch of friends – everyone is welcome.
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10am

11.30am

[358] 10am TATA TENT £8.30

[362] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £8.30

[364] 11.30am TATA TENT £8.30

Fiona Caldicott, Nick Partridge and Tony
Calland talk to Jonathan Montgomery

James Hawes

Simon Baron-Cohen

Big Data, Safe Data

We Need to Talk About Germany
Hawes takes a long view to ask: did the Germans destroy the
culture of Rome or inherit it? Did Bismarck unify Germany
or conquer it? Where are the roots of Adolf Hitler’s Third
Reich? Why did it fail? By what miracle did a better Germany
arise from the rubble? Is Germany now the last Western
bastion of industrial prosperity and rational politics? Or
are the EU and the Euro merely window-dressing for a new
German hegemony?

The Wellcome Book Prize Lecture: Autism and
Minds Wired For Science

The NHS collects people’s confidential data to provide their
care but how else is it used? Should people be able to opt
out of uses of their health data for purposes such as medical
research, improving public services or commercial uses? Dame
Fiona Caldicott is the National Data Guardian for Health
and Care in England; Sir Nick Partridge is the former CEO of
the Terence Higgins Trust and Dr Tony Calland is a former
GP in Wales. Montgomery is Professor of Health Care Law at
University College London.
In partnership with the General Medical Council

[363] 10am BBC TENT free but ticketed

Jonty Claypole
LovetoRead

[359] 10am OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Jonathan Godfrey
Reformations 15: Education
Godfrey champions a radical vision, not only for the delivery
through state and independent sector schooling, but for the
very purpose of education in the UK. Godfrey is one of the
most highly regarded educationalists in Britain. He chairs
England’s representative body for all sixth form colleges, the
Council of the Sixth Form Colleges Association, and for 18
years has been Principal of Hereford Sixth Form College – the
TES college of the year. Chaired by Peter Florence.
[360] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Colin Jones talks to Hannah Rothschild
Smile Revolution
Jones mixes cultural investigation, art appreciation and dental
history in an ingenious and wonderfully entertaining account
of how we only really learned to smile in Revolutionary
France. Colin Jones is Professor of History at Queen Mary
University of London. He talks to Rothschild, winner of the
Wodehouse Prize and chair of the National Gallery.
[361] 10am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Robin Hanson
The Age of Em: Work, Love and Life when Robots
Rule the Earth
A dazzling vision of the future. Many think the first truly
smart robots will be brain emulations or ‘ems’: scan a human
brain, then run a model with the same connections on a fast
computer and you have a robot brain but recognisably human.
Applying decades of expertise in physics, computer science and
economics, Hanson uses standard theories to paint a detailed
picture of a world dominated by ems.
Chaired by Daniel Davis.

A year ago the BBC launched LovetoRead at Hay. The
campaign celebrated the pleasures of reading and was launched
in partnership with all the major reading agencies, charities
and libraries. It culminated in a weekend when the nation
was exhorted to take time out and open a book. Thousands
engaged and shared their recommendations across social
media. To celebrate the campaign, Jonty Claypole, Director
of Arts, BBC is joined by authors to talk about the books
they love.
[HD78] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

Martin Brown

Lesser Spotted Animals

The illustrator of the best-selling Horrible Histories loved
drawing when he was little and he loved animals, particularly
lesser known ones, so it was only a question of time before he
ended up drawing them. Join him as he introduces and draws
some of his favourites.
6+
[HD79] 10am CUBE £5.30

Jo Cotterill

A Storm of Strawberries
In our divided world, children need empathetic skills more
than ever. The author explores empathy themes in an
inspiring, interactive Empathy Lab workshop based on her
new book. She will lead children through activities designed
to help them discover and understand other people’s feelings
and perspectives.
9+

Autism and scientific talent are linked. Scientists have more
autistic traits, mathematicians have higher rates of autism and
people with autism score higher on ‘systemising’. So is autism
a ‘disease’ or ‘disorder’ or is the framework of ‘neurodiversity’
a more humane and accurate lens through which to view
autism? The Wellcome Book Prize lecture aims to celebrate
the place of medicine, science and the stories of illness in
literature and culture, and how these stories add to our
understanding of what it means to be human. Baron-Cohen
is a judge of the 2017 prize and Professor of Developmental
Psychopathology at the University of Cambridge.
In association with the Wellcome Book Prize
[365] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Alan Johnson talks to Sarfraz Manzoor
The Long and Winding Road
The third volume of Alan Johnson’s bestselling and awardwinning memoirs takes us to the corridors of Westminster and
lifts the lid on the life of a hard-working constituency MP in
the first Blair administration.
[366] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Rageh Omaar, Mary Harper and Sada Mire*
Somaliland: The African Miracle You’ve Never
Heard About
This small country, tucked in the northwestern corner of
the Horn of Africa, is a template for what is achievable on
the continent. And it’s an antidote to the constant cycle
of pessimism about Africa that dominates the Western
thought on the current state of the continent. How did the
country move from famine, poverty and war to a thriving and
prosperous multi-party democracy? Harper is Africa Editor at
the BBC World Service and author of Getting Somalia Wrong;
Mire is a Swedish-Somali archaeologist.
*Sada Mire is selected for Hay 30 – celebrating a new
generation of thinkers, supported by The CASE Foundation
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11.30am

1pm

[367] 11.30am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

[HD81] 11.30am CUBE £5.30

[373] 1pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Steve Evans

Abie Longstaff and Lauren Beard

Cambridge Series: Our Sustainable Industrial
Future

The Fairytale Hairdresser and Aladdin

Ian Cobain talks to Amol Rajan

Factories that forage, X-ray glasses that can see energy, why
price is not value and lots of stupid stuff as well. The Director
of Research in Industrial Sustainability explores how the
industrial system is (slowly) changing and why free energy is
ignored. He explains how to be an environmental optimist
and to love factories. Chaired by Jane Davidson.
In association with Cambridge University
[368] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Jaroslav Kalfar* and Dorthe Nors
Fictions: Visionaries
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11.30am

Kalfar’s The Spaceman of Bohemia is an extraordinary vision
of the endless human capacity to persist and risk everything
in the name of love and home. Nors’ Mirror, Shoulder, Signal
is a witty, gut wrenching, lyrical tale of one woman’s journey
in search of herself when there’s no-one to ask for directions.
The Danish novelist is longlisted for the 2017 Man Booker
International Prize. They talk to Rosie Goldsmith.
*Jaroslav Kalfar is selected for Hay 30 – celebrating a new
generation of thinkers, supported by The CASE Foundation
[369] 11.30am BBC TENT free but ticketed

Four Thought
BBC Radio 4

Four Thought is a series of exciting and often provocative
talks in which speakers mix new thinking, original ideas and
personal stories. Four Thought will record four speakers at
Hay Festival.
Four Thought is broadcast on Wednesdays at 8.45pm on
BBC Radio 4
[HD80] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

Gillian Cross
The Demon Headmaster: Total Control
The Demon Headmaster is back. Would you settle for success
at any price? Even if it meant doing something you hated?
That’s what happens at Hazelbrook Academy. Lizzie and her
friends find themselves succeeding, beyond someone else’s
wildest dreams. Hear all about the Demon Headmaster’s latest
evil scheme and then accept Gillian’s challenge and help her
invent a new super-villain, especially created for Hay.
9+

Let two dream fairy godmothers take you into a modern
fairytale world where the Big Bad Wolf runs the optician’s
and Red Riding Hood has a skateboard shop. Abie will read
the latest Fairytale Hairdresser story and Lauren will live-draw
some of your favourite characters, complete with fabulous
hairstyles.
6+

1pm
[370] 1pm TATA TENT £9.30

David Crystal
Glamorous Grammar
The Language Prof’s Hay lectures are legendary feats of
erudition and humour. His latest book is Making Sense:
The Glamorous Story of English Grammar.
Sponsored by the Society of Indexers
[371] 1pm oxfam moot £7.30

Penny Campling and John Ballatt
The Elizabeth Bryan Hay Memorial Lecture
You Don’t Know What You’ve Got Till it’s Gone:
Valuing the NHS
A toxic combination of anxiety, rhetoric and mechanistic
solutions can lead to dangerous neglect of the human factors
that require attention if the NHS is to survive and thrive as
a safe, compassionate and effective service. Penny Campling
and John Ballatt have decades of experience in senior roles
in the NHS. They are the co-authors of Intelligent Kindness:
reforming the culture of healthcare. Their work has been widely
influential among clinicians, managers, policy makers and
educators in healthcare. Chaired by Betty Kershaw, Professor
of Nursing, Chair of The Elizabeth Bryan Foundation Trust.
[372] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Tony Parsons talks to S.J. Parris
Die Last
The novelist introduces the fourth book in his crime-thriller
series featuring DC Max Wolfe of West End Central nick.
The third in the series, The Hanging Club, is now available in
paperback.

The History Thieves: Secrets, Lies and the Shaping
of a Modern Nation
The award-winning investigative journalist takes aim at the
official versions of UK history and the British establishment’s
culture of secrecy. He examines key episodes – including the
long denial of the existence of Bletchley Park, the time of
talking to terrorists and the modern surveillance state and the
convenient loopholes in the Freedom of Information Act.
[HD82] 1pm llwyfan cymru–wales stage £5.30

Gemma Cairney
OPEN: A Toolkit for how Magic and Messed-Up
Life can Be
The TV and radio personality and teen ambassador discusses
how magic and messed-up life can be. Find out how she
was inspired to write a book for young people to help them
with all the big, bad and beautiful things that growing up is
all about: from mental health to families to first love, and
everything in between.
12+				#HAYYA
Sponsored by West Ent Sound, Lghting and Audio
Visual Services
[375] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Sophie Howe talks to Jane Davidson
One Year In–Making Progress?
The Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 2015 came into full
force in April 2016. It puts a legal responsibility on the Welsh
public sector, including the Welsh Government, to consider
sustainability in all of its actions. The potential for this to
change the private sector too is huge but how much progress
has been made during the first year of implementation? As
Environment Minister, Davidson was the original architect
of this Act. Howe is the Commissioner currently responsible
for delivery.
Sponsored by Ty-Mawr Lime
[HD83] 1pm CUBE £5.30

Peter Bunzl and Kiran Millwood Hargrave
Moonlocket and The Island at the End
of Everything
Promising myth, adventure and mechanimals, Bunzl and
Hargrave will begin an illustrated conversation in which
they discuss the inspiration behind their best-selling debuts
Cogheart and The Girl of Ink and Stars and introduce
their new books, Moonlocket and The Island at the End of
Everything.
9+

01497 822 629
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2.30pm

4pm

[376] 2.30pm TATA TENT £9.30

[379] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU—WALES STAGE £7.30

[381] 4pm tata tent £9.30

Greg Hannon and Josephine Bunch talk to
Ed Cervantes-Watson

Philip Ball

Peter Frankopan

New Perspectives on Beating Cancer Sooner

The Water Kingdom: A Secret History of China

Reformations 16: History

From the Yangtze to the Yellow River, China is traversed by
great waterways, which have defined its politics and ways of
life for centuries. Water and irrigation have been so integral
to China’s culture, economy, growth and development that
it provides a window on the whole sweep of Chinese history.
Chaired by Oliver Bullough.

Thanks to a £35 million investment from Cancer Research
UK’s Grand Challenge, Hannon’s and Bunch’s teams of
scientists are forming international research collaborations to
map tumours at a level of detail that has never previously been
imaginable. Using cutting edge biology, chemistry and even
astrophysics, they are tackling the challenge from two angles:
Bunch is building a ‘Google Maps’ of cancer, whilst Professor
Hannon’s use of virtual reality will allow scientists, doctors
and patients to walk within tumours. These new per-spectives
could transform how we understand and treat all types of
cancer. Cervantes-Watson is CRUK’s Director of Funding
Innovation.
In partnership with Cancer Research UK
[377] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £9.30

Jo Malone talks to Bryony Gordon

Jo Malone has created a globally renowned fragrance and
beauty business and, more recently, her new brand Jo Loves.
She talks about her incredible journey from modest beginnings
as a teenager struggling with dyslexia and leaving school with
no qualifications, to being diagnosed with breast cancer at 37
and becoming an international brand name and one of the
world’s most successful entrepreneurs.
Sponsored by thebookpublicist.co.uk
[378] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Hugo Mercier
The Enigma of Reason: A New Theory of
Human Understanding
Reason, we are told, is what makes us human, the source of
our knowledge and wisdom. But if reason is so useful, why
didn’t it also evolve in other animals? If it is that reliable,
why do we produce so much thoroughly reasoned nonsense?
Mercier’s provocative and brilliant suggestion is that reason
helps us justify our beliefs and actions to others, convince
them through argument and evaluate the justifications and
arguments that they address to us.
[HD84] 2.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Anthony Horowitz
Never Say Die
Alex Rider is back. Join the author as he reveals what’s in store
in the next chapter of his legendary character’s life as he is
forced to leave his home in San Francisco and head back east.
There are some old friends and old enemies and, above all,
there is plenty of action, adrenaline and adventure.
9+

The author of the magnificent book The Silk Roads proposes
a new way of understanding the past and of connecting
context and ideas so that we might learn the lessons of history.
Frankopan is Director of the Centre for Byzantine Research at
Oxford University. Chaired by Peter Florence.
[382] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

[374] 2.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

The Arts Hour
BBC World Service

The Arts Hour comes from Hay Festival where BBC presenter
Nikki Bedi will be on stage with a panel of international
guests. They will discuss the hot topics in the worlds of arts
and culture, and take a look at the impact that literature is
having around the world.
Broadcast on Sunday 4 June at 3pm on the BBC World
Service
[380] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Phil Forder, Graham Hartill, William Muir
and Janet Wallsgrove
Hay in the Parc
The inspirational teacher, Phil Forder, brings together the
two writers in residence and the Director of HM Parc Prison,
Bridgend to discuss the literary programme he’s pioneered
and our sister Festival there that’s now in its ninth year. They
discuss the impact of education and empathy, literacy and
literature, and offer a vision of a successful reformation of
prison experience. They talk to Peter Florence.
In partnership with HMP & YOI Parc, Bridgend

Rhodri Jeffreys-Jones talks to Nik Gowing
We Know All About You: The Story of
Surveillance in Britain and America
The deep story of wire tapping and interception by the
NSA and GCHQ. Who ordered it? How it was done? How
it’s done now. Jeffreys-Jones is one of the world’s most
distinguished espionage and security experts.
[511] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8.30

Isobel Charman
The Zoo: The Wild and Wonderful Tale of the
Founding of London Zoo, 1826-1851
This is the story of the first zoo in history, a weird and
wonderful oasis in the heart of the filthy, swirling city
of Dickensian London, and of the incredible characters,
both human and animal, that populated it – from Charles
Darwin and Queen Victoria to Obaysch the celebrity hippo,
the first that anyone in Britain had seen. This is a story of
Victorian grandeur, of science, Empire and industrialisation,
of adventurers and charlatans. And it is the story of a time of
change unmatched before or since. This is the extraordinary
story of London Zoo. Chaired by Isaac Florence.
[383] 4pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Raymond Tallis
[HD85] 2.30pm CUBE £7.30

Akala
Hip and Hop
Follow the adventures of Hip, a wise and cool hippo, and
Hop, his excitable best friend. Hip and Hop are looking
forward to the Blueberry Hill bike race. But will Hop have the
courage to get back on his bike? He will need your help! Join
the hip-hop artist and author for a storytelling session packed
with awesome rhythms and rhymes.
3+

Of Time and Lamentation
The culmination of some 20 years of thinking, writing and
wondering about time, the doctor and philosopher offers
a bold, original and thought-provoking meditation on the
nature and meaning of life – and time.
[384] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU—WALES STAGE £7.30

Xan Brooks talks to Georgina Godwin
Fictions: Debuts
Brooks is a journalist and film critic whose first novel
The Clocks in This House All Tell Different Times is a dark
social-realist fairytale, spotlighting the shadowy underside
of 1920s England.
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4pm

5.30pm

[385] 4pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

[387] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

[391] 5.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Teresa Griffiths

Lemn Sissay

Alan Bennett’s Diaries

The Lost Surrealist: Leonora Carrington
BBC Four

Reformation 17: Care

BBC Two

The passionate and powerful poet re-imagines the way in
which the State might raise children placed in its care. Sissay
is Chancellor of the University of Manchester. His foster
parents placed him into care at the age of 12. He lived in care
homes until he was 18.

Inspired by his acerbic and often hilarious diaries, this film
reveals Bennett as he’s never been seen. Intimate encounters,
filmed over the course of a year, reveal a writer who is bemused
by his own popularity and is still as angry and irreverent in his
80s as he was in his 20s. Filmmakers Adam Low and Martin
Rosenbaum talk to Mark Bell, Head of Commissioning TV
Arts BBC, to reveal what it was like filming the nation’s best
loved writer with clips from the film and followed by Q&A.
A Lonestar film for BBC. There will be a full screening of
Alan Bennett’s Diaries following this event at 7pm in the
BBC Tent.

British surrealist Leonora Carrington has often been ignored
by the art establishment but there is a movement to bring her
and her work to the world’s attention. Film maker Teresa
Griffiths reveals her own fascination with this extraordinary
artist and how she brought her work to life featuring clips
from the forthcoming documentary and followed by Q&A.
The Lost Surrealist is an Erica Starling/Ronachan
production for BBC Four
[HD86] 4pm starlight stage £7.30

Gillian Cross, Gill Lewis and Francesca Sanna
Fictions: After Tomorrow, A Story Like the Wind,
The Journey
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5.30pm

Join three authors as they introduce their books, take
children’s questions, and discuss with their young audience
ways to make the world a better place. All create vivid,
unforgettable stories that concern major issues and current
events, in particular what it might mean to be a refugee.
The event will be chaired by Nicky Parker of Amnesty
International UK and the audience will be invited to draw
or write a message of welcome on postcards that will be
distributed to refugees or asylum seekers in the UK.
9+
[HD87] 4pm CUBE £5.30

Matt Sewell’s Spotting & Jotting Club

Discover new bird species, names and stories, and learn how to
draw their markings at Matt Sewell’s Spotting & Jotting Club.
Explore birdwatching guides, including Our Garden Birds and
Owls, as he launches his first book specifically for children, The
Big Bird Spot. Sewell, the author of the bestselling Our Garden
Birds, has illustrated for The Guardian, Big Issue, and the
V&A among many others.
7-11

[388] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8.30

Rosalind Rickaby, Nicole Grobert and
Alicia El Haj
The Royal Society Platform:
The Next Big Things 2017
From nanomaterials and ancient oceans to tissue engineering
and regenerative medicine, three Royal Society Research
Fellows introduce and discuss their work at the forefront of
science with climatologist and broadcaster Gabrielle Walker.
In partnership with the Royal Society
[389] 5.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

Leif Wenar talks to Rosie Boycott
Blood Oil: Tyrants, Violence and the
Rules That Run the World
Natural resources such as oil and minerals are the largest
source of unaccountable power in the world. Petrocrats such
as Putin and the Saudis spend resource money on weapons and
oppression; militants in Iraq and in the Congo spend resource
money on radicalisation and ammunition. Resource-fuelled
authoritarians and extremists present endless crises to the
West and at home. And the source of their resource power is
ultimately ordinary consumers, doing their everyday shopping
at the filling station and the mall. Wenar holds the Chair of
Phliosophy and Law at King’s College London.
[390] 5.30pm CUBE £8.30

Alexis Jenni talks to Francine Stock
The French Art of War

5.30pm
[386] 5.30pm TATA TENT £7.30

Will Self talks to Peter Florence
Fictions: Phone
We are delighted to be launching the new novel by one of
the most daring and incisive prose writers. Uniting our most
urgent contemporary concerns – from the ubiquitous mobile
phone to a family in chaos, from the horror of modern war to
the end of privacy – Phone is a stunning novel that combines
the high-concept bravura of Self’s Great Apes and The Butt
with the deep literary scope and scale of Umbrella and Shark.

The French novelist introduces his masterpiece The French
Art of War, which won the Goncourt Prize in 2011 and is
published now in English. It’s a journey through France’s
military history in Indochina, Algeria and at home. The
novel is told through the eyes of a war veteran who becomes a
painter, Victorien Salagnon, and the young man he teaches to
paint in exchange for writing his story.
This event is part of a European Writers’ Tour, an initiative
proudly delivered by EUNIC London in partnership with
the Royal Society of Literature and the British Library.
The programme is supported by the European Commission
Representation in the UK and EUNIC Global.

[HD88] 5.30pm starlight stage £5.30

The Bookseller YA Book Prize and the
Costa Book Award

Join Lisa Heathfield, and Martin Stewart, both of whom
have been shortlisted for the third Bookseller YA Book Prize
and Brian Conaghan, winner of the Costa Award, as they
discuss writing about big themes for YA readers. Chaired by
Jenny Valentine.
Age 12+
			#HAYYA

[392] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Anabel Inge talks to Sameer Rahim
The Making of a Salafi Muslim Woman:
Paths to Conversion
Many young British women are actively choosing to embrace
Salafism’s (or Wahha-bism’s) literalist beliefs and strict
regulations, including heavy veiling, wifely obedience and
seclusion from non-related men. How do these young women
reconcile such demands with their desire for university
education, fulfilling careers and loving relationships? Drawing
on more than two years of ethnographic fieldwork in London,
Inge examines the attractions of Salafism.

7pm
[393] 7pm TATA TENT £10.30

Suzanne O’Sullivan
Reformation 18: The NHS
Our healthcare system has been one of the bedrocks of British
identity since its introduc-tion by Aneurin Bevan in 1948.
It employs 1.2 million people and treats one million peo-ple
every 36 hours in England alone. It is free at the point of
delivery to all UK residents. The Consultant Neurologist
proposes reforms for a sustainable future. O’Sullivan’s book Is
It All in Your Head? True Stories of Imaginary Illness won the
2016 Wellcome Book Prize. Chaired by Julian Huppert.

01497 822 629

hayfestival.org
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7pm

8.30pm

[394] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD £8.30

[399] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

[403] 8.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £10.30

Shashi Tharoor talks to Oliver Balch

Lavinia Greenlaw

Helen Thorn and Ellie Gibson

Inglorious Empire: What the British did to India

Questions of Travel: William Morris in Iceland

In the 18th century, India’s share of the world economy was
as large as Europe’s. By 1947, after two centuries of British
rule, it had decreased six-fold. British imperialism justified
itself as enlightened despotism for the benefit of the governed.
Tharoor, an historian, novelist and politician, takes on and
demolishes this position, demonstrating how every supposed
imperial ‘gift’ – from the railways to the rule of law – was
designed in Britain’s interests alone and funded Britain’s
Industrial Revolution.
[395] 7pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

John Crace and John Sutherland
The Two Johnnies do Hamlet!
An irreverent, delightful and wickedly clever insight into
Shakespeare’s greatest play, with a spectacular performance
of their abridged version. Sutherland is Emeritus Professor of
English at UCL; Crace is the Digested Read satirist and writes
the parliamentary sketch for the Guardian. The cast includes
Clemency Burton-Hill and Marcus Brigstocke.
[396] 7pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Dean Buonomano
The Neuroscience and Physics of Time
What is time? Is our sense of time’s passage an illusion? The
human brain is a complex system that not only tells time but
creates it; it constructs our sense of chronological flow and
enables ‘mental time travel’ – simulations of future and past
events. Chaired by Raymond Tallis.
[397] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU—WALES STAGE £7.30

Matthew Engel
That’s The Way It Crumbles: The American
Conquest of English
Americanisms have been slyly colouring the English
language for centuries and this practice must stop. Period.
Whaddy’all think?
Sponsored by Richard Booth’s Bookshop
[398] 7pm-8.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Screening: Alan Bennett’s Diaries
BBC Two
A special feature-length screening of the BBC Two
documentary made by Lonestar for BBC.
There is a discussion and Q&A with the filmmakers
prior to this event at 5.30pm.

Morris’ intimate journals unconsciously explore questions of
travel, noting his reaction to the idea of leaving or arriving, to
hurry and delay, what it means to dread a place you’ve never
been to or to encounter the actuality of a long-held vision.
Poet Lavinia Greenlaw draws out these questions as she
follows in the footprints of Morris’ prose, responding to its
surfaces and undercurrents, extending its horizons. The result
is a new and composite work, which brilliantly explores our
conflicted reasons for not staying at home.
Chaired by William Sieghart.
[400] 7pm CUBE £7.30

Andres neuman, clare e. potter and
Richard Gwyn
The Other Tiger

Gwyn has edited a magnificent anthology of Contemporary
Latin American Poetry, fabulously translated into English. The
poems are at once exotic and other, yet recognisably drawing
on a poetic tradition that includes Nobel prize-winners
Octavio Paz and Pablo Neruda. They conjure big landscapes
and moments of tenderness, celebrate the individual but
also engage with the politics of many repressive regimes in
Latin and South America. He is joined for a reading by the
Argentinian writer Andres Neuman and the Welsh poet Clare
Potter.

8.30pm

The Scummy Mummies Live Show
The outrageously funny comedians cover a wide range of
parenting topics, from pelvic floors and play dates to farting
and fish fingers. Expect songs, sketches, stand-up and very
scummy stories! Parental guidance: GO!
[404] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU—WALES STAGE £8.30

Ulrich Raulff

A Farewell to the Horse: the Final Century of
our Relationship
The German journalist and writer offers an engaging and
moving discussion of what horses once meant to us. Cities,
farmland, entire industries were once shaped as much by
the needs of horses as humans. They were sculpted, painted,
cherished, admired; they were thrashed, abused and exposed to
terrible danger. Tolstoy once reckoned that he had
cumulatively spent some nine years of his life on horseback.
And then came the 20th century, and there were just
racetracks and pony clubs… Chaired by Corisande Albert.
Sponsored by Freerein Riding Holidays
[405] 8.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

Cosey Fanni Tutti and John Grant
Art Sex Music
The avant-garde musician, conceptual artist and pornographic
model discusses her candid, taboo-breaking and fascinating
autobiography with the musician John Grant.
A Faber Social event

[401] 8.30pm TATA TENT £9.30

Monty Don and Nigel
My Family and Other Dogs

The Gardeners’ World star and social media sensation will
bring his human best friend on-stage to talk about dogs and
love and family. #woof
Sponsored by Hay Veterinary Group
[402] 8.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

[406] 8.30pm CubE £7.30

Lily Ashley, Grace Pilkington, James Massiah
Little Grape Jelly: in Performance
The trio of poets bill themselves as ‘conversations between
a recovering love addict, a born-again nihilist and an
emotionally naked feminist’.They’re clever and inventive and
they give a great performance.

9.30pm

Jess Phillips, Hannah Rothschild,
Kira Cochrane and Bryony Gordon

[410] 9.30pm ST MARY’S CHURCH £7.30

Question Time

Richard Williams

An all-star cast will take questions from anyone on any topic
in or out of the news. Phillips is MP for Birmingham Yardley,
Rothschild is chair of the National Gallery, Cochrane is
Opinion Editor at the Guardian and Gordon writes for the
Telegraph and is a mental health campaigner.

The Phantom of the Opera
Forthe past two years the extraordinarily gifted organist and
composer Father Richard Williams has stunned audiences
with his live accompaniment of the screenings of the classic
movies The Hunchback of Notre Dame, Nosferatu and A
Cottage on Dartmoor. This year he plays Rupert Julian and
Lon Chaney’s 1925 classic The Phantom of the Opera.
In aid of St. Mary’s Church
Sponsored by Hay Thursday Market
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10pm
[407] 10pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

Ava Vidal
Stand-up
Ava’s always felt out of place: at public school, as a prison
officer and a struggling teenage single mum. Luckily, the rising
star of C4’s Kings Of Comedy and BBC2’s The Sack Race can
laugh at her misfortunes. She’s consistently, delightfully,
funny. “Vidal juggles the profound and the irreverent, rapidly
alternating between the two.”
[408] 9.30pm OXFAM MOOt £10.30

Baby Queens with support from
Kizzy Crawford
Live at Hay

Cara Elise (Guitar/Vocals), Estelle Ios (Guitar), Monique
Bux (Vocals), Ruth Vibes (Vocals/Guitar) and Vanity
(Vocals). Kizzy Crawford’s prodigious songwriting ability
naturally fuses folk, soul and jazz bring-ing something genuine,
fresh and exciting to the musical landscape.
[409] 10pm -2am BASKERVILLE HALL, CLYRO £10.30

John Grant and DJ Chris Munton
66

The Sound of the Baskervilles
Hot foot it over to our brand new, late-night party den for
an exceptional night of electronica, synthpop, house and
disco, hosted by superstar special guest John Grant. Grant’s
Pale Green Ghosts album is already an absolute classic, and his
collaborations with Tracey Thorn (Everything but the Girl )
and Hercules & Love Affair have made him one of Europe’s
most sought-after musicians. Rising star and local hero DJ
Chris Munton will be on warm-up duties. His infectious
brand of upbeat party classics and dance floor bombs are
guaranteed to have the place rocking!
Strictly 18+. ID may be required at the door.

#hay30
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10am

10am

[513] 9am Scribblers Hut £5.30

[414] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

[HD91] 10am starlight stage £5.30

A reading of new writing by the local writing group.

Andres Neuman, Juan Villoro, and
Carolina Sanin talk to Richard Gwyn

Gill Lewis

[411] 9am RELISH CAFE free but ticketed

Gabo & Bolaño

The author talks about the power of music and stories and
how they weave together to connect us all. Her book was
inspired by the image of a Syrian refugee playing his violin at a
border control.
9+

Hay Writers’ Circle

Bryony Gordon* and Friends
Mental Health Mates’ Breakfast

Come and join the journalist and author of Mad Girl for a
conversation about the friendship and solidarity group she has
set up. Hear how people concerned with mental health issues
can support each other.
*Bryony Gordon is selected for Hay 30 – celebrating a new
generation of thinkers, supported by The CASE Foundation
[HD89] 9.30am–11.30am CUBE £25.30

Rambert Dance Workshop

Rambert is Britain’s national dance company. It presents
new and historic dance works to audiences in all parts of the
country, performed by world-class dancers and accompanied
by live music, alongside extensive outreach, education,
participation and professional development work. Team up
with one of Rambert’s animateurs in an exhilarating dance
workshop. All abilities welcome. Please wear comfortable
clothing and bring a bottle of water.
12+
#HAYYA

10am
[412] 10am TATA TENT £8.30

Nick Crane
The Making of the British Landscape

The history of 12,000 years of the British landscape, from the
Ice Age to the 21st century. A tour de force from the prizewinning author Nicholas Crane, co-presenter of Coast and
President of the Royal Geographical Society.
Sponsored by the CPRE (Council for the Protection of Rural
England)
[413] 10am OXFAM MOOT £7.30

Barbara Sahakian and Julia Gottwald
Sex, Lies and Brain Scans

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has proved
to be game-changing for understanding the brain. Through
fMRI, patients in a persistent vegetative states have been able
to communicate, and unconscious biases have been uncovered.
Join Barbara Sahakian and Julia Gottwald as they explore
how this technique could be used, and abused, in the future.
Sahakian is Professor of Clinical Neuropsychology at the
University of Cambridge; Gottwald is a PhD student.

A conversation about Gabriel García Márquez and Roberto
Bolaño, two late, great Latin American writers whose work has
been read around the world, with three great contemporary
writers: the Argentinian novelist Andres Neuman is joined
by his Colombian colleague Carolina Sanin and the Mexican
writer Juan Villoro.
[HD90] 10am good energy stage £5.30

Elmer

Travel with Elmer the patchwork elephant on a vibrant,
musical safari through the jungle to celebrate everything that
makes us unique. Adapted from David McKee’s Elmer tale, in
this stage show Elmer tries to hide his true colours and blend
in. With the help of his friends, he soon discovers that he’s
happiest just being himself.
3+
[415] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £8.30

Sabrina Mahfouz, Aliyah Hasinah Holder
and Samira Shackle
The Things I Would Tell You:
British Muslim Women Write

Mahfouz introduces her vibrant anthology with two of
her star contributors. Hear from users of Islamic Tinder, a
disenchanted Maulana working as a TV chat show host and
a plastic surgeon blackmailed by MI6. Follow the career of
an actress with Middle Eastern heritage whose dreams of
playing a ghostbuster spiral into repeat castings as a jihadi
bride. Among stories of honour killings and ill-fated love in
besieged locations, we also find heart-warming connections
and powerful challenges to the status quo.
[416] 10am bbc tent free but ticketed

Adapting émile Zola
BBC Radio Drama

Blood, Sex and Money was an ambitious, innovative adaptation
on Radio 4 of émile Zola’s epic saga about the RougonMacquart family. The drama set in 19th-century France
mashed up 20 novels into 27 episodes, featured more than a
hundred cast members and saw the return to acting after 20
years of Glenda Jackson. Illustrated with clips from the series,
adaptor Dan Rebellato and executive producer
Sue Roberts reveal the highs and lows of bringing this
award-winning epic to our airwaves.

A Story Like The Wind

11.30am
[417] 11.30am TATA TENT £8.30

Noel Fitzpatrick
Reformations 19: Global Health in
Man and Animal

Groundbreaking research is driving new technology, drugs,
procedures and strategies to fight once-intractable global
ailments. Few know that cancer still kills more people in
low- and middle-income countries than HIV, malaria and
tuberculosis combined. Fourteen million people are diagnosed
with cancer every year with a much greater number going
undiagnosed. The cancer in a dog is almost identical to
the cancer in a human. Professor Fitzpatrick, Channel 4’s
Supervet, renowned for his life-saving bionic surgeries and his
work investigating disease, passionately believes that a single
shared medicine linking human and animal health, a ‘One
Health’ approach, is the best model for solving today’s greatest
global health problems.
Sponsored by Borders Hideaway Holiday Home Park
[418] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Jess Phillips
Everywoman: One Woman’s Truth About
Speaking the Truth

“You might already know me as that gobby MP who has a
tendency to shout about the stuff I care about. Because I’m
a woman with a cause, I have been called a feminazi witch,
a murderer and threatened with rape. The internet attracts
a classy crowd. So, speaking the truth isn’t always easy but
I believe it’s worth it. And I want you to believe it too.”
#absolutehero
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11.30am

1pm

[419] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

[HD93] 12pm–2pm CUBE £25.30

[HD94] 1pm GOOD ENERGY StAGE £7.30

Elif Shafak talks to William Sieghart

Rambert Dance Workshop

Patrick Ness

Fictions: Three Daughters of Eve

Shafak’s new book confirms her status as one of the world’s
greatest novelists. Set across Istanbul and Oxford, from the
1980s to the present day, Three Daughters of Eve is a sweeping
tale of faith and friendship, tradition and modernity, love and
an unexpected betrayal.
[HD92] 11.30am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Liz Pichon

Tom Gates: Family, Friends and Furry Creatures

Join the author/illustrator for a fantastic show filled with
stories, games, music and live doodling inspired by suggestions
from the audience. Pichon will also introduce the twelfth Tom
Gates book. Bring a pencil and paper.
9+
[420] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU—WALES STAGE £7.30

Hugh Hunt
Cambridge Series: Refreezing the Arctic
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12pm

We may want to cool the planet if (when) we fail to meet
our CO2 emissions targets. There are technologies out there
almost ready to go and some sound quite scary. Is it safe to
meddle with the climate when we have only one Earth? Hunt
is a Reader in the Department of Engineering. Chaired by
Gabrielle Walker.
In association with Cambridge University
[HD97] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

Sarah Crossan and Brian Conaghan
We Come Apart

Join the winners of the 2016 CILIP Carnegie Medal and the
2016 Costa Children’s Book Award respectively to discuss
their original way of writing their most recent book. These
two authors collaborated on writing a novel in verse, sending
chapters back and forth on WhatsApp, and created an
extraordinary tale. Chaired by Daniel Hahn.
12+
#HAYYA

Rambert is Britain’s national dance company. It presents
new and historic dance works to audiences in all parts of the
country, performed by world-class dancers and accompanied
by live music, alongside extensive outreach, education,
participation and professional development work. Work
with one of Rambert’s animateurs in an exhilarating dance
workshop. All abilities welcome. Please wear comfortable
clothing and bring a bottle of water.
16+/Adult
#HAYYA

Release

Join the author as he talks about his latest title. When Adam
Thorn woke up one morning, he didn’t know his world was
about to fall apart. Neither did he know that that was exactly
what needed to happen. An honest, raw and compelling tale
taking place over a single life-altering day, Release is a book
that celebrates surviving the battlefield of teenage years.
12+
#HAYYA
[424] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

1pm
[421] 1pm TATA TENT £9.30

A. C. Grayling
War: An Enquiry

The philosopher challenges long-held views on just wars,
ethical conduct during war, why wars occur, how they
alter people and societies; and how we might reduce their
frequency, mitigate their horrors and lessen the burden of
their consequences.
[422] 1pm oxfam moot £8.30

Gabrielle Walker
Reformations 20: Climate Change

If we’re going to win the climate war, the battle cry has to
be positive. “Pain now or apocalypse later” just doesn’t cut
it, and nor does “save the planet”. The climate scientist and
strategist argues that it’s time to stop focusing on disaster and
start pouring our energy into imagining – and creating – the
promised land. Because fundamentally the planet doesn’t care
what we do. This is about saving ourselves.
Chaired by Jim Al-Khalili.

Dexter Dias talks to Tom Clark
The Ten Types of Human

We want to believe that there are some things we would never
do. We want to believe that there are other things we always
would. But how can we be sure? What are our limits? Do we
have limits? The human rights lawyer examines the best and
worst of our capabilities.
[425] 1pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Simon Amstell: Carnage
BBC iPlayer

Carnage is a feature-length documentary written and directed
by the comedian Simon Amstell. Set in 2067, a time when the
entire population of the UK is vegan and the consumption
of meat and animal products is illegal, the documentary takes
a satirical and entertaining look back over the previous 150
years, telling the story of how this vegan future came to pass.
The film was originally commissioned for BBC iPlayer and
this special screening of the film will be followed by a Q&A
with Simon Amstell and the producers behind it.
Carnage is available to download or stream from iPlayer.
Warning: Contains some strong language and some
upsetting scenes.

[423] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8.30

Chris Tarrant
Extreme Railway Journeys

In the last two years Chris’ travels have taken him from
Azerbaijan to Bolivia and Zimbabwe. He brings to life the
romance of travelling by train, and the sights, sounds and
smells of the countries and places visited.
Chaired by Oliver Balch.

[426] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Elif Batuman and Carolina Sanin talk to
Rosie Goldsmith
Fictions: Identities

Selin, a tall, highly strung Turkish-American from New Jersey
gets involved with a cosmopolitan Serb and a Hungarian
mathematician. At once clever and clueless, Batuman’s novel
The Idiot shows us with perfect hilarity and soulful
inquisitiveness just how messy it can be to forge a self. From
imagined worlds to lost loves, Sanin’s The Children explores
the limits of isolation and intimacy, motherhood, neglect
and compassion

01497 822 629
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2.30pm

4pm

[427] 2.30pm TATA TENT £8.30

[431] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU—WALES STAGE £7.30

[433] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Steve Jones, Jim Al-Khalili, Emily Shuckburgh
and Tony Juniper

Reni Eddo-Lodge*

Frank Cottrell-Boyce

Why I’m No Longer Talking to White People
About Race

The Hay Lecture: The Olympic Flame

The Ladybird Experts: The Knowledge

The authors of the first three books in the rebooted Ladybird
series join forces for an all-star feast of ideas and stories. Hay
favourites Steve Jones and Jim Al-Khalili introduce Evolution
and Quantum Mechanics; Emily Shuckburgh and Tony
Juniper introduce the book about Climate Change that they’ve
co-authored with the Prince of Wales. Perfect for anyone aged
7 or older. #weloveexperts
[428] 2.30pm oxfam moot £8.30

Howard Jacobson talks to Amol Rajan
Fictions: Pussy

Pussy is the story of Prince Fracassus, heir presumptive to the
Duchy of Origen, famed for its golden-gated skyscrapers and
casinos, who passes his boyhood watching reality shows on
TV, imagining himself to be the Roman Emperor Nero, and
fantasising about hookers. He is idle, boastful, thin-skinned
and egotistic; has no manners, no curiosity, no knowledge,
no idea and no words in which to express them. Could he, in
that case, be the very leader to make the country great again?
Jacobson has won the Wodehouse Prize twice and the Man
Booker once.

A powerful and provocative argument on the role that race
and racism play in modern Britain. Exploring issues from
eradicated black history to the political purpose of white
dominance, whitewashed feminism and the inextricable link
between class and race, the journalist offers a timely and
essential new framework for how to see, acknowledge and
counter racism.
*Reni Eddo-Lodge is selected for Hay 30 – celebrating a new
generation of thinkers, supported by The CASE Foundation
[HD95] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Floella Benjamin
Coming to England

An actress, author, producer and working peer, Benjamin
is best known for her work presenting children’s TV
programmes such as Play School. Join her for a truly inspiring
event as she talks about her childhood memoir and the journey
she made as a youngster from Trinidad to embark on a very
different life with her family in England in 1960. She shows
how having the courage to believe in yourself can help you
tackle new challenges and overcome adversity.
9+

[429] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Jenny Valentine
Reformations 21: Adolescence

Valentine is the 2017 Hay Festival International Fellow, and
a multi award-winning writer of YA fiction. She explores
ways in which teenagers might be better understood and
empowered. Her novels include Finding Violet Park and Fire
Colour One. She is joined onstage by young readers to discuss
her reformation of adolescence.
[430] 2.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

[HD96] 2.30pm CUBE £5.30

Laura James
Cowboy Pug

Pug and his faithful companion, Lady Miranda, are back for
another adventure. They’ve saddled up and are going to be
cowboys for the day. But Pug’s not so sure…there might be
bandits. Then again, there could be candyfloss. Can Pug take
the reins when Lady Miranda lands on the wrong side of the
law?
6+

Mark Price talks to Nik Gowing
Fairness for All

Drawing heavily on the much vaunted John Lewis Partnership
of which he was Managing Director, Price champions
‘inclusive capitalism’, by which he means getting people in and
on in work. Acting responsibly to all stakeholders is central to
his theme; with employees, the most important stakeholder –
drivers of it all. He became Minister of State for International
Trade in February 2016.

The novelist and screenwriter who penned the celebrated
Opening Ceremony of the London Olympics looks at the
cultural legacy of 2012, the importance of arts in education
and the wider influence of the arts on society.
[434] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Peter Bazalgette talks to Bryony Gordon
The Empathy Instinct

Empathy is the power of understanding others, imaginatively entering into their feelings. It is a fundamental human
attribute without which mutually co-operative societies
cannot function. In a revolutionary development, we now
know who has it, who lacks it and why. With the MRI
scanner, we are mapping the human brain. This is a new
frontier that reveals a host of beneficial ideas for childcare,
teens challenged by the internet, the justice system, decent
healthcare, tackling racism and resolving conflicts.
[435] 4pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Roger Michell talks to Francine Stock
My Cousin Rachel

A dark romance, this film tells the story of a young
Englishman who plots revenge against his mysterious,
beautiful cousin, believing that she murdered his guardian.
His feelings become complicated as he finds himself falling
under the beguiling spell of her charms. The director and
screenwriter previews his new film adaptation of Daphne
du Maurier’s classic novel. His screen credits include Venus,
The Mother, The Lost Honour of Christopher Jeffries and
Notting Hill.
[436] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Viet Thanh Nguyen and Ece Temelkuran
talk to Daniel Hahn
Fictions: The Journey

4pm
[432] 4pm tata tent £8.30

Ian Rankin talks to SJ Parris
30 Years of Rebus

The big tent morphs into the Oxford Bar for the afternoon,
as we pull up a stool and celebrate the enduring brilliance of
Rankin’s great Edinburgh detective creation.
In association with Waterstones

Nguyen’s The Refugees is a collection of perfectly formed
stories written over a period of 20 years, exploring questions of
immigration, identity, love and family. Temelkuran’s Women
who Blow on Knots about three women on a road trip from
Tunisia to Lebanon has become a controversial classic of
Turkish literature.
Supported by Oxfam
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4pm

5.30pm

5.30pm

[437] 4pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

[440] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £10.30

[446] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Bernie Sanders talks to BBC’s HARDtalk

Paul Beatty talks to Preti Taneja

BBC World News

Fictions: The Sellout

Jamie Bartlett talks to Oliver Bullough

HARDtalk is the BBC’s flagship current affairs programme.
In this special edition recorded at Hay, presenter Stephen
Sackur interviews Bernie Sanders, the United States Senator
for Vermont and the longest serving independent in U.S.
congressional history.
To be broadcast during the week of 5 June on BBC World
News and BBC News Channel

The winner of the 2016 Man Booker Prize discusses his novel.
“The most badass first 100 pages of an American novel I’ve
read” – New York Times. A biting satire about a young man’s
isolated upbringing and the race trial that sends him to the
Supreme Court, The Sellout showcases a comic genius at the
top of his game.
[441] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10.30

[438] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Preti Taneja*
We that are young: Imagining King Lear in India

Taneja’s debut novel We That Are Young sets Shakespeare’s
King Lear in contemporary India, where the clash of youth
and age, the rise of the religious right wing, the repression
of free speech and civil conflict in Kashmir are ongoing. She
discusses the hidden history, politics and urgent contemporary
relevance of Shakespeare’s plays in India. Chaired by Anil
Dharker, Director of the Tata Mumbai Litfest.
*Preti Taneja is selected for Hay 30 – celebrating a new
generation of thinkers, supported by The CASE Foundation
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[HD98] 4pm CUBE £5.30

Emma Shoard and Geraldine Bradley
The Pavee

Illustrator and singer/storyteller bring to life Siobhan Dowd’s
The Pavee and the Buffer Girl in picture, story and song. The
story of the friendship between a traveller boy and a settled
girl, this is a hymn to the power of love and friendship to
bridge differences. Irish traveller songs, both traditional
and modern, are woven into this reading of the story, as the
characters and settings are illustrated on screen.
9+

Simon Armitage
The Unaccompanied

Armitage’s 11th collection of poems documents a world on the
brink, a world of unreliable seasons and unstable coordinates,
where Odysseus stalks the aisles of cut-price supermarkets
in search of direction, where the star of Bethlehem rises
over industrial Yorkshire and where alarm bells for ailing
communities go unheeded or unheard. Looking for certainty,
the mind gravitates to recollections of upbringing and family,
only to encounter more unrecoverable worlds, shaped as ever
through Armitage’s gifts for clarity and detail as well as his
characteristic dead-pan wit.
[442] 5.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

Sverre Lodgaard
The 2017 Rotblat Lecture: Stable Nuclear Zero

Lodgaard is one of the world’s most highly regarded
authorities on weapons control. He was the Director of the
United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research from
1992-1996. He examines the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty with specific regard to North Korea and the USA.
Chaired by Nik Gowing.
In partnership with the WMD Awareness Project
[443] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU—WALES STAGE £8.30

5.30pm
[439] 5.30pm TATA TENT £10.30

Michael Sheen
The Aneurin Bevan Lecture

The Welsh actor has made some of the most articulate
interventions in political debates of the past years. Now
returned home from Hollywood to Port Talbot, he talks
about culture and society and the humane vision and tradition
that Bevan inspires.

Daping Chu, Lee Skrypchuk and
Valerian Meijering
Cambridge Series: The Car of the Future, with
Head-up Technology

Head-Up Display (HUD) technology can help drivers with a
safer and more comfortable and enjoyable driving experience.
It can provide ‘immersive entertainment’ and protection
for human wellbeing in the autonomous cars of the future.
Professor Chu is Director of the Centre for Photonic Devices
and Sensors at Cambridge. He presents his work with two
colleagues from Jaguar Land Rover.
In association with Cambridge University

Radicals

In the last few years the world has changed in unexpected
ways. The power of radical ideas and groups is growing. What
was once considered extreme is now the mainstream. But what
is life like on the political fringes? What is the real power of
radicals?
[447] 5.30pm CUBE £7.30

Erica Wagner
Chief Engineer: The Man Who Built the
Brooklyn Bridge

Wagner presents her riveting biography of one of the most
important figures in American civil engineering history,
Washington Roebling, builder of the Brooklyn Bridge.
Introduced by Philip Davies, Director of the Eccles Centre.
Sponsored by The Eccles Centre for American Studies at the
British Library

7pm
[448] 7pm TATA TENT £30.30

Bernie Sanders
The 2017 Eric Hobsbawm Lecture
Our Revolution: A Future to Believe In

The US Senator’s brand of populism has galvanised new
generations to engage with politics. Chaired by Emily Maitlis.
In partnership with The Open University in Wales
[449] 7pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Henry Marsh talks to Raymond Tallis
Admissions: A Life in Brain Surgery

Henry Marsh has spent a lifetime operating on the surgical
frontline. There have been exhilarating highs and devastating
lows but his love for the practice of neurosurgery has never
wavered. Prompted by his retirement from his full-time job
in the NHS, and through his continuing work in Nepal and
Ukraine, Henry has been forced to reflect more deeply about
what 40 years spent handling the human brain has taught him.
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7pm

8.30pm

[450] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8.30

[454] 7pm CUBE £7.30

[458] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £8.30

Elif Shafak

Dominic Dromgoole

Lemn Sissay

Reformations 22: Honour

Hamlet: Globe to Globe

Gold From the Stone

The Turkish novelist reimagines the concept of honour, also
the title of her 2015 novel. How has the word come to be
understood in different communities? Can it be rescued from
the grotesque association with the word ‘killing’? What might
a truer application of honour mean for men and for women,
for society and humanity? Chaired by A. C. Grayling.
[451] 7pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Eleanor Rosamund Barraclough
Beyond the Northlands: Viking Voyages and the
Old Norse Sagas

The depiction of the Viking world in the Old Norse-Icelandic
sagas goes far beyond historical facts. What emerges from
these tales is a mixture of realism and fantasy, quasi-historical
adventures and exotic wonder-tales that rocket far beyond
the horizon of reality. On the crackling brown pages of saga
manuscripts, trolls, dragons and outlandish tribes jostle for
position with explorers, traders and kings.
[452] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Jorge Cham and Daniel Whiteson
We Have No Idea: A Guide to the
Unknown Universe

In our small corner of the universe we know how some matter
behaves most of the time and what even less of it looks like,
and we have some good guesses about where it all came from.
But we really have no clue what’s going on. In fact, we don’t
know what approximately 95% of the universe is made of.
So what happens when a cartoonist and a physicist walk into
the tent?
[453] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Adam Phillips talks to Tom Clark
In Writing

For Adam Phillips – as for Freud and many of his followers poetry and poets have always held an essential place, as both
precursors and unofficial collaborators in the psychoanalytic
project. But the same has never held true in reverse. What,
Phillips wonders, at the start of this deeply engaging book,
has psychoanalysis meant for writers? Phillips explores these
questions through an exhilarating series of encounters with
writers he has loved, from Byron and Barthes to Shakespeare
and Sebald. And in the process he demonstrates how literature
and psychoanalysis can speak to and of each other.

Over two full years, Dromgoole and the players of
Shakespeare’s Globe toured all seven continents performing
Hamlet in sweltering deserts, grand Baltic palaces and heaving
marketplaces. We see what the Danish prince means to the
students of Cambodia, the effect of Polonius on the citizens
of the tiny African nation of Djibouti and how a 16th century
play can touch the lives of Syrian refugees. Shakespeare’s
timeless power to transcend borders, to touch the human
heart and to bring the world closer together, has rarely been
demonstrated in such a bold and brilliant way.

8.30pm
[455] 8.30pm TATA TENT £10.30

A spellbinding hour with one of the all-time great live readers
of poetry: “Lemn Sissay is a passionate and powerful voice
whose performances are humbling and exhilarating”
– Kate Tempest.
Sponsored by Baileys Home Store
[459] 8.30pm CUBE £6.30

Sylvia V. Linsteadt and Rima Staines
Tatterdemalion

Unbound presents a brilliant collaboration between the visual
artist Rima Staines and the author Sylvia Linsteadt. It is
rooted in fantasy and folklore and set in a post-apocalyptic
California.

Jeanette Winterson
Reformations 23: Marriage

The charismatic novelist, who explores love and passion and
freedom in her fiction, re-imagines the union of loving human
beings. Her books include Why Be Happy When you Could
be Normal?, The Passion, Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit and
most recently The Gap of Time.
[456] 8.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Min Kym talks to Clemency Burton-Hill
Gone: A Girl, a Violin, a Life Unstrung

At 21 the prodigious violinist found her instrument: a
rare 1696 Stradivarius, perfectly suited to her build and
temperament. Her career soared. Then, in a train station café,
her violin was stolen from her side. In an instant her world
collapsed. This is Min’s extraordinary story – of a young
woman staring into the void, wondering who she was, who
she had been. It is a story of isolation and dependence, of love,
loss and betrayal, and of the intense, almost human bond that
a musician has with their instrument. Above all, it’s a story of
hope through a journey back to music.
[457] 8.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

David Cole talks to Philippe Sands
Defending Liberty in the Age of Trump

Executive Orders and wiretapping, and let’s face it – lying –
have called the separation of powers and basic constitutional
principles into question in the United States as never before.
Trump threatens rights of speech, privacy, religious freedom,
voting and equality – and we’re just getting started. Cole is
the National Legal Director of the American Civil Liberties
Union, which has emerged as a leader in the fight to preserve
civil liberties. He explains what’s going on to Philippe Sands.

10pm
[460] 10pm TATA TENT £15.30

Nina Conti
Live at Hay

The fiercely demanded encore from the outrageously brilliant
comedian. Strap into the mask as the British Comedy awardwinner improvises her way through an hour of side-splitting
witchery with the help of Monkey and a bag of tricks. No two
shows are ever the same.
[461] 10pm OXFAM MOOT £9.30

Inna Modja
The Motel Bamako Tour: Live at Hay

The Malian/French singer-songwriter superstar touches down
in Hay for her only UK gig this spring. She plays a thrilling
blend of hip-hop, disco and soul, flipping around her West
African traditions with joyful, irresistible beats. She is one of
the most dazzling live performers on the circuit. Come!
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10pm
[462] 10pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Rowan Pelling, Sally Gardner, Allegra Huston
and Howard Jacobson
The Amorist

The editor of The Amorist magazine chairs a conversation
about love and sex in fiction and asks: is erotic passion the
hardest form of literary endeavour? Get one line wrong and
there’s laughter, or disgust. Gardner writes erotic fiction under
the pen name Wray Delaney. Delaney’s first erotic novel, An
Almond for a Parrot, is set amidst the brothels of 18th-century
London. Huston is the author of Say My Name, an account
of a love affair between a married woman and a much younger
man, while Jacobson’s most controversial novel was The Act
of Love.
[464] 10pm-2am BASKERVILLE HALL, CLYRO £10.30

Swing Patrol
The Sound of the Baskervilles

74

Swing Patrol are a vibrant, energetic bunch who love
everything vintage and are passionate about their swing
dancing. You may have recently seen them on Dragons’ Den,
Call the Midwife or BBC’s Peoples’ Strictly. From high-flying
aerials to the basic dance steps and everything in between,
Swing Patrol know how to put on a show, raise the energy
levels and create a whole lot of fun.
Sponsored by Hay Does Vintage

11pm
[463] 11pm ST MARY’S CHURCH £10.30

Natalie Clein and Louisa Clein
By Candlelight

An evening of solo cello and words including the epic sonata
by Zoltan Kodaly, written in 1915 as a homage to the virtuosic
possibilities of the instrument and to the Hungarian folk
music and culture that he so loved. Words, including poetry
by Ted Hughes, who also felt deeply connected to the earth in
all its rawness.
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The bottom line is this:
Hay Festival democractizes
inspiration. It is more human
than other idea fairs.

Katrin Bennhold, New York Times
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10am

[467] 10am tata tent £8.30

[471] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Simon Jenkins

Ros Ridley

England’s Cathedrals

Cambridge Series: Peter Pan and
the Mind of J.M. Barrie

Cathedrals are custodians of culture and of the rituals of civic
life. They offer welfare and relieve suffering. They uplift spirits
with their beauty. In a real sense they are still what they were
when first built a millennium ago, a glimpse of the sublime.
Illustrated lecture.
Sponsored by Edward Bulmer Natural Paint
[468] 10am oxfam moot £8.30

Peter Wadhams
A Farewell to Ice

The UK’s most experienced sea ice scientist describes how
ice forms and the vital role it plays in reflecting solar heat
back into space and providing an ‘air conditioning’ system
for the planet. He shows how change is accelerating in the
Arctic region more rapidly than almost all scientists and
political authorities have realised. Wadhams was Professor
of Ocean Physics and Director of the Scott Polar Institute in
Cambridge. He has made more than 50 expeditions to both
polar regions, working from ice camps, icebreakers, aircraft
and, uniquely, Royal Navy submarines. Chaired by Gabrielle
Walker.

Ridley views the Peter Pan stories through the eyes of a
neuroscientist and explores J. M. Barrie’s interest in cognition,
theory of mind and the nature of consciousness. Barrie’s
stories are rich in post-Darwinian questions about the origins
of human nature and the mental abilities of animals, children
and adults. Ridley was Head of the Medical Research Council
Comparative Cognition Research Team in the Department of
Psychology at Cambridge University.
In association with Cambridge University
[HD99] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £5.30

[474] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Jonathan Meres

Julia Leigh talks to Bryony Gordon

The World of Norm

Avalanche: A Love Story

Writer and comedian Jonathan Meres provides a laugh-outloud treat as he talks about the twelfth and final instalment in
his multi-award-winning series. Although life is undoubtedly
still unfair for Norm, Jonathan guarantees that he will cheer
up the audience and get everyone singing along to his World
of Norm song.
6+

[469] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8.30

Peter Hennessy talks to Alun Evans
The British Academy Platform at Hay:
The UK’s Place in the World

Responding to today’s international challenges in a rapidly
evolving geopolitical environment is placing new strain on
the UK’s place in the world. The historian and constitutional
expert assesses the challenges the UK faces in the coming years,
discussing the impact of withdrawal from the EU and turning
into a ‘Global Britain’ may have on the our foreign policy,
security and territorial integrity.
In partnership with the British Academy
[470] 10am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8.30

Julia Samuel and Cathy Rentzenbrink
Talking About Death, a Dialogue

Death affects us all. Yet it is still the last taboo in our society
and grief is still profoundly misunderstood. Two writers,
whose outstanding books offer compassion and solace,
discuss ways to live on. Samuel is a grief psychotherapist and
author of Grief Works: Stories of Life, Death and Surviving.
Rentzenbrink is the author of The Last Act of Love and now A
Manual for Heartache.

11.30am

Writing in the immediate aftermath of her decision to stop
IVF treatment, Leigh lays bare the truths of her experience:
the highs of hope and the depths of disappointment, the
grip of yearning and desire, the toll on her relationships
and the unexpected graces and moments of black humour.
She navigates the science of IVF, copes with the impact
of treatment and reconciles the seductive promises of the
worldwide multi-billion dollar IVF industry with the reality.

[HD100] 10am CUBE £5.30

Lucy Cousins and Liz Fost
A Busy Day for Birds

Join the Maisy Mouse creator Lucy Cousins and storyteller Liz
Fost for an event of feathered fun as they bring A Busy Day for
Birds to life in a storytelling and live illustration event.
3+
[472] 10am COMPASS £25.30

Nik Gowing
Thinking The Unthinkable

Brexit, then Trump, exposed how out of touch political and
corporate leaders are with the deep concerns of voters and
consumers. The gap is widening. The challenges for leaders in
governments and boardrooms are deepening, fuelled by AI,
the threat to jobs and algorithms. Can leaders handle pressures
they never expected? A participatory symposium led by
Gowing, co-author of the ongoing Thinking the Unthinkable
study. Numbers limited.

[475] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8.30

Catherine Merridale
The British Academy Lecture 1:
Lenin on the Train

In April 1917, the exiled leader of the Bolsheviks, Vladimir
Ilyich Lenin, travelled back to Russia by train. His country
was at war and his route would take him through enemy
territory; the plan was controversial from the start. The
destination was the Finland Station and the first steps on the
road to Soviet power. Merridale, the great Russia scholar,
follows in the leader’s tracks, creating a gripping account of
events in Russia and Europe at one of the tensest moments of
the First World War. Chaired by Peter Hennessy.
In partnership with the British Academy
[476] 11.30am good energy stage £8.30

Hanif Kureishi talks to Rosie Boycott
Fictions: The Nothing

A new tale of ageing, lust, helplessness and deception told
with the trademark black humour of one of the great British
novelists whose films and books include The Buddha of
Suburbia, Venus, The Mother and My Beautiful Laundrette.
Kureishi is one of the wisest and most humane writers with an
acute eye for vulnerabilities and quiet desperation.
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11.30am

1pm

[HD101] 11.30am LLYWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

[479] 1pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

[484] 1pm CUBE £7.30

Julian Clary and David Roberts

Tony Adams talks to Philippe Sands

Lucie Ryzova

The Bolds on Holiday

Sober: Football. My Story. My Life

University of Birmingham Series:
What I Found In a Flea Market in Cairo

The hairiest family in Teddington are back for a further
adventure and this time they decide to take a well-earned
holiday by the seaside with all their relatives in tow. But can
they stay hidden on a camping holiday? Join the authors as
they introduce their exceptional family’s latest escapade in
storytelling and live drawing.
9+
[477] 11.30am starlight stage £7.30

Raoul Martinez talks to William Sieghart
Creating Freedom: Power, Control and the
Fight for Our Future

Martinez brings together a torrent of mind-expanding ideas,
facts and arguments to dismantle sacred myths central to our
society – myths about free will, free markets, free media and
free elections. From the lottery of our birth to the way wealth
and power engineer our consent and electoral approval, this
far-reaching manifesto lifts the veil on the mechanisms of
control that pervade our lives.
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1pm

The great Arsenal and England defender explains the
struggles he’s faced to stay sober for 20 years and why he set
up Sporting Chance, the charity that provides treatment and
support for sports stars suffering from addictions. He gives
his incisive thoughts on England’s continued failings in major
tournaments and assesses why Arsenal has struggled to repeat
the title-winning formula of his own time there.
[480] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8.30

John Boyne
Fictions: The Heart’s Invisible Furies

Boyne’s new novel spans 80 years of Irish history. At the
mercy of fortune and coincidence, Cyril Avery will spend a
lifetime coming to know himself and where he came from –
and over his three score years and ten, will struggle to discover
an identity, a home and a country. Boyne is the author of The
Boy in the Striped Pyjamas and The Absolutist. He talks to
Peter Florence.
[481] 1pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

[HD102] 11.30am cube £5.30

Julia Hobsbawm

Tracey Corderoy and Steve Lenton

Fully Connected

Shifty McGifty and Slippery Sam–Up,
Up and Away!

Ex-robbers now bakers, Shifty McGifty and Slippery Sam star
in a new collection of stories about their comical adventures.
The two dogs are best friends but they look like being in
danger of falling out when a tempting looking package arrives
at the café. Corderoy and Lenton entertain with comic rhymes
and illustrations about their well-loved characters.
6+

1pm
[478] 1pm tata tent £9.30

William Dalrymple and Anita Anand
Koh-I-Noor: The History of the World’s Most
Infamous Diamond

The first comprehensive and authoritative history of the Koh-i
Noor, arguably the most celebrated and mythologised jewel in
the world, from the internationally acclaimed and bestselling
historians.
Sponsored by Mari Thomas Jewellery

The networking expert and entrepreneur takes us on a journey
‘from Telex to Twitter’ to illustrate how the answer to the
Age of Overload can come from devising management-based
systems which are both highly practical and intuitive; and
which draw inspiration from the huge advances the world has
made in tackling other kinds of health and mental wellbeing.
She talks to Amol Rajan, the BBC’s media editor.
[482] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Andrew O’Hagan talks to Rosie Boycott
The Dunce’s Grammar: Truth and Fiction in
the Age of Trump

The multi award-winning journalist and novelist conducts an
exacting examination of identity, secrecy and the relationship
between the individual, the state and technology in his new
book The Secret Life: Three True Stories.
[483] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Jeff Brazier
The Grief Survival Guide: How to navigate
loss and all that comes with it

Jeff Brazier has experienced bereavement in many forms: in
his childhood, helping his two boys through the devastating
death of their mother, Jade Goody, witnessing the anguish of
his own mum when she lost both of her parents and hearing
the stories of his life coaching clients who are coming to terms
with loss. Chaired by Carolyn Hitt.

This story spins from a chance find of an anonymous ‘love
diary’ written by a young man in the 1940s. It recounts the
everyday life of a generation of young men growing up in
mid-20th century Cairo. Ryzova uses Hosni’s story as a point
of entry to a particular historical experience: that of middle
class modernity located outside the metropolitan centre in
this historical ethnography. Ryzova is Lecturer in
Middle East History.
In partnership with University of Birmingham
[S21] 1pm THE STORYTELLING NOOK £10.30

Open Sky
Hairy Fairy Tails!

Open Sky proudly present their new show…Hairy Fairy
Tails! – classic fairy stories retold as never before through
rhyme. The stories offer simple life lessons for girls and boys:
be yourself, be kind, be open-minded and be brave, Fabulous
furry fun for all.
3+

2.30pm
[485] 2.30pm TATA TENT £8.30

Evan Davis
Post-Truth: Why We Have Reached Peak
Bullshit and What We Can Do About It

Low-level dishonesty is rife everywhere, in the form of
exaggeration, selective use of facts, economy with the truth,
careful drafting - from Trump and the Brexit debate to
companies that tell us, ‘your call is important to us’. How did
we get to a place where bullshit is not just rife but apparently
so effective that it’s become the communications strategy of
our times?
[486] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Bill Bailey talks to Jon Gower
Bill Bailey’s Remarkable Guide
to British Birds

The comedian introduces his humorous and very personal
guide to his favourite British birds, complete with drawings,
notes and cartoons and some spectacular impressions. ‘When
herons are spooked they have a habit of vomiting as a defence.
Half-digested pieces of eel and water vole skull on your head is
not a good look. Just so you know.’
Sponsored by R.M. Jones Pharmacy
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4pm

4pm

[HD103] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

[491] 4pm TATA TENT £9.30

[495] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Cressida Cowell

John Simpson

Laline Paull talks to Oliver Balch

Dragon Training and The Wizards of Once

We Chose to Speak of War and Strife:
The World of the Foreign Correspondent

Fictions: Ice

The Festival favourite author/illustrator returns to talk about
How to Train Your Dragon, and give the Hay audience a sneak
peek of her first new project in 18 years. Fantasy, magical
adventure The Wizards of Once will be published in September.
Cressida will read an exclusive extract and show illustrations.
The ‘world-conquering’ How to Train Your Dragon (also a
film and TV series) has sold eight million copies worldwide
and is on Hay’s list of 30 books for 30 years. Unmissable!
9+
[487] 2.30pm GOOD ENERGY StAGE £8.30

Francesca Rhydderch, Courttia Newland and
Frank Cottrell-Boyce
Protest!

When does a riot become a revolution? When does a
demonstration of dissent tip over into a moment of
unstoppable political change? Ra Page’s inspiring new
collection of stories matches fiction writers with great
moments of history: Rhydderch writes of the Welsh Language
protests of 1979; Cottrell-Boyce reimagines Venner’s Rising of
1661; Newland writes up the Poll Tax Riots of 1990.
[488] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Steve Westaby talks to Raymond Tallis
Fragile Lives

Examining specific cases, one of the world’s foremost
surgeons offers an exceptional insight, drawn from 35 years of
pioneering work, into the exhilarating and sometimes tragic
world of heart surgery.

The BBC World Affairs Editor tells the stories of journalists
reporting from the frontlines – from Crimea and Vietnam to
Mosul. Chaired by Matt Frei.
Sponsored by Gabbs Solicitors
[492] 4pm oxfam moot £7.30

Paula Byrne
The Genius of Jane Austen: Her Love of
Theatre and Why She Is a Hit in Hollywood
A radical look at Jane Austen as you’ve never seen her – as a
lover of farce, comic theatre and juvenilia. Byrne celebrates
Britain’s favourite novelist 200 years after her death and
explores why her books make such awesome movies, time
after time.
[493] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7.30

Richard J. Evans
The British Academy Lecture 2
The Pursuit of Power: Europe 1815-1914

Drawing on a lifetime of thinking about 19th-century Europe,
the pre-eminent historian re-evaluates this remarkable era
bounded by the Battle of Waterloo and the outbreak of World
War I. Charting overwhelming cultural, political and technological change, he highlights how Europe dominated the rest
of the world as never before or since.
In partnership with the British Academy
[494] 4pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

[489] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Michelle Oyen
Cambridge Series: Re-thinking Engineering
with Inspiration from Nature

The bio-engineer assesses the carbon footprint of popular
building materials like steel and concrete and discusses
approaches for substituting new bio-inspired materials instead.
In association with Cambridge University
[490] 2.30pm CUBE £7.30

Nathalie Haynes talks to Daniel Hahn
Fictions: The Children of Jocasta

The classicist and novelist reimagines the Oedipus and
Antigone stories from the perspectives of two of the women
who have often been overlooked, Jocasta and Ismene;
re-telling the myth to reveal a new side of an ancient story.

Tom Dyckhoff

The Age of Spectacle: Adventures in
Architecture and the 21st-Century City

In Dubai, a luxury apartment block is built in the shape of
a giant iPod. In China, President Xi Jinping denounces the
trend of constructing ‘bizarre’ new buildings in wacky shapes
and colours. In Cincinnati, celebrity architect Zaha Hadid
is paid millions to design a single ‘iconic’ structure – with
the hope of single-handedly transforming the region’s ailing
fortunes. These incidents are all part of the same story: the rise
of the age of spectacle. Chaired by Simon Jenkins.

Am ambitious and compelling new novel from the author of
The Bees. It’s the day after tomorrow and the Arctic sea ice
has melted. While global business carves up the new frontier,
cruise ships race each other to ever rarer wildlife sightings. The
passengers of the Vanir have come seeking a polar bear. What
they find is a dead body…
[496] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Charles Martell, Hilary Engel and
Julia Blackshaw
Apple Blossom Time

Celebrating our native apples and the variety of products
derived from them, by growers who care about nature and
the environment. Charles Martell is known for Stinking
Bishop cheese and now distils vintage spirits from fruit on his
Gloucestershire farm; Hilary Engel makes cider from apples
pressed by a Welsh mountain pony in a 17th-century mill;
and Julia Blackshaw makes mellifluous juices from her organic
orchard. They talk to Kitty Corrigan.
[497] 4pm CUBE £7.30

Richard Russo talks to Rosie Goldsmith
Fictions: Everybody’s Fool

A conversation with the Pulitzer Prize-winning writer about
his comedic masterpiece, a great American novel for our times.
Russo returns to North Bath, the Rust Belt town first brought
to unforgettable life in Nobody’s Fool.

5.30pm
[498] 5.30pm TATA TENT £10.30

Ken Loach talks to Francine Stock
The 2017 Raymond Williams Lecture

The film director talks about culture and society and his style
of socialist realism from his earliest 1960s television plays such
as Cathy Come Home to the masterpiece I, Daniel Blake.
[499] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Kent Nerburn and Robert Plant talk
to Andrew O’Hagan
Neither Wolf Nor Dog: On Forgotten Roads
with an Indian Elder

This special event marks the UK launch of Kent Nerburn’s
award-winning work of creative non-fiction depicting the epic
and intensely moving journey he made over 20 years ago with
a Native American elder named Dan. Musician Robert Plant
picked up a copy of Neither Wolf Nor Dog whilst touring the
States in 2014 and his passion for this masterpiece has led to
its publication here in Britain.
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5.30pm
[500] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £6.30

Ilan Pappe talks to Nik Gowing
The Biggest Prison on Earth

The Israeli historian presents his powerful and groundbreaking history of the Occupied Territories. He analyses legal
and security structures, political positions and abortive peace
attempts, and discusses the possibilities for reconciliation. His
other books include The Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine and Ten
Myths About Israel.
[501] 5.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Janusz Kozinski

The Humanist Engineer

80

Britain needs over one million more engineers. Only 11 per
cent of Britain’s engineers are women. Engineering degrees
have become a maths-science death march where students are
submerged in a theoretical deluge. Many of our most creative
and talented minds, particularly women, are choosing fields
where imaginative and human-centric thinking is cherished
not chided. The Engineering Renaissance emerging across the
world is re-imagining what it means to be an engineer and
what it means to educate engineers in a world that’s more
complex, more challenging yet more captivating than ever
before. Kozinski is senior adviser to the university project in
Hereford.
In partnership with NMITE–New Model in Technology
and Engineering
[502] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7.30

Sheila Hollins, Jane Perry, Matt Aeillo,
Charlotte Scott-Wilson and Veronica Wilkie
University of Worcester Series
A New Vision for Our Healthcare System

In a time of extreme stress for the NHS, is there another
way to deliver healthcare in the UK? Should we go back to
traditional roles, like matrons? Or should we innovate with
new professions like Physician Associates? Which new systems
can we find for dealing with an ageing population? Baroness
Hollins is Emeritus Professor in Psychiatry of Disability at
St George’s, University of London; Perry is Associate Head
of the Institute of Health & Society at the University of
Worcester; Aeillo is programme manager at Health Education
England and Wilkie, is a GP and Professor of Primary Care.
Scott-Wilson is a Physician Associate Graduate.
In partnership with University of Worcester

5.30pm
[503] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7.30

Jules Evans

The Art of Losing Control

Humans have always sought ecstatic experiences – moments
where they go beyond their ordinary self and feel connected to
something greater than them. Such moments are fundamental
to human flourishing. The philosopher sets out to discover
how people find ecstasy in a post-religious culture and maps
how it can be good for us but also harmful.

7pm
[504] 7pm OXFAM MOOT £8.30

Adam Hart-Davis
Very Heath Robinson: Stories of His Absurdly
Ingenious Inventions

A nostalgic look back to the imaginative and often frivolous
world of William Heath Robinson, one of the few artists to
have given his name to the English language. According to the
Oxford English Dictionary, the expression ‘Heath Robinson’
is used to describe ‘any absurdly ingenious and impracticable device of the kind illustrated by this artist’. Writer
and broadcaster Adam Hart-Davis explores the ingenious
contraptions.

USEFUL TO KNOW...
CASH ON SITE
There will be two cash machines on site, located next to the
Festival Food Hall. There will be a charge for these (required
by the providers, not the Festival.)

CERTIFICATION
We don’t impose age restrictions, although a standard
watershed of 9pm for anyone of primary school age is advised.
Many comedy performances may not be suitable for anyone
easily offended.

CHARITY PARTNERS
We work with a number of local and global charity
partners: Samaritans, Oxfam, Sense, Mind, Readathon,
Sri Lanka Rebuild, City of sanctuary, The North Weir Trust,
Hay2Timbuktu.
We also support Hay Library, other libraries and local schools.
There are occasionally collections after certain sessions.

DURATION
Most sessions on site last between 50 and 65 minutes and are
followed by book signings. Concerts and comedy shows last
70–90 minutes.

HAYDAYS EVENTS

We’ve been doing this for 30 years, and if there’s
one thing we’ve learned about who should have the
last word and how to close a festival, it’s this:

Events for children and families are included in the main
listings – look out for the events in coloured text. Please see the
HAYDAYS pages 6,7 for more info on the HAYDAYS venues.

[506] 8.30pm TATA TENT £30.30

Most venues are on the Festival Site on Brecon Road, and are
no more than two minutes’ walk from each other. St Mary’s
Church is behind the Swan Hotel. There is a shuttle bus
running between the site and the town throughout the day.
It’s a twelve-minute walk.

Bill Bailey
Larks in Transit

A compendium of travellers’ tales and the general shenanigans
of 20 years as a travelling comedian. With musical virtuosity,
surreal tangents and trademark intelligence, he tackles politics,
philosophy, the pursuit of happiness, death metal, ringtones…
and an excruciating encounter with Paul McCartney. Two
decades of life as a comic filtered through what the Telegraph
calls “the brainiest comic of his generation”.
Sponsored by The Rhydspence Inn

LOCATIONS

PHOTOGRAPHS
The photographs in the brochure were taken in previous
years at Hay by Marsha Arnold and the Hay Festival Academy.

PUNCTUALITY
We try to start all events on time. Doors will open between
5 and 15 minutes before the start time. If you are queuing please
talk to the people standing next to you – you’ll make
new friends.

VENUE CHANGES
It is sometimes necessary to switch venues. We don’t unless
we really need to. Please consult the screens at the festival
entrance when you arrive and in each of the venues on the
pre-show roll for updated news.
All details are correct at time of going to press.
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Hay Festival Bookshop

This year, the bookshop will be even bigger, with plenty of room
to relax and browse. We will be stocking all books by authors
attending the Festival, and holding book signings after almost
every event. Please note that only one book per person that is
not purchased from us can be accepted for signature. We are
open from 9am daily.

BBC Radio 3’s Sound Walk

ON SITE EXTRAS

8.30am-9.30am cube £7.30

Morning Iyengar Yoga session
with Wye Valley Yoga
Wake up and re-energise with our morning yoga class. Iyengar
yoga is characterised by precision, alignment and attention to
detail and is a safe yoga practice for all ages and abilities. Cori
and Pete Norton are certified Iyengar teachers and run regular
classes in Hay. Mats are provided, wear comfortable clothing.
See our website for online ticket sales and dates, hayfestival.org

From 2pm, Monday 29 May

In a Hay-clusive, Radio 3 will be bringing a distinctive blend
of ‘slow radio’ to Hay audiences with a four-hour-long
immersive broadcast of a walk from the Black Mountains to
Hay with music, poetry and moments of reflection from writer
Horatio Clare. ‘Slow radio’ is similar to the ‘slow television’
tradition and often comprises single broadcasts of ambient or
transcendental music with speech that help listeners to relax and
take time out. Hay visitors will have the chance to listen to the
broadcast of Sound Walk on Monday 29 May from 2-6pm. Visit
the BBC Tent any time from 1.45pm to collect headphones.
Alternatively, pop along at any time after the broadcast and
you’ll be able to listen at your leisure throughout the festival.
Visit the BBC Tent for more information.

Illustration Hot Desk in Make
and Take Tent

Come and see wonderful illustrators such as Chris Riddell at
work every day in the Make and Take tent and find out what
it’s like to be a working illustrator. See who’s in residence each
day on the chalkboard outside the Make and Take tent and
check it out on #hayillustrates

British Council Illustrator in Residence

Hay Festival is pleased to welcome Kamila Slocinska from
Aarhus, Denmark, as British Council Illustrator in Residence.
Kamila will work on the festival site creating work inspired
by events, people and conversations, and you can visit her at
the Illustration Hot Desk in the Make and Take Tent in the
HAYDAYS courtyard. Her new work, created at Hay Festival,
will be shown at the International Children’s Hay Festival in
Aarhus, Denmark from 26–29 October 2017.

AARHUS39: Quests and Odysseys
in the Summerhouse

Exhibition of international children’s illustrators, commissioned to create original work for the Aarhus39 anthologies
celebrating 39 young writers for children and teenagers from
across Europe, on the theme of ‘journey’, in the Summerhouse
on the Hay Festival site. Among these are Axel Scheffler,
Benji Davies, Chris Riddell and Kamila Slocinska. Please call
by to view. Open all day every day (except occasional private
functions).

8.30pm 29, 31 MAY, 2 JUNE FESTIVAL FOOD HALL

Hay Festival Wine Club Tastings
The Hay Festival Wine Club in partnership with Southern
Wines Ltd is hosted by Simon Leschallas. The three subjects will
be Vondeling wines from South Africa, fortified wines, sherries
and ports for the summer, and rosé and white wines for those
balmy summer days and evenings. The Hay Festival Food Hall
and its full range of food outlets will be open throughout the
evening for you to enjoy a bite before or after the tasting session.
8.30pm 30, 1, 3 JUNE FESTIVAL FOOD HALL

Hay Festival Craft Beer Club Tastings

Join Hay’s craft beer gurus Beer Revolution for a fun tasting
session. Sample treats from some of the breweries and cider
houses that are putting the area on the UK foodie map. The
Hay Festival Food Hall and its full range of food outlets will
be open throughout the evening for you to enjoy a bite before
or after the tasting session. Beer Revolution is also sponsoring
Miracle Brew–A Journey into the Four Ingredients of Beer with
writer Pete Brown at 7pm on Tuesday 30 May.

Hereford College of Arts

Once again Hereford College of Arts enriches the Hay Festival
programme this year with workshops run by BA Illustration
students and staff from animation, illustration, photography
and textiles departments. You will see illustrations and artwork
all around the site produced by the students and commissioned
by the Festival to celebrate Hay 30. The Performing Arts
Department is collaborating with writer Nicola Davies and
Open Sky Theatre to produce 3000 Chairs, an uplifting
performance about the power of kindness and empathy in the
face of war and displacement.

FOOD & DRINK
Festival Bars

For a pint of real ale, a glass of wine or a jug of Pimm’s to enjoy
in the sunshine head to the Festival Bars. New for this year is
the Airstream Bar in the Food Hall.

Friends Café

The café is open early for your first shot of coffee through to the
call for last orders. Join your friends or make new ones here.

Graze

Graze will once again be serving up superb Welsh and locally
sourced food, from tapas, sharing platters, steaks, fresh fish
and salads to desserts to die for. Champagne, wines and Welsh
ales also available, as well as posh pizza from the bar. Graze
was previously BLAS and is run by Capital Cuisine from just
outside Cardiff: visit capitalcui-sine.co.uk for the full menu.

Relish Festival Restaurant
Café, Bar, Restaurant

Relish returns to Hay Festival 2017, bringing you the Festival
Restaurant, Café and Bar. The restaurant will open each day of
the Festival for lunch and dinner, serving delicious dishes using
only the best local, seasonal ingredi-ents. The bar will serve draft
beers, wine and cocktails, including superb Bloody Marys. The
café will offer light bites, barista coffees and other deli treats to
eat in or take away. “We have developed our Relish Café, Bar
and Restaurant on focused, timely and endearing customer
service, making your festival experience a memorable one.’
Private parties welcome during the festival. To book call
01285 658 444 or email info@relishmail.co.uk.

Coffee Cart
There are three Coffee Cart outlets at the Festival, situated in
the Friends Café, Food Hall and on the walkway towards the
Tata Tent, all serving the finest fresh coffee and tea.

Shepherds
If you are looking for irresistible ice-creams, sublime sundaes
and toppings that are just topping, you’re in the right place.
Shepherds have been making artisan ice-cream since 1987,
using a unique recipe based on sheep’s milk. Visit their on-site
stall or their café/ice-cream parlour at 9 High Town, Hay-onWye, recently chosen by Condé Nast Traveller as one of the
World’s Best Local Ice-Cream Shops. Follow them on Facebook
or Twitter @shepherdsices. So don’t be a lost sheep. Flock to
Shepherds.

FESTIVAL FOOD HALL
Buon Gusto Pizza

Buon Gusto is pleased once again to serve you at Hay Festival,
where our authentic Italian pizza is made fresh every day in the
Food Hall. Choose from the quirky Festival-themed menu and
enjoy stone-baked pizza, which uses our unique dough recipe
and is cooked to order. Open every day until late.

Café Môr

The Pembrokeshire Beach Food Company proudly presents
Café Môr, multi award-winning street food specialising in the
finest seafood and seaweed from Wales and the UK. Sample
our famous sea-shore-inspired delights such as freshly baked
seashore wraps and fish chowder with Ship’s Biscuits. We also
have the Lobster Shack offering divine Pembrokeshire Lobster
and Crab as well as our fabulous Captain Cat’s Fish ‘n’ Chips
and Calamari. Food for all you sea lovers.
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FESTIVAL FOOD HALL
Gelli Smokehouse

Welcome to Gelli Smokehouse, the place for beautifully tender
and succulent beef and pork. Our local-ly sourced fresh meat is
smoked low and slow for sensational flavour and texture. If you
fancy sticky smoked BBQ ribs, tender 14-hour smoked brisket or
pulled pork, with fresh breads and homemade slaw, just pull into
the Food Hall and find Gelli Smokehouse.

Old Granary Pierogi

Old Granary Pierogi has developed from our passion for
cooking and eating good wholesome food. We’re a Polish family
that has chosen to settle in wonderful rural Herefordshire,
embracing British cui-sine and infusing it with our Polish
culinary knowledge and heritage. Pierogi is a traditional, hearty
dish that resembles Italian ravioli when boiled or the traditional
Cornish pasty when baked. The baked pie-rogi we specialise in,
are hand-crafted in yeast dough cases, hand-rolled and stuffed
with our unique meaty and vegetarian fillings. Along with both
types of pierogi, we also serve other Polish dishes such as kopytka
(Polish gnocchi) with wild mushroom sauce or beef goulash,
our signature bigos (hunter’s stew), Polish style breakfasts and
a selection of soups. Vegetarian, vegan and gluten-free options
available.
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Slate of Cheese

We offer a selection of Welsh cheeses on a variety of handprepared platters. We also have a range of tapas: olives,
houmous, vegetable crisps and pies. Our menu changes daily,
and for this year’s Festival we have created a delicious open
sandwich using fresh Talgarth Mill bread as well as tasty cheese
on toast. We invite all cheese lovers to visit us in the Festival
Food Hall.

Veg Out

Veg Out specialises in fresh, flavourful vegetarian food, with
vegan and gluten-free options. Whether you go for a vegetable
curry or fresh soup and super salads, you’ll walk away feeling
satisfied and virtu-ous.

Welsh Venison

We are a local farming family, butcher’s and farmshop. We are
delighted to offer Festival followers the healthy venison option,
and will be open every day with a varied menu including our
famous venison burgers, chilli, meatballs, salads and wedges. For
the earlybirds, our free-range egg and bacon rolls are a great way
to start the day. Our farmshop, stocked with Welsh produce,
local bread and gifts for the home, is also worth a visit:
beaconsfarmshop.co.uk.

XOX

Fresh, homemade, flavoured pasta served hot with a range of
sauces and meats. Examples are: The Spicy Juan and Mexican
& Chorizo Mac ‘n’ Cheese. The vegetarian option includes
halloumi cheese.

Xtreme Organix was created just a few fields away from the
Festival site, and this year we are delighted to bring you Celtic
Pride Beef and Lamb burgers in locally sourced buns with salad.
This year we will have chips, too. Breakfasts and children’s
meals will be available all day. Why not try one of our freshly
prepared meat or vegetarian stir fries?

Lotty’s Pure Indulgence

Yellow Turban Thali

Lilo’s Pasta

Visit Lotty’s for a delicious range of homemade food, including
full breakfasts, savoury tarts, salads, Thai veg/vegan curry, steak
and kidney stew, Italian stone-baked pizza slices, decadent puds,
cakes and brownies. Plus gluten-free options for mains and
puddings. Come and indulge!

Meat & Greek

We are a Cardiff-based Greek Cypriot family, passionate about
sharing our authentic, freshly cooked Souvlaki. Greeks don’t do
anything by halves, especially food, and we are proud of the fact
that our portions are generous and our ingredients wholesome.
All of our food is cooked to perfection over charcoal. So what is
Souvlaki? Think toasted pitta breads packed with hand-cut cubes
of charcoal-cooked chicken or pork, market-fresh salad, topped
with a helping of homemade tzatziki or houmous and garnished
with parsley and onion – delicious! If meat isn’t your thing, just
swap it for charcoal-cooked halloumi and get stuck in!

Enjoy healthy, tasty Festival food from the Bristol-based Yellow
Turban Thali. We will be serving vege-tarian, vegan and gluten
free Indian street food with masala omelette for breakfast with
chai, plus snacks of pakoras and samosas with tamarind sauce
throughout the day. Or try our authentic, Thali plate for a more
substantial meal; with two contrasting curries, dahl, the finest
basmati rice and chut-neys. Savour and enjoy our food, the
mountain air and your full Hay Festival experience.

The Handmade Scotch Egg Company

From the borders of rural Herefordshire, The Handmade
Scotch Egg Company is really egg’cited to be part of this year’s
30th anniversary Festival. We will be proudly serving our literary
themed lunch boxes inspired by our renowned Scotch eggs,
fairy frittata and jumble rolls all served on a nest of freshly made
salads with Ledbury apple juice and bread. All backed up with
our much loved Scotch egg counter stuffed with over 20 of our
favourite eggs’traordinary recipes. Proper picnicking! We are
also currently hatching a brand new Scotch egg which we will be
launching at the Festival.

EXHIBITORS
Acorn Property Group

Acorn Property Group is an independent development
and regeneration company that has for more than 20 years
successfully created a range of residential refurbishment and
new-build schemes. With offices in London, Bristol, Cardiff,
the South and South West of England, we specialise in
bespoke developments to meet the local community’s needs.
Established in 1995, Acorn has a strong focus on the provision
of interesting, complementary and sustainable architecture
that adds quality to its immediate environment. The company
is proud to have a countrywide portfolio including urban and
rural locations, brownfield and greenfield sites, new-build
and conversions, including listed buildings and numerous
residential and commercial mixed-use sites. Bookers Edge,
coming soon to Hay-on-Wye, will include a bespoke collection
of two-, three- and four-bedroom homes bordered by open
countryside and within walking distance of the town centre,
acornpropertygroup.org; @AcornPG; sales@acornpg.org;
029 2010 0650.

Bonne Maman Desserts

Bonne Maman’s new range of delicious desserts are made to
simple, timeless French recipes, using the finest ingredients.
Come and try a luscious Strawberry Mousse or Chocolate
Mousse, made with just fresh cream and whole milk plus gently
simmered strawberries or fine cocoa and then whisked together
to make little pots of Bonne Maman perfection;
bonnemaman.co.uk

Cats Protection

Cats Protection Sponsorship is truly rewarding. Whomever you
buy the sponsorship for, it offers a wonderful way to show that
you care. Sponsors receive a welcome pack and regular updates
on how their support is assisting the charity;
helpline@cats.org.uk; cats.org.uk.

Christ College, Brecon

Independent Boarding and Day Education for Boys and Girls
aged 7–18 years. At Christ College, education is about learning
with enthusiasm and enjoyment; living and growing in a culture
where every individual counts and where staff and pupils
are passionate about what they do. It is about challenges and
adventures of every sort – all conducted around our inspiring
campus on the outskirts of Brecon.
Please visit christcollegebrecon.com for details.

Educational Play

Beautiful handmade wooden equipment is supplied by
Educational Play, a sister company of The Playhouse
Company. Based in Hereford, this family-run business was
founded 20 years ago and manufacturers a wide range of
wooden products for schools and nurseries. Educational
Play is delighted to provide a Little Chunky Castle as well
as a Classroom Loft for children to enjoy over the Festival.
theplayhousecompany.co.uk; 01544 387 100.

01497 822 629
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Edward Bulmer Natural Paint

Edward Bulmer Natural Paint is a Herefordshire-based
company producing a range of natural paints in 72 beautiful
colours. Their paint is unique because they use only natural
pigments. Edward has used only 12 pigments used by artists for
centuries to create a range which is tonally harmonious. They
de-clare all their ingredients and do not use toxic chemicals –
so causing no nasty headaches or allergic re-actions. The
paints are as durable and easy to use as acrylic, plastic
alternatives; in fact, only two coats are needed. The paint is
healthy for everyone, the home and the environment.
They are happy to dis-cuss decorating needs and are happy
to help; edwardbulmerpaint.co.uk;
info@edwardbulmerpaint.co.uk; 01544 388535

Farmers’ Welsh Lavender

Farmers’ Welsh Lavender make body creams and balms high
in the hills of Wales, half an hour by car from Hay-on-Wye.
In 2003 journalist Nancy Durham and philosopher Bill
Newton-Smith decided to see if lavender would grow on their
windswept hillside at 1,100 feet. It did, and the oil they distil
on the farm is the unique ingredient in many of their products.
They’re bringing their farm shop to the festival filled with
their beautifully made, luxurious products and other delightful
objects made in Wales, plus a few from their travels beyond.
Farmers’ Welsh Lavender can be found across the UK, and
internationally in a range of independent stores in Europe
and North America; welshlavender.com; on Facebook and
Instagram as Farmers’ Welsh Lavender; @welshlavender;
01982 552 467.

Greenpeace

Greenpeace works to defend the natural world and promote
peace by investigating, exposing and confronting environmental
abuse, and championing environmentally responsible solutions;
greenpeace.co.uk; 020 7865 8100/0800 269 065

Hannibal Brown Wines

Hannibal Brown offers artisan wines from all over the world,
with an emphasis on organic and ethical winemaking. Their
wines will be available to try before you buy throughout
the Festival. We also pro-vide a unique label design and
personalisation service; using your photos, images or company
logos, we will design you a bespoke wine label on the wine
of your choice. This service is available while you wait. Hay
Festival visitors will be able to take advantage of a special festival
discounted rate. Hannibal Brown delivers nationwide daily and
worldwide with no minimum order requirement;
hannibalbrown.com; personalisedwinedesign.co.uk.

Hay Does Vintage

On site for the fifth consecutive year, Kelli and Jo join forces
again and look forward to welcoming old and new friends to their
boutique. Visit Hay Does Vintage to rummage through the rails
in search of glorious one-off treasures. Find plenty of clothes,
accessories and jewellery with Jo (Hay Does Vintage) and Kelli
(Vintage Tramp). Follow events on Facebook or Twitter @
haydoesvintage and @vintagetramp

ON SITE EXTRAS
Mari Thomas Jewellery

Mari Thomas is an award-winning Welsh designer-jeweller,
producing beautiful collections inspired by language and
landscape. She works in solid sterling silver and gold. Designs
range from Champagne bubbles to snippets of poetry etched
onto the jewellery; www.marithomas.com; Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/marithomasjewellery;
@MariTJewellery; info@marithomas.com; 01558 660001

Mid Wales My Way

Mid Wales My Way is delighted to be part of the 30th
Anniversary of Hay Festival. Hay is the beautifully formed
gateway to mid Wales where the handsome Wye Valley leads
you through glorious landscapes. After the thrill of an uplifting
walk or bike ride where you will be enchanted by dramatic
views, why not descend to a welcoming pub or restaurant to
experience the mouth-watering tastes of the region? Mid Wales
is renowned for friendly people and here you can discover
legendary stories and come away with very special memories.
Mid Wales has its own dragon legend and you may spot Magical
Wyn at the Festival enjoying a rare break from his sleeping
place deep within our mighty Welsh mountains. Please visit
stand 23 to take part in our competition or find out more at
MidWalesMyWay.com, 01597 827657

Oxfam

Visit the Oxfam Bookshop at Hay – you’ll find it packed with
great books, cards, CDs and more. From contemporary fiction
to history, cookery to children’s titles, we’ve got it covered.
Better still, every purchase helps poor communities around the
world. Buy just three books and Oxfam could give a youngster
a school kit including pens, books, paper and classroom
equipment – everything they need to go to school.

Persimmon Homes

An exciting housebuilder, constructing new homes across
East Wales, Newent and Hay-on-Wye. Readers Retreat
is our new collection in Hay. Ideal for first-time buyers
through to families looking for more space;
persimmonhomes.com/readers-retreat-10676.

Prospect Magazine

RsPB Cymru

Come and chat to the RSPB team and find out more about
Wales’ fantastic wildlife. We’ll have a hive of activity on our
stand as well as some fun family-friendly events, as we find out
what creatures are hiding under the logs and long grass in our
wild garden. We’ll also be hosting a special event on 31 May
as we delve deeper into the State of Nature 2016 report, with
guests who will discuss the future of farming in Wales postBrexit. For further details about our work visit
rspb.org.uk/wales; cymru@rspb.org.uk;
02920 353000.
Dewch i gael sgwrs gyda thîm yr RSPB i weld sut gallech chi
ddarganfod byd natur rhyfeddol Cymru. Bydd ein stondin yn
llawn o weithgareddau difyr a bydd gennym ni ddigwyddiadau
hwyl i’r teulu wrth i ni weld pa greaduriaid sy’n cuddio o dan
y boncyffion a glaswellt hir ein gardd wyllt. Rydym hefyd yn
edrych ymlaen at gynnal digwyddiad arbennig ar 31 Mai wrth
i ni edrych yn fwy manwl ar adroddiad Sefyllfa Byd Natur
2016, gyda gwestai arbennig fydd yn trafod dyfodol ffermio yng
Nghymru ar ôl Brexit. Am fanylion pellach am ein gwaith ewch i
rspb.org.uk/wales; cymru@rspb.org.uk;
02920 353000.

Serious Readers

Home of the world’s best reading lights, Serious Readers has
over 250,000 fans in more than 60 countries around the globe.
Owners of Serious Readers’ lights include authors, surgeons,
MPs, judges, academics and royalty – wherever a great mind
needs a great light, you will find Serious Readers.
seriousreaders.com

The Great English Outdoors and Still Ethical
Buy from us with confidence and choose from our carefully
sourced selection of wonderful clothing, Welsh blankets, useful
but beautiful objects for the home, all from our well known
shop in Hay, The Great English Outdoors. Joining us is Still
Ethical, a unique clothing and homeware collection. Designer
Sophie Mason works in close collaboration with artisans in
India and Nepal, exploring her passion for handcrafted textiles;
greatenglish.co.uk; 01497 821205.
stillethical.com; 07983 552217.

Woodland Trust

Quakers in Britain

Quakers are a faith group committed to working towards
equality, simplicity and peace. Visit us at the Festival to find
out more about our history and our work on issues from equal
marriage to forced migration. We have activities for children,
resources for all ages, and people ready to chat. Or just come
and experience some valuable silence.
quaker.org.uk; outreach@quaker.org.uk; fb.com/
QuakersinBritain; @knowmorequakers; 0207 663 1017.

We want to see a UK rich in native woods and trees, for people
and wildlife – join us to discover how planting a tree can make
a difference. Come along to meet our friendly team and learn
about our Charter for trees, woods and people that we will
launch later this year, to coincide with the 800th anniversary of the Charter of the Forest. And you can spend some
time relaxing in a deckchair in the garden by the ancient tree;
woodland trust.org.uk; enquiries@woodlandtrust.org.uk.
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OFF Site Extras

IN TOWN

Vintage Market

Richard Booth’s Bookshop Event

Hay’s weekly Vintage Market is a dedicated group of
specialists selling a range of retro clothing, from 1950s tea
dresses and converse footwear to accessories, collectables
and homeware.

Jackie Morris, Illustrator in Residence
27-29 May free drop in

Drop in to see illustrator-in-residence Jackie Morris upstairs in
Richard Booth’s Bookshop over the Bank Holiday weekend.
Her work is informed by a love of all animals and the natural
world. Jackie lives and works in a small cottage by the sea with
her two children, three dogs and far too many cats.

Fair on the Square
27, 28, 29 MAY, 10am-5.30pm HAY MEMORIAL SQUARE

Enjoy a free weekend street party with live music, food and
an eclectic vintage market in the centre of Hay. Taking place
in a colourful marquee in Memorial Square, with the historic
Hay Castle as a backdrop, Broadsheep’s Pete Mustill presents
a back-to-back programme of live music from some of the
best acts in the region, including a special appearance by the
Decibels Choir. Soak up the festival atmosphere, tap your
feet to great bands, munch on delicious food, browse the
street stalls and enjoy this weekend of festivities.

Marquee Supper Club
27, 28 MAY, 8pm HAY MEMORIAL SQUARE
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A pop-up travelling restaurant serving a Mediterraneaninspired, five-course feast in aid of Refugee Community
Kitchen and HOWLS, the supporters group set up to save
Hay Library from closure. £45 for five courses. Tickets from
Shepherds Ice Cream Parlour or
juliet@shepherdsicecream.co.uk/ 07970556813.

Hay Market Day
25 MAY, 1 JUNE, 8am-4pm
HAY MEMORIAL SQUARE, CLOCK TOWER
& BUTTER MARKET

Trading for over 700 years, Hay Market is held in the centre
of town every Thursday. With over 40 stalls offering a diverse
range of products, from locally grown vegetables and herbs to
artisan bread and antiques, there is something for everyone.
Many say it is “the best day in Hay”, so come to visit, socialise,
eat, shop and, most of all, enjoy!

Saturday Produce Market
3 JUNE, 9am-5pm CHEESE MARKET HALL

The Saturday Produce Market offers delicious homemade
pastries, cakes and treats, artisan bread, African rugs and
baskets, plus handspun yarns and woollen items.

Flea Market
26 MAY and 2 JUNE, 9am-5pm

The Flea Market sells an eclectic range of bric-a-brac,
antiques, collectables, jewellery, books and vintage items from
local dealers.

31 MAY and 2 JUNE 9am-5pm CHEESE MARKET HALL

Hay Castle Food Market
10am–6pm HONESTY BOOKSHOP

Step off the high street into Hay Castle’s attractive walled
garden, sit under canvas and taste great street food from the
Welsh Borders.

The Menagerie Night Market 6pm onwards
A new evening pop-up on Fridays, Saturdays and Bank
Holiday Sunday. Enjoy excellent DJs, the Bookshop Bar and
dining al fresco. Expect small brewery beer, local cider, fine
wines and delicious food.

HAY FESTIVAL
FARM WALKS

Brobury Farm

[510] FRIDAY 2 JUNE 9am £13.30 meet at box office

Charlie and David Blandford’s farm lies alongside the River
Wye, in the heart of Kilvert country, and produces top quality
lamb and arable crops. Our visit includes a walk of up to a
mile followed by demonstrations of working sheep-dogs, sheep
shearing and wool spinning. There will also be the opportunity
to taste lamb that has been produced on the farm.

ADDITIONAL WALKS
BANK HOLIDAY MONDAY 29 MAY £8 adult, £4
child (includes bus fare) 11.15am to 3.30pm
MEET AT HAY CASTLE BUS STOP, OXFORD ROAD

Hay Ho! Bus Walks

Join local walking guidebook authors Les Lumsdon and Mike
Ledlie on a beautiful walk in the Welsh Borders. Catch the
11.25 Hay Ho! bus, alight in England and walk back to Hay
via Walkers Cottage and Clifford Church. Learn a little
about local history and the story of Hay Ho! along the way.
Easy walking with gentle climbs, five miles, several stiles; sorry,
no dogs (except guide dogs). Walk ends in Hay at 3.30pm.
See www.droverholidays.co.uk for details and booking or ring
01497 821134.

These walks are booked through the Hay Festival Box office
in the normal way, online or by phone on 01497 822 629.

HAY TOURS

Join local vet Barney Sampson and agronomist Jonathon
Harrington as they explore farms in the local area. Meet at
9am at the Festival box office; coaches will return to the
festival site at around 1pm. On the day please wear walking
boots or Wellingtons and waterproof clothing in case of
inclement weather. These are visits to real working farms
and are suitable for anyone interested in learning about food
and farming. Families are welcome but children must be
supervised at all times.

The local organisation Hay Tours run guided walking tours
around the town with information on people, places and
past events in the history of the town. They aim to provide a
colourful overview of Hay and its cultural heritage. They are
designed to be short, entertaining and fun.

Trevithel Court Farm
[508] MONDAY 29 MAY 2017 9am £13.30
meet at box office

David and Catherine James’ cider orchards are carefully
managed to produce a range of cider apples for Bulmers and
Gaymers for their premium brands, some of which will be
available for tasting. In a happily synergistic relationship
with a local beekeeper, the trees are pollinated by bees, the
nectar making delicious honey. Look inside the beehives and
learn how bees make honey and store it for the winter.

Maesllwch Farm
[509]WEDNESDAY 31 MAY 9am £13.30
meet at box office

Visit Andrew and Rachel Giles’ farm to see how their
herd of dairy cows produce most of their milk from grass.
Visitors can enter the milking parlour and help to milk
some of the cows, as well as see the young calves. Learn
how the cows are fed and find out how their four stomachs
enable them to digest grass. Samples of dairy products will
be provided for tasting and a cheese maker will demonstrate
their craft. A minimum age of eight years is required to take
part in this walk.

SATURDAY 27 MAY 10am–12pm

Explore Hay’s Old Railway

£6

The railway formed an important part of life in Hay for more
than 100 years, preceded by a horse-drawn tram that followed
the same route from Brecon to Kington. An exact replica model
of the railway was recently discovered and restored by members
of Hay History Group. The tour begins with a demonstration
of the working model before heading across town to follow the
route of the railway line from Hay Station to The Warren. This
scenic walk of about three miles is mostly flat and incorporates
town pavements and farmland footpaths with some stiles. Tour
begins and ends in the centre of Hay outside the Cheese Market
Hall, Memorial Square, HR3 5AF.
MONDAY 29 MAY 10am–12pm

Hay Heritage Trail

£6

This tour takes in all the main historic features of Hay,
including the Cheese and Butter Markets, some of the town’s
former public wells and many of its pubs (there used to be 40
inns in Hay back in the good old days). It also covers the three
gateways to the original medieval walled town, Hay Castle,
and the place where people would ford the River Wye before
the first bridge was built in 1763. Tour begins and ends in
the centre of Hay outside the Cheese Market Hall, Memorial
Square, HR3 5AF.

hayfestival.org
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WEDNESDAY 31 MAY 3pm-4pm
£6

To Bredwardine
& Peterchurch

Hay Bookshop Tour

A tour covering the history of the bookshops of Hay, telling the
story of the development of the book trade in the town. You
will also learn about the history of many of the buildings, often
architectural gems, that house the bookshops. Tour begins and
ends outside the Cheese Market Hall, Memorial Square, HR3
5AF, in the centre of Hay.
FRIDAY 2 JUNE 2pm–4pm

Armstrong Murder Trail

£6

To Hay Bluff
& Capel-y-ffin

Major Herbert Rowse Armstrong was the only solicitor in the UK
ever to be hanged, on 31 May 1922. He was convicted of murdering
his wife with arsenic. He worked in Hay and lived in Cusop. This
two-mile walk takes in the relevant sites to explain the story of the
events. The walk leader will suggest that Major Armstrong should
not have been convicted upon the basis of the evidence given at his
trial. Walk begins at the Clock Tower, Broad Street, HR3 5BU
and ends at Cusop Church, with an optional group walk back into
Hay.
SUNDAY 4 JUNE 10am–11.30am
£6 ADULTS, £3 CHILDREN UNDER 16

This tour tells the story of Eliza, a Victorian schoolgirl who
loses her little white dog, Moss, on Market Day. In chasing
around town after the dog, she follows a trail that reveals some
interesting facts about Hay’s past. The story is brought to life
with archive photographs and illustrated characters contained
within a booklet for you to keep. Tour begins and ends at the
Cheese Market Hall, Memorial Square, HR3 5AF.
Tickets and Booking for Hay Tours only: We strongly
recommend booking tour places in advance via haytours.org, or
ring Alan Nicholls on 01497822722. Maximum group size is 16
for all walks listed above. We aim to leave promptly at the given
start time. Please aim to arrive a few minutes early to ensure tours
can leave on time. All the Hay Tours walks are designed to be
strolls around the streets of Hay and immediate environs. These
are not hikes, so are suitable to all ages and fitness levels. Children
are welcome if accompanied by an adult. Dogs welcome too, if
kept on a lead. The tours will go ahead in poor weather unless
conditions are exceptionally adverse. Tour guides reserve the right
to turn away latecomers or those without an advance booking.

To Hay Festival
Park & Ride at
Baskerville Hall,
Clyro Court

Eliza Trail

Who We Are
Hay Tours is a community enterprise managed by Hay History
Group (hayhistorygroup.co.uk). We work to promote the
cultural heritage of Hay-on-Wye, by offering friendly, informative
guided tours of Hay and the immediate vicinity. All profits
are put back into the organisation to cover its costs and ensure
future sustainability. Our tour guides are trained local volunteers
who enjoy bringing the heritage of Hay to life. The town has
a fascinating history, much of which can be uncovered just by
walking along the main streets.
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TRAVEL & ACCOMMODATION

Getting to Hay

The Village Shuttle Bus Service

Car charging

Hay-on-Wye is situated just off the A438 between Brecon
and Hereford. The Festival is well signposted. The nearest
railway station is Hereford, 21 miles away, and Hereford bus
station is served by National Express coaches.

Avoid the queues and choose the greener way to travel – leave
your car at home this year and take the Village Shuttle Bus
which links up local villages to the festival site. The buses will
call at stops including Llanigon, Felindre, Glasbury, Talgarth
and Bronllys. Tickets cost £3 per journey. To find out more
go to hayfestival.org/shuttlebus.

Hay Festival is offering electric car charging points at the
Clyro Court Park & Ride site (HR3 5LE). There will be four
13 amp sockets available; if your car requires it, you will need
to bring your own adapter. The chargers will be available on
a first-come, first-served basis. There is also one fast charger
available in the local area at Drovers Cycle Hire, bookable
online.

Railway enquiries nationalrail.co.uk
08457 48 49 50
Coach information from nationalexpress.com
08705 80 80 80
Public transport information from traveline.info
08712 00 22 33

Special Festival Bus Linking Hereford to Hay
and Worcester to Hay
Our special bus service links with trains and coaches at
Hereford’s train and bus stations and also Worcester
Crowngate Bus Station. This service runs for the duration of
the Festival.
Tickets Hereford to Hay:
Adults, £7 single, £10 return.
Children, £3 single, £5 return.
Family of up to four persons (max. two adults)
£20 return.
New for 2017 – 10-trip ticket for £35 – available from the
driver.
Tickets Worcester to Hay (via Hereford):
Adults, £15 return.
Children, £10 return.
Family of up to four persons (max. two adults)
£30 return.
Through tickets all the way to Hay (train and bus)
can be purchased at train stations nationwide.

Scheduled Bus Services
There is also a scheduled bus service (Service 39) from
Hereford and Brecon to Hay-on-Wye operating six days a
week, Mondays to Saturdays. The 39A Hay Ho! Bus runs on
Sundays and Bank Holiday Monday at 10.15am, 1.15pm and
4.15pm from Hereford Train Station. Detailed timetables for
all services at hayfestival.org/travel.

Car Share Scheme
Hay Festival partners with goCarShare,
BlaBlaCar.com and Liftshare to help connect drivers with
spare seats and those needing help getting to Hay. It’s a great
way to meet like-minded people, as well as being a big help in
reducing carbon emissions and congestion – and it also saves
everyone money.

Local Taxis
Taxi share scheme is available from:
A2B Taxis 01874 658 899
Radnor and Kington Taxis 07831 898 361
Booktown Taxis 07881 726547
Hay Bus Hay Taxi 07974 106656

Self Drive Hire

LT Baynham, Whitecross Road, Hereford
01432 273 298

Official Hay Festival All Weather
Car Parking
In order to reduce traffic and avoid congestion in our tiny
town, we urge you to park in our official car park. This is
located at Clyro Court (Baskerville Hall Hotel), HR3 5LE.
A direct, free and frequent shuttle bus service will operate
between Clyro Court and the Festival site, dropping you off
right outside the entrance. These buses will run from before
the first event and until after the last event, with a normal
journey time of under ten minutes. The car park is also
suitable even if it rains, so should the weather turn inclement,
you will not be left stuck in the mud! Parking costs £6 per
day, with discounts for multiple days. You can book in
advance at hayfestival.org or just pay on the day.
Disabled parking is available on the Festival site. Disabled
parking spaces can be pre-booked by phone at the time of
booking tickets.

Park with care
Please park with consideration for local residents. We ask you
not to park on the highway or grass verges.

Book Town Festival Shuttle Bus

A regular shuttle bus service runs between the Festival site
and the town centre throughout the Festival. Day tickets for
the shuttle bus are £1.50. Pick up and drop off points are
Oxford Road Car Park and the Festival site. The shuttle bus is
supported by Richard Booth’s Bookshop.

Cycle Park

A cycle park is available on the Festival site.

Accommodation

visithay.co.uk is the official accommodation booking agent
for Hay Festival for 2017 and has replaced our Bedfinder
service. For all enquiries please email info@visithay.co.uk or
call Sarah on 01497 822620/ 07375 396748. Alternatively,
try our sponsor hotels and campsites. They are all excellent.
Visitors may also contact the following Tourist
Information Services:
Hay-on-Wye 01497 820 144
Talgarth 01874 712 226
Brecon 01874 622 485
Crickhowell 01873 812 105
Hereford 01432 268 430
Kington 01544 230 778

Camping
Borders Hideaway, luxury caravan and camping facilities –
three miles from the festival. 01497 82015; bhhhp.co.uk
Camping at Tangerine Fields, a short walk from the Festival
site. www.tangerinefields.co.uk
Camping by Pillow at Wye Meadow, 01666 504 601
pillow.co.uk
Gypsy Castle Camping, a two-minute walk from the Festival
site, www.gypsycastlecamping.co.uk
outdoors@hay, self-pitch camping, a short walk from the
Festival site, 01497 820426 or visit
training-activities.co.uk/hayfestival
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HAY ON EARTH

With our direct impacts we have focused on the core
areas of energy, waste, transport, procurement and
venues. Achievements include:
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Hay on Earth is Hay Festival’s ongoing
sustainability programme. The Hay on
Earth Forum on Thursday 25 May is a series
of sustainability-focused events exploring
current issues including new developments
and technological advances in agriculture,
turning waste into fashion, and exploring
solutions to our transport problems. There
are also many other green events throughout
the week.
We have pledged to apply the principles we discuss on
stage to our own practices at Hay Festival Wales. For
10 years, we have been engaged in a programme of
managing and mitigating our environmental impact
through the Hay on Earth programme.
We have focused on three key areas: our own direct
impacts; the impacts of our audience and the
programming of events that will stimulate debate
and discussion about key issues. We use BS8901 and
ISO20121 as our management guides and some of our
key achievements are as follows:

 verall reduction in use of resources including
O
printed materials (down by 35%), diesel (down by
20%) and electricity (down by 25%). Last year we
switched the entire site over to LED festoon lighting,
resulting in an 84% reduction in electricity use
on 2015.
 ecycling 82% of the waste produced on site
R
including 5.2 tonnes of cardboard and paper,
1.7 tonnes of plastic and cans, 6.4 tonnes of glass
and 300 litres of cooking oil for biodiesel use.
We composted 1.5 tonnes of food waste and
other compostable materials.
 roviding water standpipes across the site so that
P
people can fill their own bottles.
 ocal reuse and recycling destinations were found for
L
a wide range of materials: with excess food being
taken to a project for the homeless, 10 bags of textiles
to a charity shop and crates going to a community
garden project.
 e-usable coffee cups were sold with discounts on
R
coffee as incentives to re-use, resulting in a reduction
of 750 disposable coffee cups.

Our biggest indirect impact is caused by people
visiting the Festival via their transport and
accommodation. While this has a huge benefit
economically, we look for ways in which we can
reduce the environmental impacts.
Examples include:

 rovision of a public bus service from our nearest
P
train station to Hay, which runs up to ten times a
day with 3,179 passengers in 2016.
 rovision of minibuses that link Festival-goers with
P
local B&Bs and the surrounding villages and towns
with 945 passengers in 2016.
 e also provide free electric-car recharging points at
W
our Park and Ride carpark at Clyro Court.
Sustainability includes financial and social impacts
and a few examples of these are:

F
 ree tickets for students in tertiary education.
F
 ree loan of our thermal imaging camera for local
communities to assess heat loss from buildings.
W
 e purchase from local businesses where feasible and
encourage our contractors to do the same.
Our hope and belief is that each year the standard of
debate increases as people become more informed and
involved, with an awareness that they individually
can make a difference, as well as collectively lobby for
change in business, in government, in society.
For more information go to:
hayfestival.org/hay-on-earth.
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winston, Robert, HD21
winston, Robert, 140
winterson, Jeanette, 455
winton, Tim, 112
wohlleben, Peter, 240
wood, Gaby, 100, 143
wood, Leanne, 29
woodfine, Katherine, HD51
woodman, Conor, 247
woods, Sarah, 51
worden, Claire, 52
worsley, Lucy, 92, HD28
wright, Martin, 268, 321
wu, Tim, 66
wyatt, Kimberly, HD75
yoda (DJ), 159
yorke, Rob, 7
young, Will, 305
zernicka-goetz, Magdalena, 181
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HAY TEAM
DIRECTORS

COMMUNICATIONS

HAY FESTIVAL ACADEMY

Terry Burns, Geraint Davies, Peter Florence,
Cristina Fuentes la Roche, Nik Gowing, Guto Harri,
Caroline Michel Chair, Francine Stock, Michelle Walder

Becky Shaw Communications Director, Christopher Bone
Publicity Director, Marsha Arnold Photographer/Picture
Editor, Oliver Bullough Newsdesk Editor, Kitty Corrigan
Newsdesk Editor, Hannah MacInnes Filmmaker,
Mike Hughes Filmmaker, Jasmin Kirkbride Social Media,
Liz Wootton International Writers’ Blog Thom Buttery
Filmmaker, Tom Middleton Filmmaker, Liz Hyder Film
Production Coordinator.

Artist management: Divya Bagaria, Harriet Blackmore,
Miriam Cocker, Ryan Draper, Anne Eboso,
Willow Enis Race, Mabel Evans, Max Eynon,
Rosie Fenning, Kerensa Fitzwilliams, Bethan Forrest,
Jahna Hampshire, Rachel Hard, Harry Holding,
Iñaki Iasa, Lucy Jordan, Matthew Lampitt,
Maddie Millington-Drake, Emily Lewis, Beth Olivier,
Eleanor Penney, Mali Siloko, Jon Mikel Sorarrain,
Holly Stott, Megan Wassell. Photography: Chris
Athanasiou, James Crook, Joe Hainey, Sam Hardwick,
Matt Keenan, Sam Peat, Mogan Selvakannu, Liam Webb.
Newsdesk: Daniel Heard, Sophia Hinton-Lever, Hannah
Hopkins, Jennifer Okech, Alys Key, Jeanne Seignol. Hay
Festival Academy Press team: Thomas Anderton,
Ellie O’Driscoll, Lani Strange.

HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION
TRUSTEES
Rosie Boycott, Terry Burns, Dylan Jones Chair,
Caroline Michel, Maurice Saatchi, Alice Sherwood

STAFF
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Mike Barker Accounts, Christopher Bone Publicity
Director, Maria Carreras Sponsorship and Fundraising,
Amanda Cartwright Finance Director, Penny Compton
Box Office Manager, Kitty Corrigan Editor and Writer,
Maria Sheila Cremaschi Director, Spain, Yamile David
Production, Hay Festival Querétaro, Ángela Delgado
Valdivia, Development, Hay Festival Arequipa,
Julia Eccleshare HAYDAYS Director, Paul Elkington
Operations Director, Oscar Montes Erikson Development,
Hay Festival Querétaro, Peter Florence Director,
Isaac Florence Scientific Adviser,
Andy Fryers Sustainability Director,
Cristina Fuentes La Roche International Director,
Diana Gedeón Production, Cartagena,
Izara García Rodríguez Producer, Latin America,
Bella Jeakins Artist Management, Gareth Howell-Jones
Bookshop Manager, Maggie Kerr Development Director,
Marian Lally Accounts, Adrian Lambert Chief of Staff,
Amy Le Bailly Assistant Box Office Manager,
Angharad Lloyd Correspondent, Amalia de Pombo
Development Director, Cartagena, Paul Richardson Online
Systems, Joana Rodell-Jones Sponsorship Executive,
Zoe Romero Miranda Artist Manager, Latin America,
Heather Salisbury Artist Manager,
Becky Shaw Communications Director, Catrin Slater
Company Secretary, John Thomas Artist Management,
Aine Venables Education Manager, Pete Ward
Administrator, Sarah Whitticase Accommodation,
Fred Wright Site Designer.

BOX OFFICE
Penny Compton Box Office Manager, Amy Le Bailly
Assistant Box Office Manager, Althea Kibblewhite Friends
Desk Manager, Ellen Boyd, Vicky Atkinson, Bronwyn Lally,
Billy Lambert, Honor Spreckley, Wilf Ratcliffe,
Skye Meredith, Ben Elias, Steven Simmonds.

DRIVERS
Nino Williamson Driver Coordinator, Stephen Evans,
Philip Ferguson, Sally Glass, Paul Harris, Mark Havard,
Martyn Jenkins, Geoff Magnay, Les Mogford,
Darren Mossey, Barry Pilton, Garry Pryce- Mason,
Sandy Rowden, Becky Runciman, Chris Runciman,
Donna Salisbury, Jim Saunders, Mely Vera, John Yarwood.

FESTIVAL TEAM
Writers at work: Tiffany Murray, Project Director,
Lydia Osborne. Beacons Project: Amy Forbes-Robertson,
Xana Murrell. Production Coordinator: Ceri Elms.
Researcher: Caitlin McNamara. Compass: James Peachey.
Artists Reception: Marta Codello. Make and Take:
Nina Collins, Sarah Dean, Manager, Hanan Dualeh,
Ela Gorey, Megan Turner, Alice Venables, Alison Wibmer,
Ella Wright. Front Desk: Tom Sandwell, Sarah Whitticase.
Green Room: Sarah Boulton, Siobhan McNamara,
Carol Sykes. Food Hall: Barbara Murrell, Kim Murrell,
Hay Levels Researcher: Poppy Evans. Staff Catering:
Colin Thompson, Paramedics: Richard McKeand,
Tim Pearce.

FESTIVAL BOOKSHOP
Gareth Howell-Jones Bookshop Manager,
Beverley Clay, Ollie Evans, Julian Freeman,
Kit Goldman, Georgina Harvey, Sandra Havard,
Graeme Hobbs, Daisy Hughes, Laura Johnson,
Meg Lawrence, Cassidy Locke, Wenda Mullis,
Helena O’Sullivan, Andrea Price, Emma Smith,
Alex Squires, Paige Talbot, Elinor Tuckey,
Harry Vakatalai, Joe Viner, Hayley van der Westhuizen,
Morgan Wetherall.

GARDENS
Rosanna Bulmer, David Roberts, and with thanks to
David Austin Roses, Old Railway Line Nursery,
Wyevale Nurseries.

HOUSEKEEPING
Caroline and Joanna Davies

PARKING
Martin Tong, Jenny Thomas and team

SITE CREW
Fred Wright Site Manager, Georgie Cooke Assistant Site
Manager, Matt Harding, Lief Le Page, Paul Colman,
Gareth Plunket, Ian Robinson, David Evans,
Neil Richards, Howard Hutchings, Miles Chater Pugh,
Jose Freitas, Ali Thomas, James Morris, Dave Eakins,
Lewis Jowett, Tom Cripps, Liam Middleton

STEWARDS
Emma Jones Head Steward, Jan Pitman Stewards
Administration, Glyn Morgan Deputy Head Steward,
Stella Ward Steward Services

TECHNICAL
Paul Elkington Operations Director, David Darby Head of
IT, Richard Harris Head of Vision, Chris Hughes Networks
Manager, Rob McNeil Head of Sound, Joe Fletcher
Technical Manager, Clive Meredith Chief Electrician

01497 822 629

hayfestival.org

HAY TEAM

HAY FESTIVAL COUNCIL

THANKS TO:

President Emeritus Revel Guest.
Vice Presidents Hay – Corisande Albert, Justin Albert,
Robert Ayling, Joan Bakewell, Laura Bates,
Marcus Brigstocke, Nick Broomfield, Rosanna Bulmer,
Clemency Burton-Hill, Nick Butler, Lyndy Cooke,
Maria Sheila Cremaschi, Amelia Granger, Geordie Greig,
Sabrina Guinness, Rhian-Anwen Hamill,
Julia Hobsbawm, Helena Kennedy, Daisy Leitch,
Denise Lewis, Samantha Maskrey, Cerys Matthews,
John Mitchinson, James Naughtie, Jesse Norman,
Amol Rajan, Hannah Rothschild, Philippe Sands,
Marcus du Sautoy, Simon Schama, William Sieghart,
Jon Snow.

Adam Barriball, Dave Battock, David Bulmer,
Keith Blackmore, Cortina Butler, Carey Clarke,
Jonty Claypole, John de la Cour, Emma De’Ath,
Dyfed Powys Police, Rachel Edwards, Jane Ellison,
Mandy Garner, Paul Greatbatch, Alexandra Heybourne,
Elizabeth Haycox, Denise Hoey, Rob Ketteridge,
David Landsman, Hay St Mary’s Church, Peter Maniura,
Ben Matthews, Nicola Morgan, Fiona Oates,
James Powell, Powys County Council, Gareth Ratcliffe,
Mary Sackville-West, Savage and Gray for programme
design, Nick Shannon, Mari Stevens, Aine Venables for
Cover Illustration.

PARTNERS AND ADVISORS

Stephen Fry

Robert Albert Legal Advisor, Patrick Dyke, Beltran
Gambier Spain & International Legal Advisor, Robin
Mason Acre Accountancy, Carlos Julio Ardila President,
Cartagena de Indias, Jaime Abello, Raimundo Angulo, Ana
Maria Aponte, Cecilia Balcazar, Victoria Bejarano, Alfonso
López Caballero, León Teicher, Patricia Escallón de Ardila
Vice Presidents Hay Festival Cartagena de Indias.

FESTIVAL PRESIDENT
PRESS TEAM CONTACT
Christopher Bone
christopher@hayfestival.org

LIFE PATRONS
Frances Copping, Rhoda Lewis (co-founder Hay Festival),
Vera North

BENEFACTORS
Elizabeth Bingham, Kate Bingham and Jesse Norman,
Lord and Lady Burns, Nick Butler and Rosaleen Hughes,
Peter and Lucy Lacy, Terry, Sian, Isabelle and Miles
Sinclair, Rhian-Anwen and Michael Hamill, Tom and
Karen Kalaris, Peter Lacy and Lucy Rice, David and
Pauline Maydon, Danny Rivlin and Jacqueline Harris,
Hannah Rothschild, Maurice Saatchi.

PATRONS
Luisella Barrow, Philip and Janet Bunce, Barry
Carpenter, Alison Chappell, Frances Cloud,
Maureen Cruickshank, Claire Denholm, Louis
Flannery, Anthony Galliers-Pratt, Kathy Gilfillan,
Janita Good and Chris Clifford, Simon Grenfell,
Glen Jones, Huw Jones, Robin and Philippa Herbert,
Marlene Hobsbawm, Ross Hollyman, Jonathan
Hopkins, Ruth Huddleston, Shân Legge Bourke,
Jan Lindsay-Smith, Jane Livesey, Teresa McDonnell,
Tim Meunier, Andrea Minton-Beddoes,
Michael and Samantha Pearce, Sarah Quibell,
Sian Rolfe, Selina Shaw and Paul Voyce.
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BOOKING INFORMATION

Book online

www.hayfestival.org

Book by phone

Call the Box Office on +44 (0)1497 822 629
on using your credit or debit card

Book by post

Send your request to the address below or fax it to
+44 (0)1497 821 066.
 lease include event numbers and quantities, and write
P
your personal details clearly in capitals, including a
contact telephone number. Cheques should be made
payable to ‘Hay Festival’.
In case tickets are not available, please leave the
amount blank, but write on the cheque “not exceeding …
[the total cost of your order]” or include your debit
or credit card number. Please remember to include
the issue number or valid from date if you are paying
by debit card.

Book in person
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Hay Festival Box Office, 25 Lion Street,
Hay-on-Wye HR3 5AD
From Tuesday 23 May, the Box Office will move to
the Festival Site on Brecon Road, Hay-on-Wye.
All applications will be processed in order of receipt.
All ticket prices include VAT.
A handling charge of £3 applies to all orders.
Please check the Box Office daily for any venue
changes.
 ll details are correct at time of going to press.
A
We reserve the right to change programmes
and artists if circumstances dictate. In the event of
cancellations tickets will be refunded.
Tickets cannot be accepted for refund or resale.
The management reserves the right to refuse admission.

Access
To book wheelchair space in performance
venues, reserve a parking space (blue badge
holders only), please inform the Box Office
staff when booking your tickets.
 ll venues, restaurants, cafés, bar and
A
bookshop have wheelchair access and most
performance venues are fitted with an
induction loop. Disabled access toilets are
available on site.
 e continue to work to give deaf and hearing-impaired
W
readers greater access to the Festival by providing
induction loops, which may sometimes be skewed by
the aluminium structures of our tents. Please ask the
stewards for the best position to sit.

Please remember
The Lost Child Point is located in the Make & Take
Tent in the HAYDAYS courtyard between 10am
and 5pm. Outside these hours it will be located in the
Festival Admin Office.
All children must be accompanied, unless an event is
designated sign in/out, where a permission form must
be completed. Nappy changing facilities are available
in the toilets on site.
Late-comers will not be allowed into their seats until
a suitable break in the performance.
No Dogs allowed except Guide Dogs.
Audio recorders, cameras and mobile phones may
not be used in the performance venues.
No Smoking indoors anywhere on the festival site.
A paramedic is on duty at all times during events.
Visitors to Hay Festival may be filmed and/or
photographed for future promotions of the Festival.
PLEASE wear appropriate footwear as the tented
site is on farmland and can become muddy.
Entry to the Festival site is free. In the interests of
public safety please comply with all requests and
advice from Festival stewards and site staff. This may
include security and accident protocols.

